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ABSTRACT
This work is concerned with the design of feedback compensators to
obtain linear time-invariant systems which are insensitive to parameter
variations. A new concept in sensitivity design is introduced. A
sensitivity function is derived, based on the condition number
X = inf JIM 1111 M-1 , where M is a matrix which transforms the
M	 ^^
system under consideration to diagonal form. The knowledge of x permits
the computation of a bound on permissible parameter variations for which
the closed-loop system will still exhibit a specified minimum stability.
n;<
An algorithm to locally minimize the sensitivity function with
'	 respect to the compensator parameters is developed, programmed for the
digital computer and applied to the design of three systems.
To solve the compensator design problem it was also necessary to
develop a fast and efficient pole-placement algorithm and an algorithm
to determine X . Both algorithms are potentially very useful and are
described in detail in Part 4 of this dissertation. The pole-placement
algorithm was combined with Kleinman's iterative method of solving the
steady-state matrix Riccati equation and programmed for the digital
computer. This resulted in a self-contained Program package, which is
able to compute all-state feedback gains for any specified set of
realizable closed-loop eigenvalues. If stable eigenvalues are specified,
the resulting feedback gains can be used to initialize the Riccati









Physical	 beprocesses can	 analyzed with only a certain degree of
accuracy.	 This is due to measurement errors and parameter variation
because of aging, heat and other influences.
	 Further inaccuracies are
introduced by linearization in order to obtain a system model which is
mathematically tractable. 	 The modelling is usually done in the convenient
state	 forml ' 12 , the description	 inputovariable	 permitting	 of multi-
multi-output systems.
	 Once a linear model of the process is established,
desired system responses can be obtained by applying the theories of
10111,12136)
	 2 ' 13124026optimal control	 state estimation	 and compensator
-22,desigti4,1$
The question is, how valid are these results in light
the system	 uncertainties?of	 parameter
Efforts to answer this question resulted in system sensitivity
38analysis.
	
Already Bode	 was concerned about system sensitivity to
parameter variations and laid 	 the ground work for this branch of control
42
theory.	 Since then many extension and generalizations 	 of his work
have been published.
The present dissertation will apply sensitivity analysis to the
design of low order feedback compensators for linear time-invariant
systems with large parameter uncertainties. In doing so a new measure
of sensitivity is introduced. This new sensitivity measure takes info
account the uncertainties of all parameters of the closed-loop system,







Compensation of control systems in order to achieve a pre-specified
system behavior has been common
	 since the early days of control
system design. however, 'classical' results are applicable only to
time-invariant, single-input, single-output systems and result in design
procedures for feed- forward or minor-loop compensators29 . The compen-
sator design procedures relies mostly on Nyquist plots or Bode diagrams.
The introduction of 'state variables' 1112 in the 1950's to describe
the dynamic behavior of control systems gave new impetus for the
development of methods to achieve desired system responses. Consider
the linear dynamic system
X(t) = A(t) x(t) f B(t) u(t)	 (1.2-1a)
with output
Y(t) = C(t) x
	 (1.2-1b)
where A(t), B(t) and C(t ) are n x n, n x m and p x n matrices,
respectively. Whenever the system, given by equations (1) is time-
invariant, i.e., A(t) = A, B(t) = B, C(t) = C for all t, and
controllable and observable 10, it is possible to place the closed-loop
poles arbitrarily by feeding back all system states3 . All-state feedback
requires for the above system, that the matrix C be of rank n. Then
system (1) can be transformed into an equivalent system with states
z(t) = C x(t) and output y(t) = z(t).
Another problem connected with system (1) is that of optimizing the
system with respect to some performance criterion, i.e., to find a
control that minimizes the cost criterion. The most widely chosen















J(u) =	 f, (x 1 (r) Q(r) x(r) + uI' (t) 11(r) u(=)) dr	 (1.2-2)2
'0
For the case where all states of system (1) are available, e.g.,  C (O
	 I ,
the well known solution 3





G6 t) = + R-1(t) 9(t) P(t)	 r1.2-^+)
If Q(t )
 and R(t) are symmetric positive semi-definite and positive
definite weighting matrices, respectively, and system (1) is controllable,
then P(t) is the unique, symmmetric, positive definite solution of the
matrix Riccati equation
-P(t) = P(t) A(t) + AT(t)P(t) - P(t)B(t)R-1 (t)BT(t)P(t) + Q(t)
P(t f ) =101	 (1.2-5)
When system (1) is time-invariant and C = I, Letov 30 showed how to
choose	 closed-loop poles yielding optimality of the system with
respect to a quadratic performance criterion as given by equation (2).
In this case, Q and R are constant, and the integration interval is
10 ' OD}
Generally it is not possible to achieve arbitrary pole assignment
for time-invariant systems if not all states of system (1) are available
for feedback. In this case only as many eigenvalues can be shifted
arbitrarily as independent outputs y  are available 3l,32; tie remaining
eigenvalues may move anywhere in the complex s-plane. The use of cost
r4
functional (2) to optimize systems with unavailable states does not, lead
to tractable results as in the all-state case. Cassidy 27 developed a
modified quadratic performance criterion which yields optimal results
for systems which can be stabilized by partial state (or output) feed-
back. The drawback of his method is that it has to be started with a
stable system.
If no stabilizing feedback gains exist or can be determined, dynamic
feedback compensators have to be implemented to achieve stability or
optimality with respect to some performance index. The task of designing
a dynamic feedback compensator is usually achieved in one of the following;
two ways:
t2,13, ^, 33(a) Determine an observer
	 which yields an estimate of
the unavailable states. Use the estimates and available
states and proceed as in the all-state case in determining
appropriate feedback gains. The overall structure of
observer and feedback gains will be termed dynamic compensator.
(b) Since only a fixed linear combination of the states is needed
to achieve a specified system response, estimation and
feedback will be immediately combined 4118-20 . This method 4.,18
may yield lower order compensators than the first method, but
may also be computationally more difficult25.
The major difference between the two approaches is the fact, that the
second method does not obtain explicit estimates of the unavailable states 25.
Both methods allow arbitrary placement of all closed-loop poles of time-
invariant systems and will yield asymptotic stability for time-varying






The theory of obMervers and compensators is needed for the desirrn
of real systems, because many practical systems have not all states
available as outputs.
	 Another characteristic of practical systems is
the fact., that they usually cannot be described car. accurately as needed
for the proper application of control laws.
	 To deal with inaccuracies
or slow variations due to aging of the system parameters the sensitivity
of certain desired 	t	 i  sys em properties with respect to possible parameter
changes has been analyzed.
34^ 35^ 3'T-^43Numerous papers	 deal with sensitivity analysis and design.
To use the classification of Rohrer and Sobral 35, the sensitivity design
methods can be divided into two categories, absolute and relative
sensitivity designs. 	 Absolute sensitivity is concerned with the charY	 g	 	 Y	 eg
of some desired system quantity, e.g., the transfer function	 T(s), due
to the change of some parameter 	 x.	 'Thus, Bode 38 , Cruz and Perkins 39
41 1Morgan	 etc. deal, in the scalar case, with sensitivity functions of
the type
SxT T^T x
Equivalent formulations for the vector case are available39.
Relative sensitivity is applied when describing the deterioration
of the performance index, e.g., equation (1.1-2), due to parameter
variations.	 One of several possible expressions to describe relative
sensitivity is the change of performance index	 J(v, u)	 due to a change
in system parameters 	 v.
J(	




- J( 0,^ i .^+ r
0(t),	








' where	 J(vC , uC ^t))	 denotes the optimal cost, obtained for optimal
► ^(t) C .control u
_
and nominal system parameters
	 v	 Clearly,Y	 P	 _	 Y^ when	 v_
differs from vC, U 	 is no longer the optimal control, but a control
resulting in the cost	 J (v, u ( W .	 Reports of Rohrer and S obral35,
McClamroch 3 et al. ) Cassidy, Tue1 37 , Porter3 , etc. )
 are just some of
many publications which are devoted to the derivation and application of
some type of relative sensitivity.
Further references for sensitivity designs and problems can be
I'f found in reference
	 42 .
The goal of both methods is to minimize SXT and
S _v, u(t) . To achieve this goal in a mathematically tractable way
it is assumed that the parameter variations are 'small'. After the
design is completed the effects of 'large' parameter variations are
investigated39 ' 3 . None of the methods establishes an a priori bound
on the parameter uncertainties, for which the system characteristic
will vary within a permissible region only. Furthermore it is assMed
that the feedback structure can be implemented accurately, and thus
possible inaccuracies of this part of the closed-loop system are
neglected.
Although absolute sensitivity was introduced and analyzed 38
 earlier
than relative sensitivity, the first approach did not really progress past
a trial and error design procedure39I especially when only bounds on the
parameter variations were available. Tue137 and Cassidy showed that,
by making use of modern optimization techniques, the relative sensitivity
approach yields meaningful results with comparative ease, as long as only






It is the intention of this dissertation to eliminate some of f.rte
short-comings of both sensitivity approaches. To do so a completely
different route of investigation is chosen.
1.3 Scope and Contribution of this Work
This dissertation deals with the sensitivity of eigenvalues of a
closed-loop system consisting of a 13i,ear time-invariant plant and a
feedback compensator. The feedback compensator is of sufficient order
to permit arbitrary pole assignment for and thus stabilization of the
closed-loop system. It is assumed, that it is only desired to obtain
closed-loop poles within a certain region of the complex s-plane, and
not to fix the pole locations a priori.
Since the compensator permits arbitrary pole-assignment it is
assumed that the closed-loop system will have distinct elgenvalues only.
Then there exists a non-singular matrix, M, whieb transforms the closed-
loop system to diagonal form. A measure of the sensitivity of the
system matrix is given by
x = inf II M f ( ^l M-1M
Thus, by shifting the pole-location within the specified region, it is
possible to obtain a new ]tj, having a lower (or equal.) value than x
corresponding to the original set of poles; i.e., x can be locally
minimized.
Usually stability is a ma7.n design criterion. It is desired to
keep the closed-loop system stable even under the influence of large
parameter variations. A very conservative bound on the maximum permissible








where k  is an eigenvalue of the closed-loop system. To increase this
bound, it no longer suffices purely to minimize x as defined by equation
(1), but to maximize expression (2), at least locally.
Part 2 will give the theory behind the choice of this measure of
sensitivity. Also contained in Part 2 will be the numerical algorithm
for designing the compensator and computing expressions (1) and (2) in a
slightly modified form.
Part 3 will present three numerical examples to illustrate the theory
of Part 2.
The computation of equation (1) and iteration on the value of X
required some efficient numerical algorithmsfor pole-assignment and
determination of inf 
11 
M^^ M-1 	 Since these algorithms are of general
M
application, they are described in detail in part 4. The pole-placement
algorithm is an especially useful tool in determining a set of stable
gains to initialize the Kleinman 9
 iterative technique for the solution
of the Riccati equation. Numerical examples for the pole -placement
algorithm will also be given in Part 4.
Thus the contributiotm of this dissertation are:
(a) a new sensitivity measure which takes into account the variation of
all closed-loop parameters;
(b) a bound (still very conservative)	 given on the parameter uncertain ty






(c) a very efficient algorithm for arbitrary pole assignment and
initialization of the iterative Riccati matrix equation; and
(d) an algorithm to compute X = inf ,I M M_l I , where the matrix









COMPENSATOR DESIGN FOR LOW .OENSITIVITY LINEAR Y.'T1-24u
2.1 Introduction
This part deals with linear time-invariant plants which are inaccur-
ately known and have fewer independent outputs than sf.at.es . The aim is
to design a low-order feedback compensator such that the closed-loop
system, consisting of the plant and the feedback compensator, has poles
in some desired region of the complex s-plane. Furthermore the poles
should be insensitive towards variations of the system parameters.
The goal will be achieved by choosing an estimator of minimum order
as developed by Luenberger13 and by using the estimates together with
the plant outputs to determine a set of feedback gains, which will shift
the poles of the closed-loop system to locations within a desired region
of the s-plane. A sensitivity measure, which will be defined in the
following section, is evaluated for this set of eigenvalues. Then the
eigenvalues are moved within the desired region in order to decrease the
sensitivity measure. The method will terminate if a local sensitivity
minimum is obtained.
A conservative bound on the maximum permissible parameter variation
for which the eigenvalues of the closed-loop system will still be stable
is derived from an extension of Gersgorin'si4 theorem.
2,2 Theory
Consider the linear time-invariant, controllable and observable plant
x(t) = A x(t) + B u(t)
	
(2.2-1a)





where A, 13 and C are matrices of order ( n x n), (n x m) and (p x n)
respectively. Let B and C be of maximum ranks m and p, respectively.
%'hen	 (A,B) represents a controllable system l3 , if
rank I By AB, A 2 B , ... , Ay- 'B ] = n	 for	 Vin	 (2.2-2)
Similarly (AT, CT ) is observable if
2	 µ-1
rank C CT,ATCT, (AT) CT, ..., (AT) 	 CT = n	 for µ	 n	 (2.2-3)
If C is of maximum rank p and p C n then it is not possible to
achieve arbitrary pole assignment of all n poles by static feedback
alone; a dynamic compensator is needed. The theoretically lowest order
of the compensator 4 ' 18 to permit arbitrary placement of all closed-
loop poles is equal to
D = min (v-1, µ-1)
= min (controllability index - 1 1 observatility index - 1) (2.2-4)
where v and µ are the smallest integers to yield equalities (2) and
(3), respectively. Since B and C were assumed to be of maximum
ranks m and p, respectively, upper bounds for V and µ are given by




However, choosing the compensator order according to equation (4)
requires
(1) that all three matrices A, B and C be accurately known and;




6To take parameter uncertainties into account and to enable the estimation
of unavailable states from i;he outputs y, the compensator order is
chosen to equal n-p, assuming, that p > m (in the case p C m, take
the dual of system (1)). Estimation of all unavailable states makes the
implementation of a feedback compensator computationally simple and
changes after realization of the feedback compensator can be made: with
static feedback, if so desired.
Let the compensator of order q = (n-p) be described by
z(t)	 F z(t) + G y(t)	 (2.2-6a)
u(t) = H z(t) + J _y(t)
	 (2.2-6b)
Combining equations (1) and (6) yields the closed-loop system
x(t}	 A+BJC	 BH	 x(t)
(2.2
-7)
z(t)	 T	 GC	 F	 a(t)
The augmented state vector I x, ZIT will be defined
WT(t) 4 
t 
x(t), z(t)] T	 (2.2-8a)
and the closed-loop system matrix
A+BJC	 BH
GC	 F
Thus. equation (7) becomes
w( t ) = K w(t)	 (2.2-9)
For the sake of clarity it is now assumed, that only the plant
matrix A has parameter uncertainties. Later on it will be shown that
the desensitization of the eigenvalues of the closed-loop system is with























of them. Le t A be decomposable into a nominal matrix A^ and a
parameter variation 41A, i.e.,
A = A0 + dA	 (2.2-10)
Usually dA cannot be properly defined. The best one can do is to
obtain some upper bound on the uncertainties of every element of the
nominal matrix A0.
Substitution of expression (10) in (Sb) yields
A +BJC
	 BH	 SA	 0
K f K0 + dK =	 0	 ( 2.2-11)
GC	 F	 0	 0
The closed-loop system is shown in figure 2.2-1.
Since the parameter uncertainty is usually not explicitly known
the compensator to achieve some set of closed-loop eigenvalues will be
designed with respect to the nominal system parameters. Consequently two
questions arise:
(1) what is the influence of dA on the set of nominal closed-loop
eigenvalues?
(2) can the influence of $A on the nominal eigenvalues be minimized?
Answers to the above questions will be given after the presentation of a




K0 is a simple matrix, iff for each distinct eigenvalue of








I.e., K0 is simple if it has a full set of linearly independent
eigenvectors and thus can be transformed to diagonal form.
D2)14
Cnxn
	 denotes the set of all complex valued 	 nxn	 matrices.
D3) For simple matrices
	 K there exists a non-singular matrix 	 M
which transforms
	 K0 	to diagonal form	 L, i.e.,
	 K 	 = M L M-1.
Matrix	 M	 is non-unique, Ml = M • diag ( Pl P Y@. , Pn+q )	 with
Pi ^ n	 is also	 a similarity transformation matrix.
D4) The infimum of the condition numbers for the set of matrices
M,	 transforming
	 K 	 to diagonal form	 L,	 is defined to be
X =	 inf 11 M 	 M-1
M
D5) A matrix : -rm induced b;, a vector norm is defined by 17
LKO	
^)K	 = sup
D6)14	 An absolute vector norm N(x) depends only on the absolute
values of the elements of the vector argument.
Theorem i4:
Let KO, dK E e(n+q)x(n+q) with KO simple. If K0 has eigenvalues
%1'.:-`%n+q' M is the transformation of K O to diagonal form L, µ
is an eigenvalue of K = K  + d K, and for a matrix norm induced by an
absolute vector norm
9 = II aK U iM II" MII N 1N' Ue.^ x	 (2.2-13)
then µ lies in at least one of the disks






(This proof is repeated here, since it gives some insight into equations
(13) and (14) and shows the relationship to Gersgorin's theorem). 's in ce
µ is an eigenvalue of K = KG + d K, there is a vector y / 0 for which
(KO + SK) Y = µ Y	 (2.2-15)
Because KO
 is simple, KO = M L M-1  and hence
(L + M-1 d K M) z= µ z	 (2.2-16)
where z = M-1 y. Thus
(µ I- L) z=M1
 6KMz	 (2.2-17)
From the definition of the lower bound of a matrix with respect to an
absolute vector norm N it follows that
g1bN (µI-L) 96 11 M 19K M 11 c 11 cf K Il JI M 1111 M-111
whence
min µ- i	 JJdKJJ JIM 11 J 	 (2.2-18)i
Expressica (18) must hold for every M transforming K G to diagonal
form, thus
min µ - i f 4 d K 11 inf 11 M II ^I M-1 I^ _ 4	 (2.2-19)i	 M
Hence, µ lies in at least one of the discs
s	 i l ` 4'
The connection to Gersgorin' 14 theorem is easily established. Consider
expression (16) and define










Then according to Gersgorin's theorezn 14
 the eigenvalues of D lie in
disks
s 
-dii	 gi	 i=1.(n+ q) 	 (2.2-22)
in the complex s-plane. But
dii = k  + ( M-1 6 K M)ii
whence inequality (22) can be re-written as
	






I(M- 1  
SK M)id	 (2.2-23)
Define
^i = 43 + + ( M-1 K M)ii -	 (M-1 K 'M)lk 	 ( 2.2-24)
k
Using the matrix norm
bounded above by
.?, ,4  11 
M-
11m !
This must hold for al:
form L and thus
-% i I 
_ If dK 11 CO
induced by the infinity vector norm, Yi can be
1
	
11 M11 m 	 i=l(n+q)	 (2.2-25)
! matrices M which transform KO to diagonal
inf I MAD	 M 11 00	 (2.2-26)
M
18




	 'Phis theorem answers already the first of the two questions asked
before introducing; the theorem. Having designed a compensator such ijiat
K O
 has a specified set of eigenvalues { %if the eigenvalues of K=KO+ if,
will be in disks as given by expression (113 ) and (14'. Clearly
expressions (13) and (14) are for a worst case design.
Once an appropriate matrix north is chosen, 11 dA 11	 and thus, by
assumption, 11 j  (I	 are known. Then, by equation (13), the way to
minimize the influence of JJ JK f J on the nominal eigenvalues [k i l  is by
minimizing X = inf 11 M_' 	 M  . inf I M-1	 M ++ could be directlyM	 M
interpreted as a sensitivity measure. To desensitize the closed-loop
system the eigenvalues are moved within a permissible region until some
minimum of 3C is found.
Inequality (14) says that asymptotic stability of the perturbed
system matrix K = KO + SK is ensured if the eigenvalues of the
nominal aystem satisfy
Re(X i ) E- jft 0	 for i=1, n+p	 (2.2-27)
If the actual closed-loop system w(t ) = K w(t) is desired to exhibit
a specified degree of stability, say Re(4) 4 - r4 0, where	 is an
eigenvalue of K, then inequality (27) has to be amended to
Reformulation of inequality (28) leads to either
(2.2-28)
Re(k . )i t	 rye(% . )i	





Loth expressions are combined to form the promised new type of sensitivity
function. This function is implicitly dependent on the eigenvalues r,i
of the nominal system and a parameter [x0, which depends on the ratio
II G II
^I G	 of the input- and ou +: gut-, matrix of the compensator ((; and If are
defined in equation (6)). 'Ibcn Lhe sensitivity measure chosen becomes
Re(%
max) +fs (%, a0 ) W 1 ++	 (2.2-30)
where %	 denotes the least stable eigenvalue of K 0 (K0 is assumed
max
to be stable). When trying to minimize the sensitivity function f 
with respect to its arguments, it can be seen, that tr ; -: will not necessarily
yield the lowest possible X but will essentially max imi ze
Re (%	 )ll ](	 this ratio the ermissablemax J / J^iK I) By maximizing	 ertur-P	 P
bation of K0 is maximized.
It is possible to include some region constraint in the sensitivity
function, i. e., some penalty to force the desensitized eigenvalues to be
close to a desired region in the s -plane. As computational results will
showr this is not really necessary. If the eigenvalues of the system to 	 R
be desensitized are chosen to lie within a specified region,it is most
likely that the eigenvalues of the desensitized system will be in that
region, too.
Equations (13) and (30) depend only on the norm of d K and not
directly on the elements of this matrix. Hence, once a closed-loop
system is designed variations of the elements of matrices B,C,G, Ji,FOT







To summarize, the computational problems posed are to:
(1) determine an estimator of order q--n-p having certain desired
ei renvalues
(2) use the plant outputs and estimates to compute a set of 'all-state'
feedback gains yielding a plant with desired eigenvalues;
(3) combine estimator and feedback gains to obtain a compensator as
t: described by equation (2.2-6);
(4) compute the matrices 	 M	 and	 M	 of eigenvectors of the closed-
loop system, consisting of plant and compensator, and determine
X =inf N M )	M1	 s
M
(5) compute the sensitivity measure	 f 	 given by (2.2-30) and iterate
on	 f	 so as to obtain a minimum.
Stepss 1 to 3 have a comomon characteristic in so far as neither the
estimator, nor the set of 'all-state' feedback gains nor the Final
feedback compensator are unique. This non-uniqueness can be easily
demonstrated with an example for all-state feedback which is typical for
all 3 cases.
Example:
Let x(t) = A x(t) * B u(t)	 (2.3-1a)
1	 Y(t) = C x(t)	 (2.3-1b)
1 represent a second order system withall	 a'12A =	 I B = l2 	 and	 C = I2	 (2.3-1c)
a21	 a22
Where I2 denotes the identity matrix of order 2.
Arbitrar;t, pole-placement can be achieved by feeding back all stages.
I
Choose the feedback I w
P-1
9011	 8012
u= - c, 0 y= - G0 1 -..
J021	
90 22





a21 9021	 a22 8022
X	 (2.3-2)
(2.3-3)
Clearly, <,0 has infinitely many solutions for any one set of closed-loop
poles. If system (1) would be a single-input system and controllable,
then a unique z0 would exist for which
_ (A - b g 0 ) x
	 (2.-3-4))
will have a set of desired eigenvalues.
Before analyzing the above 5 problems in detail the fallowing
assumption is made to facilitate the theoretical and computational
analysis:
Assumption:
The system given by equation (2.2-1) and repeated below is in observer
canonical form, i.e.,
x(t)	 A x(t) + B u(t)
	
(2.3-5a)
(t) = ^xp	01 x(t)	 (2.3-5b)
This assumption is not overly restrictive, since any constant linear
system, that is not initially in observer canonical form, but whose
matrix C is of maximum rank p, can be transformed to an equivalent
.,
22
system, that is, t.o the desired observer cwionical f'onn t f'or findin3^ .l.e
transformation see for instance Ash 2).
For clarity the computational problems are dealt, wi t.'1 below in separate
paragraphs.
1 ) 	Estimator Uesi f;n
;'ince the plant (eq. 2.2-1) has only p independent outpu ts,
 i . e . ,
the first p states, q n-p states will be estimated. To do so an
estimator of Luenbergerl3
 type is chosen. It: is not the purpose of +.his
dissertation to repeat the derivation of this type of estimator. The
following equations are therefore stated without comment. The interested
reader will find all necessary details in Ash 2, from where the equations
are taken.
Let the estimator be described by
c
k ( t ) = U P t ) + V Y( t
) + W u(t)	 (2.3-6)
with
(t0 )	 0 1 lq 	 x(t0)
The matrices U, V and W can be found by partitioning the nominal






where A3-1 is (pxp), A22 is (qxq), Bl is (pxm) and B2 is tqxm).
The estimator matrices are determined by
U = A22 - 
Ge Al2
V = A21 - G  Al2 + U G 	 f2.3-8b)
W = B -
	





	is an arbitrary matrix which is chosen to force
	 U	 to satisf4;
certain conditions.






	 proved that a closed-loop system formed of a
plant, an estimator and a set of all-state feedback gains
	
rjs	 will 'gave
eigenvalues consisting of those of the matrix
	 U	 and those of	 A0 + A 0
Hence some of the desired closed-loop system eigenvalues are selected to
be realized by the estimator.
Since the eigenvalues of 	 U = A22 - G 	 Al2	 are known ) ", e	has '.o
be determined accordingly.
	 Consider the system
^(t) = A22T 4(t) + Al2T r(t)	 (2.3-9)
and choose	 1
r(t) _ - G  T 4(t)	 (2.3 -10)
to force the closed-loop system to exhibit the specified eigenvalues.
Details on how to find an appropriate matrix	 G 	 are omitted here.
Part 4 of this dissertation describes a numerically very efficient, method
for determining a matrix 	 G 	 which will yield the desired closed-loop
poles.	 Once	 G 	 is known, all three estimator matrices 	 U) V and W can
be determined.
The state of the plant can be constructed from the plant output and
the estimates.
rx(t) = Rl }T (t) + R2J(t)
' where
Tp ,	 ^e and	 R2T =	 0 F IQ (2-3-12) 
i
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Nominal Closed-Loop System: Compensator Partitioned into
Estimator and 'All-state'
Feedback Gains - ;s
P5
The structure of plw:.' and estimator is shown in figure 2.3--1.
2) Feedback Gains Gs
q of the n+ q closed-loop system eigenvalues are realized by
appropriate estimator design. The remaining n eigervalues are obtained
by computing appropriate feedback gains G s
 for the nominal plant. For
the determination of G $ it does not matter that q of the n states
to be fed-back are actually state estimates. Thus the system under
consideration is
k( t ) = AO x(t) + B u(t)	 (2.3-13)
and the control law to obtain the desired closed-loop poles is
U(t) = - Gs x(t)	 (2.3-14)
Again the reader is referred to Part 4 for an algorithm on how to compute
an appropriate matrix Gs.
3) Compensator Design
The compensator matrices can be constructed from the estimator
matrices and the gain matrix G s by simple block diagram manipulation.
Figure 2.3-2 depicts the final result. The diagram has the same structure
as that of figure 2.2-1. Equating corresponding expressions yields
F = U - W Gs R2	 (2.3-15a)
G = V - W G s Rl
	(2-3-15b)
H= - Gs R2	(2.3-15c)
J = - G s Rl 	 (2.3-15d)
4) Computation of x = in 	 M 111M-1
A
This step caused some difficulties. No use could be made of existing




Nom+nal Closed-Loop System: Derived from Figure 2.3-1





:solve the problem for a matrix norm induced by am arti I rar;j vector norm.
An al_ urithm could be developed to determine 3[ for matrix norms induced
by the 'one' and by the 'infinity' vector norm. 'Mie resuli.c for the
matrix norm induced by the 'infinity' vector norm are outlined here. Full
details for both norms are presented in Part 4, section 1+.3.	 '!'he
'infinity' vector norm induces the matrix norm
M
M ^
= sup I-	 = max	 M.	 6))oo	 x	 ^ I k I	 (2.3-1
x^ 0	 I1 — M ao	 k	 j
i.e., If M11 OD is the maximum absolute row sum.
After determining two matrices M and M -1 that transform Y to




	 M-1 '! ql, 22' . • ., 
.%(n+qIT • Obtain the matrix
= M^-1 by normalizing the rows of M-1 I  i.e.,
21 po 	 for J=1,(n+q)	 (2.3.17k 	 jkl
1 qj klk
Scale	 R	 61 M	 appropriately to yield	 R. = M„,	 where	 M^ Mr3-1 = I
and	 RP =
r	 Ti 41P42”... , r$
`	 (n+q)
g) Then 




5) nIteratio on the Sensitivity Measure	 f	 s
Once X is determined it is not difficult to compute the sensitivity




minimize fs . One solution way would be to determine a gradient of f,
with respect to the elements of the compensator matrices, since they can
be influenced directly. `Men the compensator elements could be changed




is zero or very sma
	 Since f is not
explicitly dependent on the compensator elements such a gradient; would
4	 '
have to be synthesized from perturbing the compensator elements. lisually
the total number of elements of the compensator matrices is quite large.
Thus, this approach would create a dimensionality problem. Predicting
the motion of the closed-loop
	
n	 b	 c	 tlos lo p eige values would every complicated ) too.
Hence, another approach is chosen.
This new approach synthesizes the gradient of	 f 	 with respect to
perturbations of the closed-loop eigenvalues. The compensator matrices
corresponding to the perturbed eigenvalues are easily calculated by
proceeding through steps l to 4 above.	 It hasP	 g g	 P to be pointed out that thisP
approach restricts the degrees of freedom in design remarkably, because
the compensator designed in steps 1 to 4 will always be designed in the
same way. No use is made of the multitude of other compensator designs
for the same set of eigenvalues. Such a use would be possible if the
above approach were used. However, then the problem would no longer be
computationally tractable. Ih restore at least some of the lost
freedom the following observation is taken into consideration. Simultaneous
multiplication of matrix G by some scalar ao and division of matrix
_r
H by ao does neither change the compensator output nor the closed-loop
eigenvalues, but it has a large influence on the system eigenvectors and
thus o n X . Hence, f  is also considered an implicit function of Uo





The theory and computational aspect of the compensator design for
low-sensitivity systems was presented in the previous part. A computer
program, called COMPDES, to mechanize the design procedure was written
in FORTRAN N. Several numerical examples were computed and three of
them will be described in the following to show the success and limitations
of the method.
3.2 Program Outline
COMPDES can be broken down into two major sections. The first
section consists of a gradient procedure which tries to increase the
stability of a system by computing appropriate feedback gains. The thus
obtained closed-loop system is tested for stability with respect to the
maximum possible parameter variations. The program terminates if stability
can be guaranteed. If not, the program proceeds to program section two,
Section one can be by-passed.
Program section two carries out the actual compensator design and
sensitivity reduction. The compensator is comp,sed of a state estimator
and a set of 'all-state' feedback gains. The sensitivity function is
minimized by means of the Davidon function minimization method. The
gradient of the sensitivity function with respect ' ,o the eigenvalues and
CIO is required for the Davidon method and is synthetically generated.
Thus the gradient may not be computed to be zero where the friction
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a minimum, t he total number of iterations is limited.




 on „ of the uter Print-Out
The first page of each example shows the input data, and gives a
listing of the eigenvalues of the system matrix A. The eigenvalues are
called 'Roots' in the print-out.
The second page gives a print-out of the initial compensator matrices.
FJ, FH, FG and FF denote the compensator matrices J, H, and F. These
matrices are computed for a given set of closed-loop poles. This set of
poles is again denoted 'Roots' and the print-out follows that of the
compensator matrices.
The line following the poles of the initial compensator design shows
the value of a0 by which the compensator input matrix G and output
matrix H are scaled (see Part 2, section 2.3) and the condition dumber x .
These two values are repeated in the next line together with the least
stable pole denoted I ROOT1 1 and the value of the sensitivity function
called ' FUNCTION VALUE'. The following line contains the same quantities,
but for the final compensator design. The display of the matrices and the





3.4 .2 3rd order system
9	 3.4.3 4th order system
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3.4.3 4th order Sy8tem
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3.5 Discussion of the f,esults
All three examples were chosen arbitrarily and their resulf.s
	 he
interpreted differently. The uncompensated systems are all unstable
and at least the second order system cannot be stabilized by static
feedback.
The first example minimizes the sensitivity function by essenf.ially
maximizing IRe(X max )/X 1. The final condition number x f = 24.74 is
slightly greater than the initial value Xi = 22.55. A result of this
type could be expected, as already indicated in section 2.2. A check on
the sensitivities or the initial and the final closed-loop system design
was done by successively perturbing each of the diagonal elements of the
overall systems. The perturbation had the value +1. Although the absolute
changes in pole locations of the final design were slightly larger than
those of the initial design, the'final design maintained its 50% hitcher
stability margin over the initial design,
The minimization of the sensitivity function in the second example
is mostly achieved by decreasing the condition number from x i = 222.9
to K  = 97.2. Again the diagonal elements were one by one perturbed by
+1. This time the changes in pole locations was markedly different for
the two designs. The absolute shifts of the poles of the initial design
were 2 to 3 times 1 , -rger than the corresponding shifts of the poles of
the final design. Both designs remained stable for the introduced perturbations.
Although the sensitivity of the third example is reduced by more
than a factor of 4, this is not enough to actually obtain a low-
sensitivity final design. Perturbation tests showed that both designs
are extremely sensitive. Since the absolute changes in pole location of






could be established. The extreme sensitivity of either system was best
demonstrated when adding +1 to the (2,,2)-element of the overall systems.
The (2,2) element of the initial design has the value +1643.1 and the
corresponding element of the final design the value +1969.1. The pertur-
bation caused both systems to become violently unstable, each get t:inC
an eigenvalue in the vicinity of s= +20.. If a less sensitive system
is desired several different initial designs should be tried out.
It is quite interesting to compare the permissible uncertainties of
the three systems. The values are, .027 and .0022 for the 2nd, 3rd
and 4th order plant. Since all three plants are different these numbers
can not be compared directly. However, they roughly indicate the order
of magnitude of the uncertainties permissible for the three different
order systems. In general it can be said, the higher the plant order,
the smaller the permissible uncertainty. Heuristically this can be
}	 explained as follows: the influence of an uncertainty d on the charac-
teristic equation of an nth order system can be estimated to
d. f al. Jmax n-1 where a.^-^max is the element of largest magnitude of
the plant matrix. This estimate indicates an exponential.Ly growing
influence of a parameter variation d .
None of the examples permits the specified parameter uncertainties.
The uncertainties were intentionally chosen to be rather high,forcing the
computation to either find a local sensitivity minimum or terminate
because of too many iterations.
4o
4
TWO GENERAL PURPOSE M7MERICAL AT .'r01;I'rRMLS
4.1
	 Introduction
To solve the problems posed in the precedinf, chapters t.!:e need arose
for an efficient pole-placement algorithm and an algorithm  1.o determine
the condition number, X = inf I M11 I M-1- 11  ( where	 A = M L M-1 ,	 wi Ch
L = diag
	 eigenvalues of A
	 for at least some matrix norm,o
	
induced
by an absolute vector norm.
Investigation of the literature for pole-placement algorithms
showed that, although a number of algorithms were developed
	 3-^g	 g	 p	 previotzsly
they all appeared to be rather complex and lengthy.
	 The literature
search uncovered another fact, namely, that the solution of the algebraic
matrix Riccati equation still poses problems.
	 Although pole-assignment
and Piccati equation do not appear to have much in common, it will be
shown later that a good pole-placement algorithm can be of great value
for the solution of the steady-state Riccati equation.
i
Basically the algebraic matrix Riccati equation can be solved in
two ways:	 one is the use of successive approximation methods, the other
is the backwards integration of the time-varying matrix Riccati equation
•1
until steady-state behavior is obtained.	 Backward integration can be
performed by direct numerical integration (e.g., Runge-Kutta	 or
Iianmdng--predictor-corrector-method) or by the automa tic synthesis program
(ASP) 7 matrix iterative procedure;	 both procedures require disproport;ionally
long computation tur ►es, especially for low order systems (for 1 s t and 2nd
order systems up to 1.5 minutes for a Fortran H compiled program on the
IBM 360/50).	 Several iterative procedures are available for the solution
41
of the algebraic matrix I'iecati equation. 7n order to conver,,e +.o a
positive definite solution, most algorithms, i.e., Kleinman, 9s method,
requires such an initial guess PO of the Piccati matrix as to ensure
stability of the closed-loop system. Obtaining a stabilizin t, guess r0
is generally considered difficult, especially for higher order sys s.ems.
Man  claims to have developed an algorithm which is not criticallyB
dependent on the choice of the starting matrix P0. However, this
author's experience with Man's algorithm was, that good convergence was
achieved only for the examples presented in Man's paper. Examples, in which
the system to be optimized was very unstable, converged very slowly or
not at all.
Since Kleinman's algorithm is very efficient and exhibits quadratic
convergence, it would be a very valuable tool in combination with some
algorithm that automatically generates an appropriate starting matrix P0,
or an appropriate feedback gain matrix G0. Ash  pointed out the usefulness
of a pole-placement algorithm to generate a valid initial feedback gain
matrix 0p . Ash used results from the state- estimation theory to place
the closed—loop poles of a controllable, single-input system arbitrarily
along the reel-axis of the complex s-plane. The same results of the state
estimation theory will be utilized in the following sections to develop
	
-	
a general pole-placement algorithm for multi-input systems, allowing 	 4
	
Li	 arbitrary pole assigrment in the whole s-plane, including multiple real 	 .
and complex eigenvalues.
The algorithm consists of three parts. In the first part it is
shown how 'to place poles arbitrarily for a single-input controllable
system. The second step describes a method of converting a multi-input
42
controllable system into a pseudo single-input, controllable s;!st.em. I^:F
third step eliminates the problems involved with multi-input, controllable
systems, ^rhat are not immediately transferable to single-input, controllable
systems and problems occurring if some of the specified closed-loop poles
coincide with open -loop poles.
The problem of finding the condition number X = inf 11 M I JIM-I II for
some matrix norms induced by absolute vector norms, does not seem to be
dealt with in the literature at all. In the last section of this part a
simple algorithm will be presented to obtain the inf 11 M NIM 
111 for
M
the 'infinity' and the 'one' norm.
4.2 Pole Placement and Initialization of the Iterative Riccati Equation
r
4.2.1 Relation between all-state feedback gains and Kleinman's
iterative solution method for the Piccati equation.
Let the controllable linear time-invariant system be described by
x(t) = A x(t) + B u(t)	 (4.2.1-1)
r
where A is a (nxn) matrix and B a (nxm) matrix. M -state feedback of
the form
U(t) = -Go x(t)	 (4.2.1-2)
yields the closed-loop system
x(t) = (A-BG0) x(t)	 (4.2.1-3)
where the eigenvalues of (A-BG 0) can be arbitrarily assigned 3-5 . Thus,
if the eigenvalues of (A-BGp ) are preselected, the problem is to
determine a G  which yields the desired eigenvalues. The same problem






Let the cost functional for equation (1) be riven by
00
,r(u) =	 2( xT (r} Q x(r) -i- uT(r) R u(r)) dr	 (11.2.1-0
0
where Q and R are (n*n) and (m*m) positive definite matrices,
respectively. The control law, that minimizes (4) is well known 1110111
and is given by
U*(t) = - H-1 BT P x(t) = - G- x(t)
where P is the unique positive definite solution of the algebraic matrix
Idecati equation
AT P+PA - P BR-1 BT P+ Q-0	 (4.2.1-6)
To solve (6) for the matrix P Kleinman suggested a successive
approximation method. The (i + 1) st iteration of the method can be
written as
(A-BR-1
 BTP i ) TP i+l + Pi+l(A-BR-1BTPi) = -P iBR-1BTPi
-Q	 (4.2.1-7`
Kleinman showed that the method enjoys quadratic convergence and will
yield a unique positive	
FJ
definite solution if the starting matrix 0 is
chosen such, that (A-BR-3  BTP0	(A-BG0) is a stable matrix. Equation
(7) can be re-written as:
(A-BGi)TPi+l + Pi+l(A-BGi) = - GiTRGi-Q	 (4.2.1.-8)
where
G. = R-1 BT Pi
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Thus, the 
Gj0 computed for a set of stable eigenvaiues of the closed-
loop system (3) can be used to initialize ,he Kleinman iterative
procedure.
4.2.2 Arbitrary pole-assignment for single-input systems
Let the control input matrix B be the vector b. Then equation
(4.2.1-1) becomes
x(t) = A x(t) + b u	 (4.2.2-1)
System (1) is assumed to be single-input controllable 12, i.e.,
Rank I by A b y	 , An-1 b I = n	 (4.2.2-2)
Let the pair (FT, h) describe the nth order single-output observable
system
z(t) = F z(t)
u{ t} w h  z(t)
System ((3),(4)) is observable if
n-1




Let T be a non-singular similarity transformation such that
x(t) = T z(t)	 (4.2.2-6)
Substituting expressions (4) and (6) in equation (1) yields
T z(t) = AT z(t) + b hT z(t)
	
(4.2.2-7)
and since z(t) = F z(t) it follows that








Equation	 13' lq	 (9) will have a unique solution	 for T, if le
 and A have
no common eigenvalues. Furthermore, Luenberger 14
 showed t } gat T will
be invertible if b renders (A, b) controllable and h  renders (FT,h)
observable. But the latter two conditions are fulfilled by assumption.
Thus, since the resulting T is non-singular (as assumed in eq. (6)1,
equation (9) can be transformed to
E	 TFT-1 = A + b hTT-1 = A-b go	 (4.2.2-10)
where
g T -hTT1
Equation (10) simply states that, since	 F and	 (A-b goT )	 are
similar, they have the same eigenvalues. 	 Hence, by choosing a matrix	 F,
which has the specified closed-loop eigenva.lues, and an appropriate
vector hT, equation (9) can be solved for T.
For mathematical and computational simplicity it would be advantageousE.
	 for F to be a diagonal matrix. Theoretically this choice is always
possible, even in the case of complex eigenvalues, which have to occur,
in conjugate complex pairs.
	 However, the pure diagonal form is desirable
only for real eigenvalues.	 A complex diagonal matrix	 F	 would not only
complicate the numerical computations considerably, but also result in
1complex gains in	 b th	 T	 d	 T	 would be complex.	 Complexg0,	 s ce	 o	 ,	 an	 ul	 p	 p
feedback gains $o	 cannot be implemented in practical. designs.	 By
restraining
	




eigenvalues, F can no longer be purely diagonal; it will have non -zero
values on the super- and subdiagonal for complex eigenvalues.
Thus, T may be computed in the following way;
1. Select a vector b  with no zero elements
















where f i are the real and al the imaginary parts of the
eigenvalues.
3. Solve equation (9), TF - AT = b h  for T.
4. Compute go via equation (11), gam, = -h
.
 T 1.
The simplest way to proceed at step 3 is to solve equation (9)
sequentiUly.
Define:













I - A) t  w s r 	r r with fr real	 (4.2.2-15)
For any pair of complex eigenvalues fi + j ai , equation (9) .yields
1(f
	




a si + a (fiI-A)ti 	(4.2.2-16b)i	 i
Hence, all n column vectors ti p j -1, n, of the similarity transformat ion
7' can be obtained by successively solving equations (15) and (16),
respectively, via Guassian elimination or matrix inversion.
Remarks ^o steps 2 and 3:
If it is desired to specify multiple real or complex closed-loop


























 of the transformation matrix " corresponding; to
multiple real eigenvalues fi	 are computed froml^u
( fi 7 - A)ti = s 	 14.2.2-18a)
1
and
( f i j T - A)ti+j-1 ` s i+j-1 - ti+j-2	 j = 2, V	 (4.2.2-18b)
The vector tk+ 1-1 , ,^ = 1, µ, corresponding to the multiple complex
eigenvalue fkj[(+)jak is calculated from
[(fkl.i-A) + ak2T tk - kfk1T-A)sk +	 k+1	 (4.2.2-19a)






{fk,2{j-1}+l`'A)2+I^ 2tk+2(j-1)T(fk, 2(j-1)1 -A){!k+2(j-1)-tk+2(j-2)-2)+
+ 
ak (sk+2(j-1)+l7tk+ 2(j-2)-1)	 (4.2.2-19c)
1




Formulas (19c) and (19d' are valid for j=2, 1 -1) .
The second ine ,= j of fk,j defines that position of fk..j within
its associated Jordan block and is needed to properly identify the
corresponding vectors tk+j -1 and !k+j-1' Clearly, fk,l=fk,2-"'-fk'
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Although equation sets (18 1 and (19) look rather involved theY are
not too difficult to program. Together with (15' and {lr1 f.hey produce
an algorithm which is numerically very efficient.
4.2.3 Conversion of a multi-input system to a pseudo single-input
system
In the previous section the algorithm for arbitrary pole-assignment
in controllable single-input system was presented. 	 As it stands t.be
algorithm will work and yield an invertible matrix
	 T, for mul.t:i-input,
systems only in special cases, namely, if any one column 	 bi , i=l,m,
r of the input matrix	 B	 renders theair	 (A, b	 completely controllable.P	
—i	 P	 Y
Also, if the multiple output system is given by	 z(t ) = Fz(t), u(t)=Hz(t),
then any one row 	 h T	 Ti	 of the matrix
	 H	 has to render	 (F , hi d	 completely
observable.	 The latter requirement is easily fulfilled, because 	 H	 can
be freely chosen by the designer. 	 The condition on	 B	 is generally not
rsatisfied and the designer has no influence on it.
r
Let the multi-input system, as in equation (x+.2.1-1), be given by
.^
x(t) = A x(t) + B u(t )	(4.2.3-1`
r tI f
	(A,B) cons titutes a controllable pair, then there exists a linear
r feedback law3^5



















'rhe problem of finding (:0 for a riven set of eigenvalijes is +*enerally
non-linear and has many possible solutions. As already suggested by
Simon and Mitter5 one way to obtain a linear satarion, is 1.o res+,ricf•
the control u to the form
U(t)	 a uf( t ) + u0(tl	 !4.2, 3 -14)
where g is a m-vector. When only feedaask control is desired, le`
20 (t)# 0	 !4.2,3_51
and
uf(t) = - k  X(t)
Substituting equation (4) to (61 in (1) yiel,as
(A .. B a 60 1 ) X(t)
Since B is a (n=) matrix and rz a m--,rector define
d IT B 	 (4.2.3-8)
a n-vector. With equation (8) the closed loop expression % f' can be
re-written to be
x(t) = (A - d g0T1 x(t)	 (4.2.3-g,
When looking at equations (4) to (6), two questions arise immediately:
First, is it always possible to express the feedback control as shown in
equations (4) to (6)? Second, how can the vector a be determined?
Simon and Neitter5 have already given answers to both questions.
It was shown in reference 5s that any controllable system can be converted
into a pseudo single-input system, as long as the similar Jordan canonical
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form of matrix A has at most one Jordan block associa ted with the seine
multiple eigenvalue. The algorithm developed by ►jimon and Mit.t,er5 to
determine the vector a will not be repeated; instead a new orte will
be presented. The new algorithm will converge in maximaU ,/ (n+:L) steps,
compared with (n 2+1) steps of the Simon and Mi t-,t;er mf: I.hod .
Before presenting the actual algorithm the following; assumption
concerning the class of systems involved is made:
A. To ensure the existence of single-input controllabili ty of
system (1) it is assumed, that the similar Jordan canonical
form of A has at mos t one Jordan block associated with arty
multiple eigenvalue.
To obtain a suitable vector a, system (1) is transformed to Jordan
canonical form. Let
x( t) = M1 zl ( t)	 (4.2.3-10'
be anon-singular transformation to Jordan canonical form, i.e.,








' lEMatrix	 D1 	renders the pair
	 (J1 , D1 )	 completely controllable
	 iff
(1)
	 none of the rows of
	 D1




(2)	 at least the row of
	 D1 	corresponding to the last. eigrenvalue
in each Jordan block is non-zero.
s. Since the original system (A,B) was assumed to be completely controllable,
1 so will be	 (J1,D1).
To avoid computation with complex numbers ? all conjugate complex
eigenvalues i = µ3 + J y 3 ,	 X * .Z = u	 ui	 3 are transformed into
blocks of the form
r 




This transforms	 J1	 to a real valued matrix, defined to be	 J,	 and	 D1
into the real-valued matrix 	 D.	 A new set of state variables 	 z(t)	 is
obtained.	 z(t)	 and	 zl(t)	 are related by the similarity transformation
M2, 1. e., z t) _ M2 E(t). AgeLn, for the pair (J, D to be controllable,
it bas to fulfill:: condita ons (x' and (2) above.	 :Their meaning for the
transformed complex eigenvalues is sumarized in condition (31.
(3)	 at least one of the two rows of 	 D	 corresponding to the last
..
P : COW ugate Co	 .ex pair of each Jordan block of wilti-phe
complex eigenvalues In nmtrix J	 is non-zero.
-
Let the cont-WI	 u	 be age ;n restricted to the form of equation (4), and
let u ' = 0	 in anticipation of a pure state feedback 14W.	 When. equ^.tion (13.
' - 	 -	 .. -	 _. e C 3	 i.rJlM', ! .^ 'l^ T. ' ^!f!.' 4K' i^^l ^!"^•.	 , at.»	 ^.	 _ ..
becomes
x(t3 = M2-1 -1 A Ml M2 z(t) + M2
 
w1 Ml-1 B Ct u f
= 141A M z(t) + Ni : ' a of
z J z(t) + D a of
5 3
( 4 .2.3-15N
Having transformed the original system (1 ) to the equivalent, similar
system ( 15) the comput%tion, of a proceeds as follows
(a) Define a m-vector a' having all elements equal to one.
(b) Define i
'd't1
	 D a' = D
1
(c) Test d^T
 for controllability according to conditions (1) to (3).









d^" a	 ^ l` d 	 + (col. j of matrix
	 D)	 (4,4,3-19)
The new
	 aOl	 is thus given by
r. 0
0 th 1 i	 of m elements
0
0
Thus	 dj"	 has at least one zero-element less than	 d^.
(g)	 Again test (J, dj")	 for controllability,	 Repeat the steps (d' to
(f) until
	 ^J(i} 	 i . n+lv n = order of matrix A) renders
(i)d	 ) controllable.




Having determined. a vector; a (one out of infinitely many) for the
system (JiD), Ct will also render the system -(A,B) sin gle input controllable.
ZYY
,+t
Then by converting (Ap} into a	 seu ,do oingle.nput system, the :algorithm
4 presented in section 4 . 2.2 can be used,to . detearm^ne an appropriate
s
:	 feedback vector 'go
	
for the arbitrary aselgnment of the closed.-loop
'digeavuaiuea of	 (A4 1r
4.2.4 Generalization of the pole-assignment algorithm.
Assumption A of section 4.2.3 excluded controllable systems, whose
Jordan canonical form has more than one Jordan block associated with +.l.e
same multiple eigenva'lue, from the conversion to pseudo single-input
91	
systems. Except for this case, the algorithm does not exclude systems
so
	
	having multiple eigenvalues. However, numerical considerations make it
preferable to deal with systems having distinct eigenvalues only. Finding
the transformation to Jordan canonical form of systems with multiple
eigenvalues is computationally very difficult.
Although actual physical systems very rarely have multiple eigenvalues 15
it would be desirable if the algorithm of the previous section could
handle them with the wane numerical ease as systems with distinct eigen-
values.	 To make the algorithm of section 4.2.3 applicable to all controll-
able systems (even those previously excluded by assumption A) and facilitate
the computation of the similarity transformation to Jordan canonical
form for systems with multiple eigenvalues use is made of the following
well-known fact3.
if the pair (A,B) is controllable, so is (A-B G
m
, B), where
Gm	 is an (m x n) matrix.
find the	 it is	 to firstIn order to	 eigenvectors of A,	 necessary
n determine its eigenvalues. 	 If.	 A has multiple.eigenvalues, some
R•F
is very likely to have distinct eigenvalues. If Al
 has still some
multiple eigenvalues, form
A =A - Br, =A - 2B02	 1	 m	 m
and continue until Ai = A-i B Gm has distinct eigenvalues. This matrix
Ai
 is then used to find a pseudo single-input system (Ae d) for whi.cli
can be eermined easily. 	e final 	.50p	 dt	 . Th ^ e]. 	 aG has o be
adjusted.
G  = i • Gm
 + a 90T
	(4.2.4-2)
Equation ( 4.2.2.9), TF - AT = b hT, was guaranteed to have a unique
solution for T only if F and A have no common eigenvalues, i.e., if
none of the pre-specified closed-loop eigenvalues coincides with an open-
T	 -loop eigenvalue. _f it is desired to have some open and closed loop eigen-
values in common, an arbitrary feedback loop is designed for A to obtain
a matrix Al which does not have eigenvalues in common with F. 'Me
design of the feedback loop is done in the same way as in the case of
multiple eigenvelues
4. 3 	 Computation of x = inf M	 M l^
M
Literature17 is only concerned with determining the condition number
for some fixed given matrix A.	 In this c4se it is easy to find the
condition number
^[(A^	 A
^i A 1 N _	 (4.3-1)
for s matrix norm induced. by an absolute vector norm.	 However,
given a matrix. A it is genez%Xly difficu t to determine the infra of
i51
the condition numbers for the set of matrices M which transforms A to
L3	 diagonal Form, i.e.,,
A T M L M-1
where L = diag I eigenvaaues of A .
Since the matrix M is non-unique, M- = M diag[(D il] (where P, 4 W
again transforms A to diagonal form L. Knowledge o" the condition
number of the matrix M is very useful in obtaining1winds 14
 on the
magnitude of the eigenvalues of A and on their changes with respec t; to
perturbations of A. To derive as accurate bounds as possible requires
the determination of
x = Inf 	M g M l q	 (4-3-3)M
This author was not able to derive an algorithm
  b whichY	 3C as
defined in equation (3) could be computed, irrespective of the type of
absolute vector norm inducing the matrix norm 	 To come up with
some results at Ql, attention had to be restricted to `the 'one' and
I
the 'infinity' norm' . The 'one' norm of a vector x is defined to be
i . e . ,	 M 
1 
is the maximum absolute column sum and
M	 is the maximum absolute row sum.
To compute 3C for a given similarity transformation M proceed as follows:
(a) 'One' norm:
a) obtain the matrix M-	 43.0^: . ^ . , eOn ^ by norAtizing
the columns of M, i.e.)
Eimp I = 1_ F n	 for kml, n	 (4.3-8)
J=l ^k =1 E I jk1
jM1
0) Scale N # bC1 appropriately to yield N0 X MP _1 where
M13 VIOW1 = I and Hp	 4 
n^ , n^ , ... 






Scale R * M appropriately td yield lsf, = M, Viere M^M^ -^' s 1
and 
11,=141 
f 4 ,... T
2	 n
Then xaD = inf M 
as 
M-1	 i s given by
M
n





In the following a proof will be given, that expression (11) redly
is the inf ^ M 11 
oo 11 M-1 11  m . Assume that all but one absolute row sumM
of matrix Q = M 1 equal one. Let the j th row be the row with an
absolute row sum not equal to one.
1. Assume
q k ( = dl > 1. Then Q ^^ oa
	
Cr1
Let the greatest absolute row sum of matrix R = M occur in row i,
	
n	 Ni.e., I 110DR 	 - ^ 1 rtk i ^ O` Thus II M-1 lloo I M o. =k=1	
n




If now the jth row of matrix Q = M-1 is normalized such that its
absolute row sum is
Then 1 $ 11 = 1
Due to the scaling of Q = Mm'..  the matrix R M has to be scaled,
too. In this case the jth column of R has to be multiplied















The equal sign holds, if the I i h row of 1 
R 
still yields 1,h e
greatest absolute row sum. If a row other than row L yields the
largest row sum,	 R0 	can be bounded above by
n















A co.nparison of expressions (12) and (16) gives
	
M-^. I' 
CO 11 M 1100 ^ II M;111CO
	
M0 1 m	 ( 4 -3-17)
2. Assume
	 l q j k l = d2 < 1, then 11400 = 1.
Following a similar line of reasoning as in case 1, leads to an
expression which is identical with inequality (17). The new
expressions corresponding to relations ( 12) to (17) are noted below
without comment.
n
(12)Wl1M l flao M oo	 ^Qllaa II Rap = 1 ^^ I r4k) ^4. 3-lEl
lu1
	










R oo(l5) --W 2:1 rCkf ?, Nx13 
k=1
n	 r,




Thus	 M M 1r I 	 N
	 (4- 3-23)
Inequalities (17) and (23) show that the condition number of the matrix
M , when it is not normalized, In always larger than or equal to the
wI
condition number of the normalized matrix MV .
Q.E.A.
Similar proof can be given for expression (4.3-9^.
4.4 Numerical Examples for the Pole-Placement .Algorithm
^...r^ 
A Fortran IV computer program was written to mechanize the algorithm
hpresented in section 4.2. A listing of the program can be found in
Appendix B.
	 The program was written in such a way, 	 as to allow either
pole-placement or pole. ,placement and solution of the algebraic matrix
Riceati equation. The subroutine to solve the Riecati equation is based
on Kleinman's9
 iterative solution technique.
If the computer program is used only to determine feedback gains
for the pole-assignment task, about 80% of the computation time is spent
on checking the controllability of the padr (A,
	
	
toand converting it .
a pseudo single-input system. T'hua, if it is known that every column
bi of the matrix B renders (A,bi) controllable the conversion step
can be omitted.
The following pages present 11 exuTles . Each of th em is run through
all steps of the program. These stets are:
. ''L • '.IMF M Y ! F 'T M ^^^^^.'•^9• t^a^ ^! ^ k' .Fti v
I. Check for multiple eigenvalues or common open- and cloced-
loop eigenvalues.
2. Conversion i:o a pseudo single.-input, system.
3. Determination of feedback gains to assign desired pole-
locations.
4. Check of closed-loop eigenvalues.
5. Computation of Riccati matrix.
6. Back substitution of solution into matrix t^1cca,ti equation.
Steps 4 to 6 are optional.
After the program was debugged it never failed to determine a set
of appropriate feedback gains, whether for distinct or multiple real or
complex eigenvalues. The results are very accurate as can be seen from
the following examples. The computer print-,out gives all necessary






STATES 8	 2	 INPUTS E	 1







A - INPUT MATRIX
0.300000000 00
0.0



















001^3338460 00	 00500000000 00
DIA63MALIZED MATRIX A t
 OR OIAOONALIZED MATRIX 24 —SOZ04 IN THE CASE

























































STATES I	 2 INPUTS 0	 1
A - SYSTEM MATRIX
00100000000 01 0.100000000 Ot
O.0 00100000000 Ol
5 - INPUT MATRIX
0.0
0.100000000 Ol




0.555756440 00 00100000000 01
0.100000000 01 0.292593220 00
MA TRIX	 SINV*6 .
00100000000 01
0.292593220 00
VECTOR ALPHASTRA4S< SVECTCR	 0 R 56AL'H44.
00100000000 01
VICTOR	 DSTRA%$<.
06100000000 Ol 0.292593220 00
DIAGONALIZED MATRIX As OR DIAGONALIZED MATRIX SA-110160 IN THE CASE
OF MULTIPLE EtGENVALUES AA0/OR	 COMMON OPEN- AND CLOSOC-LOOP EIGEN0411E3-
-0.241421360 Ol 000
000 00414213560 00
G - GAIV MATRIX
0.450000000 02 0.14000000D 07
T - SOLUTION MATRIX
-0.35672954D 00 -0.215065100 00
-0«540970940-01 -0.395042570-01








GAIN TOLERANCE .LE. 0.57523750-07WAS ACHEIVED AFTER 	 5 ITERATIONS•
MATRIX	 RtINVERSE< .
0.200000000 01 T.
RICCATI MATRIX	 P .
0459496655D 01 0.301335070 01
0.301335010 Ot 0.243534610 01








	 INPUTS i	 I






R - INPUT MATRIX
0.10000000D 00
0.0



















00100000000 00	 -C.l0000000D 00
DIAG34ALIlED MATRIX A t
 OR DIAGONALItED MATRIX to-BOZO! IN THE CASE






G - GAIN MATRIX
	06200000000 03	 -0.700000000 03
















GAIN TOLERANCE .LE. 0.52252930-OTWAS ACMEIVED AFTER S ITERATIONS.
MATRIX RZINVERSEC .
0120000000D O1
RICCATI 441414 P .
	0.800079400 03	 -0.74OA4T35n 04
	
-U.?40047390 04	 0.201rC77'S8D 03











STAPES 0	 2	 INPUTS r	 i
A - SYSTEM MATRIK
-0.20000000D 01 0.300000ODO 01
09100000000 01 00100000000 01
S - INPUT MATRIX
0.0
00100000000 01




0.100000000 01 -09791287850 00




VECTOR ALPHAXTRANS< ZVECTCR	 0 0 B+ALPMA<.
0.10000600D 01
VV TOR	 DXTRAHS<.
-0.14128785D 00 O.lo0000o0D 01
DIAGONALIIEO MATRIX A, OR DIAGONALIZED MATRIX IA-BOZG< IN THE CASE
OF MULTIPLE EIGEYVALUES ANWOR	 COMMON OPEN- AND CLOSEC-LOOP EIGENVALUES.
-0.2791287$D 01 0.0
000 0.17912878D 01
G - GAIN MATRIX
0.200000000 01 0.700C000nD 01
T - SOLUTION MATRIX
U.37912878D 01 0.358257570 00
-002081121so OD -0.147247480 00








GAIN TOLERANCE .LE. 0.82324680-07MAS ACMEIVEO AFTER	 5 ITERATIONS.
MATRIX	 RtINVERSE< .
0.20000000D 01
RICCATI MATRIX	 P .
0.36829461D 00 0.6158049'10 00
0.61SRo49 30 00 0.211164970 01




























0.1" 743500 02 
INPUTS • 2 
O.C . 
0.200CCOOOO 01 














VECTOR ALPHAITRA~S( IVECTeR O' e.ALPHA(. 0.100000000 01 C.IOOCCOOOO 01 
VECTOR OITRA~S(. 






O. 76~9"670 00 
0.1117~3500 02 
OlAGO~'LIlEO MATRIX " OF MULTIPLE elcrNVALUES 
-0.2""'398400 01 
CR OIAGONALIZEO MATRIX IA-8.ZG( IN THE CASE A~C/OR COMMON OPEN- AN~ CLOSED-LOOP EIGENVALUES. 0.l46860280 01 0.0 
-0. H6860280 01 -Q.Z4H98400 01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.388796800 01 · 
c - CAIN MATRIX 
0.109)]6810 02 
0.109)]6870 02 


















RlttAT. waTR11 P. 
U.17,,0; .. 8]10 01 




















a .btl' I., 7 HC-Ol 
• ESI OUAl ,.'1".1. ""ltll 15 lEIlO. IF .... , ... _O.1~".'~~7U-08 _O.I,~7l_l~n_08 













o •• oooooooe 00 




P 1\ &Cr.U''''f • 
-0.1#1&1"".0-0. 





STATES 0	 3	 14PUTS 8	 2









d - INPUT MATRIY
O.t46OOOOOD 02 0.94OCOCOOO 01
0060n000000 00
-00400000OOD 00
0.260000000 Ol 0.74OCC000D 01






-00200000000 00 06400000000 00 0.10000000C 0l
Dol0000000D 01 0.111022300-tS
-0.100000000 OR
-0.902960460-21 C.10000OOOD OL -4.992991130-21
MATRIX	 SINV•O -
0.444049210-IS 016000OOOOD OR
00120000000 02 -0.2GOOOOOOD 01
0.400000000 00
-0.400000000 00
VECTOR ALPHAXTRANS< SVECTCR	 0 9 $*ALPHA<.
Do3000OOOOD Ol 0.2000OOOOD 01
VEC TOR	 OSTRAN3<.
00120000000 02 0.32OCO000D 02 o.4O000006D 00
DIAGONALIIEO MATRIX At
 OR DIAGONALIZED MATRIX SA-500 IN THE CASE
OF MULTIPLE EIGFNVALUES AWOR COMMON OPEN- AND CLOSED-LOOP EIGENVALUES.





G - GAIN MATRIX
0.40SOOD000 01 -0.482700000 03 0.79000000C 00
0.270000000 O1 -0.321800000 03 0.500000000 OD
T - SOLUTION MATRIX
-09100000000 01 006000OOOOD Ot -0.6000OOOOC 01
-0.22897143D 01 -0.2184474OD-11, -01160000000 02
-0.307692310-DL 0.800000000-01 -0.240000000 00





0010000000D 01 000 0.0
060 C-10O000OOD 00 000








RICCATI MATRIX	 P .
0.436611820-01 -0698261#0210-02 -0.130641290-01
-0.980640210-02 O-t9765591D 00 0.440879h?^-02
-0.110011290-0L 0.440PIS620-02 001#511?6770-01
RESIDUAL MATRIX. MATRIX IS lEBR. IF MATRIX P IS ACCTMATE.
-0.4641#861aI1-t1# 0.1110114in-IP 0.7%111014911-#3O.l^h lySlgq-t? - O .Pew4 's^ r4n - # 1 -04i99844*191-iF
O•?tin•^4 1LV0-11 -P.44 ► N711N5n-1 j -0.476R401*1C- 10 	 r%
STATES I	 4 INPUTS 4	 2
A - SYSTEM MATRIX
-D.30000000D 01 0.1500000D0 02 0.100000000 00 000
000 061COCo000D 01 00100000000 Ol 001000Coow at
0.0 0.10000OOOD 00 -00200000000 00 0.300000000 02
O.50000000D 03 0.70000000D OL -0.300000000 of 000











00100000000 at 0065LS82260 00 ^.236069370-01 O.SS2350190-01
0120000000D Ol -0.30077953D 00 -0.60252296C--01 -0.933604650-02
0.277555760-16 C.L2062045D 01 -0.164535540-Ot -0.929310990-01
00100000000 OL -00564IS7220 00 0.42963155D-01 -0.26299772D-01
MATRIX	 SINV*B .




VECTJR ALPHA=TRAVS< SVECTCA	 0 6 5*ALPHA<.
04100000000 01 0.1000000oo OL
VECTOR	 DtIRAHS<.
00610471610 00 00951327910 00 -0.155562200 00 0.447400460 00
DIAWWALIZED MATRIX A t OR DIAGONALIZED MATRIX SA-5*IG< IN THE CASE
OF MULTIPLE EIGEVVALUES AWOR 	 COMMON OPEN- AND CLOSEC-LOOP EIGEWALUES.
0.246119100 O2 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 -0.533401110 01 0.232327750 02 000
0.0 0.232327750 02 -O.S33401170 01 000
000 000 0.0 -0.161495560 02
G - GAIY MATRIX
0.73556455D 02 0.24764396D 02 0.262437250 00 0.2S033755D 01
0.73S564$S0 02 0.241643960 02 0.262431250 00 o.2SO331000 01
Cl\
\JD -
= em pm pm
T - SOLUTIOM MATRIX
-0.[47792210-01 -0.197691820-01 -O.1S7139590-01 -0.175246614-r1
-0.249923430-01 -06960200170-02 -0.213500400-01 -0.1	 1195460-01
-0.35171179D-01 -0.45667614D-01 -0.34709626C-01 -0.3V395S94D-06
0.754074630-01 O.SL992799D-02 06129654110 00 00453246730-01








000	 00500EOOaoo 00	 000	 000
000	 0.0	 06500000000 00	 0.0
000 	O.0










RICCATI MATRIX P .
as*
0040000OOOD 00





0.79939851D 02 00490245160 02 0.200211900 01 0.469340720 01
0.49024SO&D 02 0.371292SOD 02 0.133800840 01 0.290306430 01
00200211880 Ol O.I3780084D 01 0.840S40S50-01 0.140IS4419 00
00469340720 01 0.290306430 01 0.140IS4410 00 0.30T87147D 00
RESIDUAL MATRIX. MATRIX IS ZC40 9 IF MATRIX P IS ACCURATE.
-0.509910500-OS -0.209325690-06 -0.116990460-06 -0.444546830-06
-0.209325820-06 -0.938141000-07 -0.107673571-01 -0.247?65040-07
-0^11699046D-06 -0.107673530-07 -0.31016853C-08 -091065623SO-07
-0.444946950-06 -0.247765870-07 -00106S62360-07 -0.392SS9930-07
--a	 -O
•
STWS 1	 4 INPUTS 0
	
1
A - SYSTEM MATRIX
0.0 O.loccoacoo 01 000 000
000 000 0.100000000 01 O.Q
0.0 000 O.0 0.100000000 Ol
O.10000000D 01 00200000000 01 0.300000000 01 00400000000 01











0.211299110 00 0.467245690 00 0.7326261SC 00 00100000OOD Ol
-0.841123660-02 0&127161720 01 0.200000000 01 -00579293330 00
-0091219330 00 -0.142333280 01 000 0.710312160-01






VECTOR ALPHATTRANSC VVECTOR	 0 9 OXALPHAC:
0:10000000D of
VECTOR	 DITN44S<.
0.10000000D 01 -0.47929333D 00 0.710312160-01 -0.218992640 00
0IAGaNALItED MATRIX An OR DIAGONALIIED MATRIX 2o-s416< IN THE CASE
OF MULTIKE EIGEYVALUES AA010R 	 COMMON OPEN- AND CLOSED-LCOP EIGEMVALUES.
0.473262620 01 O.0 000 0.0
060 -0.831313730-01 0.605119600 00 0.0
0.0 -0.605'19600 00 -0.831313730-01 000
000 C.0 000 -0.566363410 00
G - 6AIN MATRIX













T - SOLUTIOM MATAlx
-00959i1400D-01 -0,177030920 00 -0.101858510 00 -0.205003110 00
0.915397530-03 0.250444170 00 -0.609546430-01 0.31937192D 00
-0085868860-01 0.17443473D-02 -066890020790-01 -0.72147962D-02
-0.204827400-01. 0.12417873D 00 -0.663469620-01 0.146813670 00






0040000000D 00 0.100000000 00 0.0 000
0.10000000D 00 008000000OO 00 000 000
000 000 00400000000 00 00100000000-020
000 0.0 0. 100000000-01 0.900000000 00
MATRIX	 R .
00200000000 00
WE THAN 13 LOOPS FOR EIGENIIECTOR OF -0.20000 01 	 0.20000 01 DIFFERENCE OF	 0.3240E-07
EIGEyYECTOR ERROR MESSAGE
$41 M0.16110-09 TIERS	 15 DIFft0.324OE-OT
MO2E THAI 15 LOOPS FOR *IGENVECTOR OF -0.20000 01	 0.20000 01 DIFFERENCE OF	 0.3240E-07
EIGE4VECTOR ERROR MESSAGE
SM1+0.76940-09 IIERi	 15 DIFnO.3240E-07
GRIN TOLERANCE .LE. 0.295&3850-04Y4S ACHEIVED AFTER 	 19 ITERATIONS,
MATRIX	 R9IMVERSEC .
O.SO00000OD 01
RICCATI MATRIX	 P .
01184663520 01 06284168560 OR 0.161406740 01 006000+60000 00
0.264168560 01 0.640414969 01 0.546782840 01 00IS7331740 OR
0.18140674D OR 0.546182440 01 06b6091632C 01 0.222084200 01
00600000000 00 0.151331760 01 0.22208428C 01 0.21070337.7 01
RESIDUAL MATAIY, MATRIX 15 ZERO, IF MATRIX P IS ACCURATE.
-0.24646$070-10 -0.46422089D-09 -0.21752611C-09 -D.L01929900-09
-0.486221110-09 -0.72986S658-08 -0.125110130-07 -O.?05045230-09
-00817526710-09 -0.12S1I073D-07 -00215820220-O7 -0.3S934171D-08




^,^_.	 -.,	 .-	 -	
_....	 ^u .Y. t.	 ..., ^'d'wc ^:, ,.+NWT'.. _	 ^ ^•^RMI^., .^.Y -.	 -S^t-: ^ i
 ^ .. .. ^"^..	
-^	 .. ..	 .nom'._ ^	
^'w^	

















































STATES a	 6 INPUTS a	 2
A - SYSTEM MATRIX
000 0.0 Ono 0.0
000 000
	 - 0.0 one
0.0 0.0 000 o.too00r*000 01
-00IS000OOOD 01 C.0 -0.11S000000 Oz -0.430000000 01
000 O.0 00100000000 OR 000
0.0 -0.925C0000O 01 000 000




O.ISO000000 02 -0.750t0000o OR
0.0 0.0
0.462500000 01 091,38750000 02








0.236711850 00 0+.306917930 00 00601452900 00 0.424433790 00
00487619110 00 0.102 4033.10 00 00120039010 01 0.453570370-01
-0.134318620-01 0.355765900-01 0.1T569219C 00 0.176003930 00
0.204961110 00 0.803989630-01 0.110547560 00 0.181027410-01
0.1,04000000 01 -0.5594OSS3D 00 -0.314740060 00 0,140267030-01
-00641136350 00 0.10000000D 01 0.614800600 00 -0.120314720w-01
MATRI X
	S14V+O .
00916338430 01 C.S20737810 01




-O.ISSI8270D 00 00166104180 00
VECTOA ALPHAITRAVS< ZVECTCR	 D a 8*ALPPAC.
0.100000400 OR O.I000C000D 01
VECTna	 URTRANS[.
001 4ST0763D 02 0.673216150 00 0.314537420 01 0.337543340 00
0IAG'1NALIZED MA741X A• DR OIAGONALIZEO MATRIX to-SslG< IN THE CASE
3f MULT. VLE EIGE4VALUES AADIOR	 COPMON OPEN- AND CLOSE[-LOOP EIGENVALUES.
-00521589130 02 060 0.0 0.0
000 -0.213835530 01 0.911685730 01 0.0
0.0 -0.91168S730 01 -0.21303SS30 01 D.O
n.0 0.0 0.0 -0.141201630 01
000 0.0 D.0 000
000 0.c 000 000
-I WR . ^ ^'	
-







-	 ^;.¢	 :mow-	 ••	 _	 -..
^	
i^	 ^	 w	 ^	 r	 o	 •.	 1000.. ,^	 .-. .
	-0.%76303050 02
	
-0.340276070 02	 -0.439009050 00	 O.S12976290 02	 -00191699090 at
	
-O.S36S034S0 02	 -00370216070 02	 0.356191100 01	 0.462976290 02	 0.400300910 01
G - GA14 MATRIX
0.400961660 02
0.390961660 02








































































































































































STATES 4	 6 INPUTS A	 2
A - SYSTEM MATRIX
0.0 C.0 0.0 0.0
000 0.0 000 0.0
000 0.c 0.0 0010000000D 01
-00150000000 at 000 -O.115OOOOoc 02 -0.4sO0Ooo0D 01
0.0 000 0+100000000 01 0.0
000 -0.92SC000OD of 010 000




0.151000000 02 -0.15000OOOD 01
0.0 0.0
0.462500000 01 00138750000 02








D.102439020 Ol 0.7L628298D-30 0911,7073170 01 0.19512L9SD 00
-0.219512200 00 -0.181517980-28 0.463414630 00 0.24390244D 00
00714285110 00 0.25621742D-24 0.429571430 00 O.L429S714D 00
3037500000 00 0.965534830-33 0.437SO0000 00 06125000000 00
0.0 0.70000OOOD at 0.0 000
0.0 0.832667270-16 000 000
MATRIX	 SIVV*B .
0.29266293D 01 -0.14634I460 01
0.365853660 01 -0.182926830 01
0.214285710 01 -0.107142860 at
09LM150000U at -0.937SCOOOD 00
00500000000 00 0.1S0000000 at
Q.3Cg000O0D OL 00900[00000 of
VECTOR ALPHAtTRAYS< 9VECTCR	 D 0 BAALPHA<,
061CC000000 OL C.100C00DDD 01
VECT34	 OCTRANS<.
O.i4614146D Ot 0.182926830 Ot 04107152860 01 0.937500040 00
01AGOVALIZED MATRIX AI CR DIAGONALIZED MATRIX !A-6*ZG< IN THE CASE
OF MJLIIPLE ETGFYVALUES AKC/OR	 COMMON OPEN- AND CLOSED-LOOP EIGENVALUES.
-0.100000000 o1 C.20000COOD 01 060 000
-0.20000000D 01 -C.1000O0000 OL 0-0 0.0
0.0 0.0 -O.ls0000000 01 o.T,
0.0 C.0 0.0 -0.100000000 01
0.0 C.0 0.o 000




















00200000000 01	 0.120000000 02
r












_ ._ +. -
	
-	
"^:a ;.9^w«. .^, .._ ..a:... ..	 ; Pt -'^►M^"+.a/^:'.^'t'.y^!'^ :"!°".`^""^sf '• 	.'' ' 't n:1^e^.w - lnwr-^itr.^^► :yrr4vP `.'	 ..	 -	 . -
G - GAI% MA:RIX
00149971080 06	 -0.524333930 04	 -O.S30180030 04	 -O.S32189630 04	 0.601098830 05	 0.216209310 04
00149971080 O6	 -0.524333930 04	 -O.S30180030 04 . -O.S3218963D 04	 0.60109883D OS	 0.216209310 04
































































































































































































0.387865860 Ol 	 O.S576904SO at
STATES 8	 6 INPUTS 9	 3
A - SYS*.n MATRIX
0.20[000000 02 -C.10000000 01 00SO000000C 00 0.0
0.0 0.0 -0.40000000C 00 0.130000OOO 02
-0.130000000 02 0.2cocc0000 01 -00900000000 01 000
0.400000000 at -0.110000000 02 060 00100000000 at
0.500000000 01 0.100000009 00 0.0 -0.400000L00 at
0.0 0.0 0.600000000 01 0.30000060D 00
0 - INPUT MATRIX
0.100000000 0! C.0 000
000 -0.400c00000 01 0*0
-0.200000000 01 0.200co0000 01 0.0
D.50000000D 01 C.lo0c0000O 01 000
0.7OCO0o00D 00 000 0.100000000 02
0.0 0.4000OOOOD 01 000








00100000000 OL -00118562880-Ol 0.192272090-Ot -0.624500730-01
-00336793360 00 -0.113321790 00 -0.154262510-01 OoSI2542250 00
0.214670120 00 -0.44604159D 00 -0.805410000-03 -00459977160 00
-0.570801450 00 00188885150 00 -00232107060-01 -0.144570300 00
-0@306594790-Ot 0@440231380-02 -00159950030 00 -0.77454697D-02
0@523373160 00 -0.46710290-01 0.939508370 00 0.113592080 00
MATRIX	 SIVV*8 .
0.640001490 00 O.E97153280-0t 0--272437530 01
0.395616980 01 0.125120020 01 00200000000 02
-0.202360490 01 0.126315300 01 0.0
-0.547231520 00 -0.102658830 01 0-100000000 02
0.244772960 00 0.36547452D 01 -00248595560-01
-00775852840 00 0.617946690 01 0.17329039C 00
VECTOt ALPHASTRA45< ZVECTCR	 0 0 B*ALPHA<.
00100000000 Ol 0.100coc000 OL O.1o0000oOD 01
VECT3R	 OtTRANS<.
0.361404210 01 0.252079700 02 -0.760451890 00 0.846261001D 01
DIAG344111ED MATRIX As 09 DIAGONALIIED MATRIX %A-BSZGC IN THE CASE
OF MULTIPLE EIGEVVALUES A WOR	 EOPMON OPEN- AND CLOSEE-LOOP EIGENVALUES-
0.209624l40 02 c@0 0.0 0.0
000 -0.493350910 01 0.149024400 02 0.0
000 -0.149024400 02 -0.493350910 01 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.117248610 02
0.0 G.0 000 0.0
0,0 000 000 Ono
r
G - GAIN MATRIX
0.46792503D 01 -0.17379667D 00 00674080560 00 -0.201614750 00
0.467925030 01 -0.173796670 00 0.e740e056C 00 -0.201614750 00
0.46792513D 01 -0.173756670 00 0.874080560 00 -0.201614750 00
T - SOLUTION MATRIX
-0.166225410 00 -00158954740 00 -0.14S655S00 00 -O.1S839741D 00
00369695930 00 0.271427950 00 0.590352020-01 0.277495810 00
-O.1S939S160 01 -0.163810320 01 -().170249440 01 -0.165156810 01
-0.662182180 00 -0.613935290 00 -0.530930560 00 -0.608298240 00
0.894238530-01 0.613476030-01 0.913702S1C-01 0.872549230-01
0.423965010 O1 00176810970 02 0.119772S9C 01 -0.6 ►9684820 01









0.100000000 02 0.0 000 000
0.0 C.WOOCCOOOD 01 000 000
000 0.0 0.000000000 00 000
000 6.c 000 0.100000000 01
000 000 000 000
060 000 000 000
MATRIX	 R
0.200000000 60 000 0.0
000 Oe400CQ000D 00 000
000 000 00500000001) 00
WIN TOLERANCE .LE. O.S423SO50-06MAS ACHEIVED AFTER	 28 ITERATIONS,
MATRIX	 All"VERSE< .
O.S00000000 01 0.0 0.0
000 0e2SQC0080O 01 0.0




0.222082730 02 -008oS0764SD 00 0.426675260 00 -0.208021240 01
-00805016450 DO 00109875510 00 -0.110969761!-01 06653451540-01
0.42667926D 00 -0.11096976D-01 0.713968140-01 -0033165690-01
-0.208821240 01 0.6534S1S40-01 -0.333163890-01 00291557760 00
06910506290 00 00667101610-01 0.296471190-01 -0.101362440 00
0.200037200 00 -0.254627320-02 O.S72811°20-01 -0.113762450-01
RESIDUAL HAT419. MATRIX IS ZERO * IF MATRIX P IS ACCURATE.
0.199351120-08 -0.641176680-09 O.1S9191S30-09 -00429989350-09
-0.6411106AD-09 0.211366120-10 -0.121780060-10 0.421292350-10
0.159200210-09 -0.121782030-10 0.340098780-11 -00999406550-L1
-00430017060-09 0.421304400-10 -0.999413440-11 0.139250800-10
O.SS9916930-10
-0-306976940-10 0.181962700-11 -0.106392060-10

































































-0.469069230-13   
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As a point of interest it should be noted, that especially for
higher order systems, i.e., n ?, 6, it is advisable to solve Kleinman's
iteration equation, which has the form
P AK +AKT P = - Q	 (4.4 -V
where P and Q are symmetric matrices of order n, vie, an eigensystem
approach. I.e., assuming, that AK is a simple matrix, determine M
and M-1 .9  the matrices of column and row eigenvectors of AK , % respectively.
Let L denote the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of AK (or, to avoid
complex arithmetic in the case of complex eigenvalues, near diagonal
matrix, see eq. (4.2.3-14)) 1 then equation ( 1) can be re-written to
(MT P M ) L + LT (MT P M) = - MT Q M	 (4.4-2
MTPM = T and MTQM , D are symmetric matrices. Equation (2) can
be solved in the same way as described in section 4.2.2. Moreover in
this case use can be made of the symmetry properties of 7` and D, soy^	 pro P
that the linear equation
I+LT) ti _-di 	(4.4-3)
will be of order (n-i+l); t i and di denote the ith column of
matrices T and D, respectively.
The eigensystem approach was experienced to be trouble free as long
as AK did not contain multiple eigenvalues.
Equation ( 1) can also be solved by means of the Kmnecker product 14
yielding an equation of form
E 12y = ,. cv	 (4.4-4)
{
•rte.	 :'	 _	 . , .
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Due to the symmetry of P and Q, F is 'only' of order tnx(n+1112)
instead of n2. pv and .9v
 
are vectors formed appropriately from the
upper triangular elements of P and Q. Matrix E can be generated
from matrix AK using the expansion procedure suggested by Bingulac4.
Due to its high order, e.g., for n = 6 E is of order 21, E may cause
numerical difficulties and may be treated as numerically singular, even
if it actually is not.
Although the latter method is about two times faster than the eigen-
system approach in solving equation (1) numerical problems prevent it
from being consistently useful for higher order systems (n >6).
Using the eigensystem approach to solve equation (l) all 11 presented





This work considers the theoretical and numerical aspects of a
compensator design for low-sensitivity systems.
	 A new concept; in
sensitivity design is proposed, making use of the condition number
^C	 inf 11 M 	 M-1 	 M	 is a matrix that transforms the closed-loop
M
system matrix
	 K	 to diagonal form	 L.	 The knowledge of K
	
its valuable
in determining 	 bound
	 thea	 on	 permissible parameter uncertainty for
which the closed-loop system will still exhibit a specified minimum
stability.	 Generally this bound will be rather conservative.
	 The
sensitivity function derived in section 2.2 essentially maximizes the
ratio( Rek m	 X IldKII)	 where	 is the least stable eigen-max
value of the matrix
	 K	 and	 6K
	
is the parameter uncertainty matrix
j ; of	 K.	 s
A computer program COMPDES was written to mechanize the low-sL-asitivity
design procedure.
	 The program is listed in Appendix A.
	
Three design
examples are given in Part 3. 	 These examples are representative for the
types of solutions possible when minimizing the sensitivity function
s
' described in section 2.2. 	 As could be expected, the solutions indicate
a decrease in permissible parameter uncertainty with increasing system
order.
Part 4 presents a detailed description of two numerical algorithms.
These algorithms were needed for the compensator design, but constitute
general purpose algorithms. 	 The first algorithm deals with pole-placement
by all-state feedback. 	 Use is made of techniques developed in state,
g estimation theory, resulting in a very fast and efficient numerical
82
t
algorithm. The algorithm can be applied to finding stabilizing gains
for the initialization of Kleirmnan's iterative scheme for +,he solution
of the algebraic matrix Riccati equation. A computer program based on
the suggested pole-assignment algorithm was written in FORTRAN TV and
very successfully applied to many examples. Eleven of the examples are
included in Part 3.
Since the sensitivity design is based on a new concept., much work
`	
remains to be done. It would be very useful to know what constitutes a
i
'good' value of x for a system of a given order, i.e., to find some
sort of standard. The compensator design was achieved by transforming
the system to a pseudo single -input system. Can this be done in a way,
such that the resulting closed-loop system has a lower condition number
than a system designed by the methods presented in this work? The
minimization of the sensitivity function will yield local results only,
depending on the initial pole-location. Based on the results of one or
more runs can systematical methods be developed to generate new sets of
initial pole-locations yielding lower sensitivity of the closed-loop
system?
Sensitivity analysis plays a large part in real system design. Thus,
a method like the one presented, which desensitizes the closed-loop system
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LEVEL la	 1 SEPT 69 1	 OS/360	 FORTA&I M
CJMP[_ER OPTIONS - NAME n 	 MAINtOPf •02 * L14ECNTh60* Sit E•O000R*_ 	
-






C THIS PROGRAM DESIGNS A LOW ORDER CONSTANT FEEDBACK COMPENSATOR
C FOR A 111OE-INVARIANT SYSTEM WITH LARGE PARAMETER UNCERTAINTIES. 
_..
C —THE REbULTING COMPENSATOR WILL EITHER GUARANTEE SYSTEM STABILITY'-'' - -,
C FOR	 THE SPECIFIED PARAMETER UNCERTAINTIES OR WILL GIVE A BOUNN
C TC 6HICH_THE_ SYSTEM IS STABLE_ _UP	 _ -
154 0002 REAL*$ A l6t6<PB26 f6<*C%6t6<9 0A;696< * AHt12P12<.A2 ; 12912C * A25112*12<






ISY 0005 REAL08 GJt6P6<PGFMt6P6<*GGMt6P6<PGHM;696f*GJM%6*6<





IS4 0008 REALSB V[N;12,lCtEMSt692<PEMF1692<PVER*VEI9VES*W;12*44ISM 0009
 REALA8 EM112*2I_
-TSV 061b REACOO AVFi36C * XRS96CPXIlFt6<tXISZ6C,XIFXSC -VRSt6<
9
' VRFt6<,VIS=6[ µ-
ISM 0011 REAL68 VIF16<PR#tSt6<,RRF ;6<oR15L6ctRIF 26C,VR 4sX69LC*VANF96r14C
154 0013 REALOS VINS%6 9 1<t.VINFt6,l<tAVS936C * WSt6,4C * Wf196* 4<__
• ­ MV-6G1g_ -' .REALOS CX;13<PCGt13<tSVil2C*SVRT12<tHt133<*CF
ISM 0014 REALOS RCOTAPROOTItOELK1tROOTl,T3*ALO*SU40
ISM 0015 REALM$ SW1*VABS,SU .M,DABS*STOPR,UNUIPSTtSTS 90tLRPOELRI
'+ISY 0016­ REALwe OR * GA	 - -
ISV 0017 REAL*$ AC
ISM OOle DIMENSION IANA;12 <9IANASt6<P IANAFlt6<* 140011292<tiROWSt6*2<
__1S4 0014' DIMENSION IROWF26,2<91CPL.X9l3<
ISM 0020 EQUIVALENCE ZAVTL<PAVFXI<<9ZAV%37<fAVS91C<
ISM 0021 EQUIVALENCE tEMtl<,EMFZI<CgTEM913<*EMStI«
­T 0022 EaUIVALE NCE CXRXI Cv XRSL1« , CxRCI<*XKF ZI<CP1XI;ICPXISt1«
ISM 0023 EQUIVALENCE
	
tXit7< rXlFtl«ttVKtl <* VASt! <C*;YR;7CtVRF;LC<
ISM 0024 EQUIVALENCE L'vi:l<Pv[sil<toxVl:r<,VIFtI<C*sRRtl<.RRSSI<C_
'_fSV - b02S __	 - -- EQUIVALENCF tRR'17< * RRFTL « %Rtti <, R[SZICCPtRI17 < PRIFi1«
ISM 0026 EQUIVALENCE LVRNXI<*VrtNSILC<PZVRNt7<PVRNF%I«
ISV 0027 EQUIVALENCE ZVINtI<tV[NSY1 « ,iVIN'C7<tVINFt.I<<
ISY 0028_ __._ ---T EQUILALENCE tWEIC,WF911CCPtW4ZS<PWSt1C<
1SY 0029 EQUIVALENCE 91ANAZLCtIANASiI«tXIANAt7<*iANAFtIC4C
IS4 0030 EQUIVALENCE CIROWTICoIROWS91«*EIROWtl3<*[ROWF;I«






[54 0033 COPPCN / PC21 OR,GA*ICPLX*IAREAPM29M2O
ISM 0034 EXTERNAL CONS 
— I_ S'Y 0035 'm 5 FORMAT.[ Hl t
ISM 0036 10 FORMAT 961104
ISM 0037 20 FORMAT 90180C
M- ISV 0038 2L F3RMATi4D18.7<	
_ T
ISM 0039 72 FDAMAT4020.10<
ISM 0040 25 FJRMAT CSFIS.6C_
ISM 0041 30 FJRMAT 47F10.4<
ISV 0042 35 FORMAT01T3 14STATES4 *4K will NPUTSr*4XtiOUT3UTSa*INvaCOMP-ORDav2RP
Id10EL4a9SXv41STllPa.4X.dI"ATJat5X*aNUIa. /13t
2dVS	 04t13P3X9aNC	 04 * 13P34 * aNF Xa * 1393XPaVFF lil t IItSXP13t7X*1It7XP
3I3t7XP13t
ISM 0043 36 FORMAT 91/13,dSTA8ILI1Y INCREASE 	 1NC40114T A d.F20.SC



















ISM 0045 38 FISPATA//T3,35YSTEP MATRIX	 Alit
ISV 0046 33 F3RMAT:/l//T3,r:RAD1ENT PROCEnustf TRIES FO DETERMINE A COMPENSATOR
I OF CRuEP	 NFF "9 13,/T3,dSUCH THAT THE :LOSED-LOOP SYSTEM DOES NO
2T BECOME UNSTABLE FOR THE GIVENd,/13 * dMAXIMUM PARAMETER UNCERTAINT





40 FORMATI//T3,*CLOSED-LOOP SYSTEM MATRIX	 AICP-L.l.al
ISM 0048 41 FORMAT 111/T3 * aMAXIMUM ABSOLUTE CHANGE	 OA	 OF THE ELEMENTS Of THE
!SYSTEM MATRIX	 Aa<
__ISM 0049 42 FORMAT T//T3,dOUTPUT MATRIX
	
Ca<
ISM OOSO 43 16 OR M AT411T3*iACCEPTABLE LARGEST REAL PART OF THE EIGENVALUES FOR T
1HE MCRST CASE OFd * /T3,iFARAMETER UNCERTAINTY HAS TO BE LESS THAN
2A_ Nip )- 10.59/T3v4EIGENVALUES , 0F NOMINAL SYSTEM ARE KEPT TO THE LEF
3T OF
	 ACC 05,F10.5<
ISM 0051 45 FORMAT 9//T3,aCONTROL INPUT MATRIX Sa<
ISM 0052 50	 FOR MAT 9//T2 * dMAXIMUM REAL PART OF ROOTSAC
ISY 0053 43 FORMAT :,//T3 # JALO IIi,F12.6,dCOND.-NUMBER /a,Fl2P6<
ISM 0054 54 F3R MA T[//T3 * a5kAD1ENT METHOD PLACED POLES AS REQUIRED. ACTUAL CONO
1.-*10. will BE COMPUTEO.A< 
ASV ODS S5 F3R MATi/// /T3,aDETER14INE COMPENSATOR OF 3ROER_ NFF Na*139/T39
NANO ITERATE ON CONDITION-NUMBER.d<
ISV 0036 56 FOR M AT4////T3,aCOMPENSATOR DESIGN - INITIAL VALUES. 	 ISHIFT 8i,
_...
lI3<ISM
0057 60	 FORMAT 9//T3,aETGVEC ERROR MESSAGESa<
ISM 0056 65	 FORMAT XT3,iSWIMaI*E10.4aLOX,alTERMa,l5,I3X*dDIF94*E10.44
ISM 0059
_
70	 F3RPAT t//T3 *a1EIGENVECTORS CORRES TO MRP EIGENVALUEa<




ISV 6061 76,FORMATi//,i	 SUCCESSFUL COMPENSATOR IS OF ORDER 	 NFF 0 a,IJ<
ISM 0062 80 FOR MAT0/ * i1 	 COMPENSATOR MATRIX Fa<
ISM 0063 85 FJRMATi// * a 	 COMP.	 INPUT MATRIX	 Goa<
154~ 0064
-
90 FORMAT://,a	 CUMP, OUTPUT MATRIX	 H.a<
ISV 0065 95 FORMAT:// 9 i 	FEEDBACK MATRIX	 J*44
ISY 0066 96 FJR M ATL/ /,al 	IT IS DESIRED TO USTA14 CLOSED-LOOP POLES LOCATED IN
IOR CLUSE TO A RECTANGULAR REGIONd, / * d 	 OF WIDTH	 OR	 AND HEIGHT	 2
2*DR
	 ,	 DR ili,F20.1O./*9
	
WEIGHTING FACT3R FOR POLE LOCATIONS	 GA
3Md*F12.8<
iTSV OD47 97 FUR M AT.////T3 * iCOMP ENSATOR DESIGN - FINAL	 VALUES.a<
ISM 0068 98 FORMAT4//T3 * iTHE COMPENSATOR GIVEN BELOW GUARANTEES THE REQUIRED M
LIYIRLM STABILITY	 FOR THE MAXIMUM UNCERTAINTYa<
ISV 0069 99 F3RMAT./ /T3 * 4THE BELOW COMPENSATOR GUARAMIEES STABILITY ONLY FOR A
1 TOTALa * /T3 *dUNCERTAINTV OF	 a9F15.8<







­ISM 0074 M2D1 OM4D61
ISM C975 pgNp2D•tM2D67<
ISM 0076 MH*rMH/l
---'ISM 0077 k2AD 11 9 10< NS* NCPNF,NFF*IDELR*ISTOP,IMATJsNUI
ISM 0078 WiITE%i,3<




ISM 0081, 110 READ SIP30C OELR
ISM 0082 G3 TC 1)0
`__ISY 0083 120 DELRA.100
ISM 0064 130 DELALmUELR












ISV 00116 140 READ %iv3O< SYOPR,_,_, ._
'I SM 0097 150 CDNT lNuE
C
C SYSTEM DATA MATRICES ARE READ IN BY ROWS
ISV 0086 READ X192SC ttATI,J<,JNLrNS<,INIgNS<






ISV 0091 REAn XLr25< %XDAt1,JC9JN1rNS<,IN1rNS<
ISM 0092 WAITF	 43,41<
--I Sv 0091 WRITE 63,2O<XtOAtl J< J81^N5<^IN1^N5<^_,_^..^._^_._.-.____ 	 .
ISM 0044 READ IL925< iYBtlrJ<,JA1rNC<r[1 ► l^k5C






- _--- _^__ .__ ..
ISM 0097 MEAD 11,25< &XCtlrJ<,J0l9 NSC,IMIvNF<
ISM 0099 WRITE	 .3,42<
_
ISM- 0099 - WRITE 43,20< X%Ct1rJ<rJN1,NS<,11I ►NFC- "-
ISV 0100 R--AOTI,25< ACC,AC
IS
M













ISM 0108 00	 153 1 N1,NS
154 0109 DANOC90
ISM 0110 OD 152 J NhrNS ---
ISM 011l 152 DAN0DA*4CA8S9DA%IvJ<C
ISM 0112 DIFFAMuAN-DAk0RM
-1SV 0113 -' ^-
-	
1FZDIFFN 'GT. 0.0< ' DANORMN011N--	 —'__-
ISM OILS 153 CONTINUE
C
~ C 14IT1Al124TIDN OF	 THE DIRECT FEEDBACK MATRIX ELEMENTS
C IF	 IMAIJ	 N	 Or	 FJ1919J<	 N 0.0




ISM 0116 IFZIPATJC 1549154,156
-




01L9 DO 155 J11I,NF
ISV 0120_ 155 FJXI ,J<N0.00
ISM 0121 GO IC 157 	
-
ISM 0122 LS6 CONTINUE
ISM 0123 READ t1 9 25< X%FJXI*J<,JN1.NF<olSl#NCC
C
ISM OE24 I57 CONTINUE
ISM 0125 IANWSSiFF
154 0126 STS#JSIAEAUI<*DANORM-ACC
ISM OUT If: I I STEP .EO.	 01	 STOPR n-STS
ISM 0129 WRITE	 93.314 STDPR
-ISV 0130 DELRmOiLRI
ISM 0131 W11IFE14 06< DELR
C
ISM 0132 W417Etl,39< '1FF
ISM 0133 190 KOUNINI
ISM 0134 IwRI1E=2
p
ISV Q135. CALL SIAHl4,b,C,FF,FG,FH.FJ,AH.AV.RR,RI,YS,NC,NF,NFF,MD,M2D,M2o
5	 IANA,IWRITE<
ISV 0136 CALL MAXRTXRR,RIvNS•NFFfm2O<
154 0137 [FXRRCI<-STOPRC 99991980199
'ISV Ot39 t9b ROOIANtotIIC
ISY 0139 ROOT 10 14 1
 21 <
_ IS* 0140 IF(	 IMATJ .EQ.
	 01 GO TO 1099
'ISV 0142 CALL GYR=FF,FG,FH,FJ,GFM,GGM n GHM,GJM,NC,,IF.NFF'@MD<
[S9 0153 NBESTANHESTCI
154 0146 200 K3UVTAK3UNTCl
ISV 0145 IFINet-iBESTC 201 '702 9 202	 '-^	 w "^
ISY 0146 201 NBINAR£ST
ISV 0147 GO TC 203_
ISV 0148
_




ISV 0151 203 CONT INt E
ISV 0152 IFXKCUNT-10< 210rZ100099
iSV 0153 210 CONTINUE
ISV 0154 RORTIvAR11 1
ISV 0155_ . wwr-S3950C
ISV 0156 WAIFEI3,201 RODTl
C
 COMPUTATION OF EIGENVECTDRS
C
I SV 0157 _ _ CALL MMULT=A4,AHFA2,IA,IA,[A,042D<
ISV Oise WRITE 93940<
TSV 0159 WRITE 43,20< XLAHt1 , J<,Jr1,lA<, IM1rIAC
I SV_ 0160 YE I GOO_
ISV 0161 215 CONT INUE
ISV 0162 00 220 1019IA
ISV 0163 DO 22C J411,IA
ISV Oib , 220 A2S1I9J<NA2XI9J<^




ISV 0167 IFXIIEK-1O< 230.230,225
[$V 0160 225 IF2XNfl.1,-5< .Cf.	 0< GO TO 230
—1 S-4 0170 CALL RAYLtAH,RR2lC,Rltt4C,XRPXI,VR,Vi,[A-420<
ISV 0111 GO Tc 215




A U FOR AN FKACT EIGENVALUE AND NO R3UN0-OFF ERROR
C ITER N NU MBER OF ITERATIUNS USED TO FIND EIGENVECTDRS.
C IF	 TCLtRANCE IS NOT ACHIEVED, PROGRAM AC:EPTS VALUES AT ITER M	 IS.
C DIP	 I LARGEST CHANGE IN ANY EIGENVECTOR COMPONENT AT FINAL ITEIR.
C
—ZSV Oil)' WAITF 43,60<
ISV Ot74 WRITE 43965< SWIPITER,DIF
ISV 0175 WRITE	 43,70<_
ISV 0116 WRITE	 .3rT5<
ISV 0177 WttTE	 G3,20< XVRYI<,Vltl<,XRTIC,Xtil<,INI,IAC
C_





















ISM 0182 240	 VFINVEILVRITCOR18t<CVifl<OXRIIIc
ISM 0183 VESIAVEKRVERCVEIOVEIISM 0184 D2 250 INIrIAISM
OlaS VANtII1<0%VRlICOVERCVIII COVE 1<IVES
'^` ISv 0186 250 VIN X I*ICNXVIBI <O VER—VRSIC*VEI </ VE3
CC CDMP{itF GRADIENT MAIRIX 
_






^r'T SY 016 'NC'DJ 305 J NI
ISM 0189 OD 305 LNI,NF
ISM 0190 305 GJtJ9L<NFJ1J,L< 
-T5r 0191 " IF%NFr	 .EQ. 0< GO " ttflit5
ISY 0193 DO 310 JNIrNC
ISM 0194 DO 310 LN1,NFf
­114 T) 19% _^ _^_.310 G04tJ,LC0FHEJv t.<
_
ISM
0196 DO 315 JNI,NFF
ISM Ot97 DO 315 Lat,NF
-`T§VD19^ -` - 315 G;XJrL<bFG=J,_R_
ISY 0199 DD 320 JN1rNFF
ISM 0200 DD 320 LIIIrNFF.
_. fSV 0201 320 GFiJrLCI1FFTIJrL<
ISM 0202 325 CONTINUE
C
C FIND MAXIMUM %OR REQUESTED( STABILIfVo USING AN APPROXIMATION OF








--r&V 0204 - IFI;ITLiT-LC 899.899,999	 -
ISM 0205 899 CONTINUE
1 S 0206 IMRITE22
LSY 0207 CALL GMR23FM,GGM,GHM,GJM,FF,FG,.FH,FJ,NCr4Fo4FFr140<





--I 0211 GO TC 200
C GRADIENT MET40D COULD PLACE POLES SUCH TiAT THE ESTIMATE OF THE
C CO.VO. NUMHEH IS SATISFIED. COMPUTE ACTUAL CDND. NUMBER.
c
_	 _







C ;.2ADlE-,IT METiDD DID NOT SUCCEED. 	 THE METiDD GOT EITHER STUCK ON A
C LOLAL STABILITY MAXIMUM OR EXCEEDED 10 ITERAFIOH StEPS.
ISM 0216 1099 CONTINUE
ISM 0217 NFF NNS—NF
ISM 0218 IS41 FTAI
t SY 0219 ki 1 TFS105C VFF
ISv 0220 1 A NNSCivFF





_ISV 0222._ IFI[STJP .EO. 0( STOPR/-STS
ISM 0224 WAI)Ei307C STOPR
ISV 0225 R=AOIIrID)
	 I POLE 91AREAPLIMITASHIFT
,_ _ 1SV 0226 IFTIARi.A< 3429342 '341 ,- •.._ _ . _. _. ____^ ..,_r
ISM 0217 341 READ11 P22< DRrGA
ISV 0228 W41TFtJ996< DRrGA
_	 ISV 0229 342 CONTIMuE 
ISV 0230 1 F 2I POLE -c	 356-9ISM
0231 340 READ11,22< %tEMSXI ► J<vJ8lr2<PIll9NS<
ISM 0232 t3#E PIS iN5II	
—
ISV 0233
___^•_^___ __._^	 _..__. __._ __
Kl$O
ISV 0234 K200ISM 0735 I F ENFF *LE. 0< GO TO 345
--- f6v 0237 ' READtl,22C ttEMFZIPJ<PJilP2COIiloNFFC
ISV 0238 T3NEMF914FFolC
ISV 0239 KIAI
_ SV 0240•-- K2ANFF —'	
-•____— .	 _^ . _.^.	 _
ISV 0241 345 CONTINUE
ISV 0242 GO TC 385











ISV 0251 DO	 355	 I111PNS
[54 0252 L:MSTltl<#RRS4I<.
ISM 0253 355 FMSL[,2<YRIStI4C
ISV 0254 IFtNFF< 380,38,370




ISV 0257 fMFtTrk < sMRRFlI<
ISV 0258 375 EMFlIP2<MRIFi1<_
—IS4 0259
_	 ^_	 _	 „,_^_
K101
ISM 0260 K2NNFF
ISM 0261 GO TC J85
—15V 0262 — 380 CONTINUE
ISV 0263 KISO
ISV 0264 K200
-I SV 0265 385 CALL. 0tiOPPlNS,NCPNFPNFFrMDrMD2POPK19K2r1'NS<
C 03 390 IMIPNS
C 390 Mrk1TEt1r2l<	 %E4S%L,J<,J81 ► 2<
-` - C I FINFF , LT.	 IC GO TO 400
C D3	 395 I #tl rNF F
C 395 Wilfr%3,21< tFMFtIrJ<9J81r2<
_•	 T5V 0266 - 400 CONTINUE	 -
ISV 0267 IAMNSCoOFF
ISV 0268 WRITEli,5644	 IS-11FT
`__IS4 0269 IWRITE•2
ISV 0270 410 CALL STABtArH,C ►FF,FGrFHrFJ,AH,AV,RR,Rlt4S*NCPNFrNFF,MDom2DPM2,
S	 IANAr[WRITE<
—ISM 0271 -, CALL MMULT%ArItAH9A2PlAP1AP[AvP2D<
ISV 0272 kVCli
1 S 0273 CALL SIMTR2%AHrA2PA2SrCVRrCVly W9 IROWPRR,4L PKR9KIPSVv SVR PIA,M2Dw
S	 1 VC <






1S4 0276 03 415 J91,IA_ _
'A SV 0277-- .
.	 _
415 Xit[<9X6tlIC40A5s%CYRtI.J«
Ism 0279 SUMO AXd CIC
ISV 0279 DO 42C 191,14
`IS1 02RO IF ISLMLi •LT•	 XttlCC SUMO NXIMI<-
111 0292 420 CONTINUE





111 0295 W;[TEtJ.53C ALO,SUMO
111 0286 ST4SL0OwOANORM-4CC_
^IS1 0267 CALL MAXRF%kA9RI,NS,NFF,MZDC
ISV 0240 IF%RRti<&ST< 425,4250490
c
-^ - C
-COMPENSATOR OESIGN WAS SUCCESSFUL:_­
ISV 0289
C
425 WAITEt3976 1C NFF^T
ISV 0290
_^_____.___._____.______.._ 	 .__...	 _	 ._._.	 .
W411193960C
111 0291 03 430 1019NFF
ISV 0292 430 WiIIE%3,21< CFF%I*JC,J/1,NfF<
— ^I3V'Q293 WAITEt3,85<
1 0294 D7 435 119NFF
15V
54





0296 - WAITM 090C
ISV 0297 00 440 I9IfNC
_151 0298 440 WATTEt3921< CFH=I,JC•JBIJNFFC.__
I SV 0299 -- W41 TEiJ,9SC













C ITERATE ON CONO. NUMBER._
--Ts-4 0303 45D 1FiKFTL .EQ, 1< GO TO 1099'-	 --	 - ^"
151 0305 CALL ASS IGN%CK, EMS .EMF , ALO.ICPLX,hS o %FFp4DvM20l<
ISV 0106 141SIA41
ASV 0307 CALL 01 •MFPSCOND 9I AlPCX.CF9CG . 0.9I.E-49L14IT#TER9HIMH91CPLK,M201<
ISV 0306 Mi1lElJ910<	 IER
ISV 0309 ST9SLmu*OANORM-AC	 _
111 0310 IFXRCOII65TC 492,4929494
ISV 0311 492 WillEiJ998<
ISV 0312 G3 TC 496
151 0313 494 XI21<0;41r-ROOTIC/SIJMQ
ISV 0314 WiIIFlJ,9911 111114
ISV 0315 496 C04TINuE
ISV 0316 WRITEt9,91<
154 0317 IWRIIEs2
154 0319 CALL 51ABtA9B9C9FF9FGIFri9FJ9AH9AV,RR9RI9VS9NC9NF,NFF9RO,04209092,
- S	 IA%A9TWR[TE<
151 0919 1`3010 13/3.OD
_ISV 0320 GO IC J52
ISV 0321 500 STOP






LEV[L 18	 1 SFPr bq I	 OS1360	 FORTRAN H
CU MPILFA UPTIONS - WA MFs	 vAINtOPT•g2.LfNfCNT*h0tSI7E•000OK•
SCU4CE•3CO3 ►1UL ISO ,OCCK,LUAC,MAP,4Ur0IIsIC,NOXREF
154 0002 SUORCUIINF AMH114PAT,IIMAT,CMAT,FPATF,FMAfG,f MAIN, FMATJ,AMATONS$
A	 NCrNF,NFF040,0020<
CC t AM;T L ISM ATAFMATJRCMAT	 GMAT•FMAi'H <C CoMPI,Tts
	
A044T	 M	 t	 <




ISV 0003 RFALOR AMATRMOr wDC,04ATRMO,Mn<, COAT T U C * MO<,F04ATF ton ,Mn<,FMATG1MO,
1	 MC<,FMATY^iMO,MC<,FMAfJYMD,MO<,AHATtM2D,M2CC
1 C
G FOR SYSTEMS OF ORCER hIGHER THAN to ChANGE THE FCLLOWING REALOB
L' STATEMENT
ISV 0004 REALOR Mob<
C
ISV 0005 00 1C IMI,NS
I I II, 0006 nT	 IC
	
JM 1, NS







ISV 001, nU 2C L*IPNF
ISV 0011 20 n,I,.'<+DxI,JCGFMATJRIA COC14ATTL,J<
ISV 0012 no	 iC	 ONIONS
ISv 0013 on	 ?r,	 JMI,r► S
ISV 0014 AF1A1VI,J<0AKAf2I,J<
ISV 0015 PO 3C LOI,NL
ISv 0016 30 AHA121 ,J(NA1.4TxI.J<GROATtf,L0"L.J<
ISV 0017 If %tiff .Lt* Of 10 TO 100








ISV 0073 CO 4C LMI,hC
ISV 0024 40 AhATII,JA40AHAT%ltJ44GISMATLI ►L<*FMATHtLSJ<
111 0025 00 5C 141,VFF
ISv On26 IANNS&I
ISv 0027 on SC JNl,hS
ISV Ooze AHATII4,J<6C.UC
ISv 0029 VO 5C L419CF
ISV 0040 50 AHATTIA@J<NAHATItIA,J<CFMATGtI,LC*CMATVL,J<
IS% 0031 PC 6C IMI,NFF
ISV 0032 ISKAS&I'
ISV 0033 00 6C JNI*NFF
I54 00)4 JSN%SGJ
ISV 0035 60 AH41%I^,JS<0FPATFt19J(














fLEYCL 18	 1 SEPT 6i 1 715/UC	 fOATRAN H





Is la 0003 RFALOR F,E[,lf!MnC.xI><MDC^YtMC<,YITMOi,AiMO,MD<,
I	 DVxR,CVKI@OVAxRoDYANIrAlrA2tA3
IS4 0004 REAL•A Orr.All2c.Dx0l%I2C
G
C FOR SVSTEVS OF ORCER NIGHER THAN 12 CFANCE THE FOLLOWING RE ALA•
C STATFYENf
L
IS4 0005 dEA011 OAS12912C
IS4 4006 s00 FORMAT:lx0931294<
IS" 0007 OO 1C 161A
IS4 000! no IC JMI,N
IS4 0009 10 nAtI #J0A!I0J<
I64 0010 DO ?C IMIrN






I Sla 0015 60011 M0.0
I54 0010 DO	 3C Lbl,iw
IS4 ODTT 30 flxnpticr4xpKt[cr.CAfcl,Lts111;1<
1%4 0018 DVAxPIY3.0
154 0019 no 40 1MI,N
1511 V0 40 GVAYRzLVAVR#VIII+CxOklll
1ti4 CO21 IF7r1< 60,:0,60
1S4 0022 So FAFCrVAYR/nVxR
ls4 On?3 kEILAN
IS'I 0024 60 hVxI#0,0
ISV 0n25 WRITfti,pCC4 DVKR
IS4 0076 1.d11tt3,E0R< %r%DR%LLC,LLNI,NC
IS4 0027 Ca 7C 1M10
-	 154 0028 ltyxpAOv+rk-V[Y1csxItlC
ISV 0079 70 nvxiouvYICVlxl<43(x1<6vll<oxltt<
l54 on o NRl1Ets.8004 OVXR,OVkl
IS4 0031 nn hr	 1419N
154 0032 D011I010,0
154 0033 DO RC JNI@N
IS4 0034 a4 nxnlll « DXt+ltl<:DASI,JCSxISJ<




IS4 0039 DO 9r 1MI,N
154 0040 AIMAltrltl<•nxD[tl<
154 0041 A111A?101111*11)11RT1<
ISv 1042 90 13#AjCv l i<*rxn m <
ISV On43 Mrii{'i,lnOC	 61.67,63
IS4 0044 r	 YK^I,vAIeKGE1^nVxI-A1
ISV 0045 6V,Kl aa ?LA3-EI*m,eXR
ISY 7046 Atk^Vwt*LV9PZDk'Y18DVx1
IS4 0047 kh1TF*.,pn0< DvAxR,CVAxl











LEVEL 18	 ( SEPT 69 1 OS/360	 FORTRAN H
C0NP11FR OPTIDAS - AAMF n 	 4AIN,OPTsO?,LI+4Et,NTa6C1,S1?Ejr0000Kp
SCURCF,BCI:,'YOLIST,DECK, L($AIa, MAP,4OE011, I1.,MOKREF
IS 11 0002 Su#CRCUT1Af
	
GMRT.Ft+ ATF,F MAT G,FMATH,FMAT.s,GFMv4Gf49GHN,GJN,NC.NF•NFF,
A	 M ►^<
C
C STORES FEEDBACK ANU CCMPENSAtCR M ATRICES OF ThE EIGENVALUE KITH
C SMALLEST REAL PART THAT
	 IS GhTA1NC0 RUR14G IMF ITERATIUN PROCESS.
C
ISV 0003 REAL*$ F PA T FYMO,MD<sFWATGXMD,PD<,FNATht"DsW0<,FMATJtMD,MD<•
1	 faFNLMI),rh<,G(i!'tMD,^DC,GHkT,I+A*MC<,GJMS(4DrMQ<
ISV 0004 on 8C0 JRi,AC
154 0005 CO ACO LNI,NF
IS4 0006 Rt'0 rjf$TJ,L<NrrATJ%J,L<
IS4 OMIT IFTAFF .EC, OC 50 TO 808
154 0009 On fla p
 JOt*Nc
154 QCtO DO B42 LM1,hFF
ISV 0011 H02 :M1+tJ,L<0YAT414J9L<
ISV 0017 11 0 	 904	 JAI,hFF
1S4 0013 LO A04 LMT,NF
IS4 0014 A04 k3J9L<OFPAIGTJ9Lc
IS4 0015 Ct1	 N06	 JN1p4FF
JSV 0016 DO 14 06 L NI ,AFF
ISM 0011 AC6 r+FNTJ,L<NFMATF%J,L<
1S4 001E 008 COATIAuE
I S4 0019 krTURN
lSV 0020 END
DATE 71,lOb/19.43.
LFVFL EP	 1 StPT ba 1
	 DS/360	 IORTRA4 N
CfIMPlLi4 0Pll f l%c	 -	 h'1MIw	 MAIN,FIPI n 02,L1'tFCNf=bngSitE n OOOnK,
S01101C7 ,'1CL, ►.LL I S T 9 Ul-CV o 11161) 9 MAP• YfJF0I T 9 1 C, NOXRI'f
ISV 0002 SUBI4CI TIKE
	
GRAdMIrR,C•UELR.IIELKI , GJ,GRF.GRr, . G*H.:R.I•VIN.Vr1N , xt•xR•
I^r•NC,1CF tNFf,MO<
C
C COMPLTcS GRADIENT OF LARGEST F16ENVALUF WITH RkSPECT TU THE
C ELtMibTS CF THE CGMPEhSATOR MATRICES FF, FG, 	 FH• fJ.
C
C CVP1100 SP40TENT MATRICES ARE GRF, GRG• GRH, GRJ.
C
ISN 0003 REALOR 81Mn,Mn<,CtMO9MD<
: ISV 0004 RNr.L+s	 ,RFrMII,Mn<,GRG:M>a•MDC,GRHEMn.MC<•GRJlMO,MGCrVINxMO,IC,
l	 ;1RH7,Ma,l<,X1tNp<,>'RiMDC
ISN 0005 RE At Oft S(1101GfLR•CELKI
C
C RPUTtAt IS DIMENS10% -L FOR A MAXIMALLY 6-TH DROER CUMPENSATOR.
C FCK HIGHER 0PCFR COMP. CHANGE THE FOLLE)NING REALOP STATEMENT.
ISN 0006 PCALRH GF1`6.b[,LFNlr„ 6<.Gf1'b.bC,CGRtb,6<,GH1Y6,8c,GNRxb,6<,
f,	 GJ1'^F,G<•GJ^'f6tbt
ISN 0007 rTfAL"t; GJI4R,Nl0
C
154 0008 2C	 fliQmtT;4AIP.7<
154 0009 RU F0PNdt,;! / f3,,^LRAf, 3F'JT MATRIX DUE	 TO FJr<
ISY 0010 Ph	 MATRIX DUF TO F141C
ISY 001-3 10 FU NI+ AT;//T3.jGPA 1; If"'T	 MATRIX	 DUE	 TC	 FGi1<
ISV 0012
G
95 FLAPA1 .1/ 11,dGItAII IENT	 MATRIX	 n0l	 TO	 Ffrt
I S N 0013 Sl,T40000
IS'. 0014 EO	 ?h5 JIt1,hC
ISV 0015 PC 265 Lol,AF
IS4 0016 GJr4'.J9LCAO.D0
154 00t7 f:J1xJ•L<00.G0
ISV 0018 00 255	 EM1•h5
1 S 0019 60 2tS I1410S
ISV 0020 255 3JII,11 « 3xI,J<+CxL•Ii<









15 14 O0 ? 4 260	 .^rJ11J,L < RGJfL .I,L<-VlI%r[I,1 <* GJXII,[<*xlil<
ISV 0025 256 CRJEJtLCkCJrtt:J,l<GC.JITJ,LC
I5v 0026 DO	 2t6	 JN191kG
ISV 0017 Dn	 1115	 1k1,11F
ISV 0028 260,	 SUIONSUPLGr4JTJ , L<*GA,JtJ•L<
ISV 0029 hRIIFl,,6a<
ISV 0030 %4ITFf3.20<	 f%ryQJTJ9L<,LM1,NF<,J4I9YC<
IS4 0031 IFTNFF	 .rG.	 0: r f7	 TO 307
1S 14 11013 1-7	 275	 JNIt%C
ISV ']034 li0	 275	 L*I#%FF
ISV On15 G4ttJ9L0q,^.0
ISV 0036 GHItJ,LC1?.n3
ISV On37 no 774 Ikl•ftS
ISV 0038 H4 IJ,L<k;'iRtJ,LCCVRNTIII<*4T'10J<
154 On39 ?70 G"III,L<*;,"I g J,1< -VI III I,I<*611,J<
ISV 0040 LAN%SCL
IS4 a041 1» :,I r• TJtL< MAN 46J,L<*xR[LA<CGHlTJ,t<*XI%LAC
ISV 0042 (IV ?AS Jal,%FF






































G(,R t J, L4 N0.00
GS1?J, LCN0.CO




2A5 GRG • J,Lt6V!Al,11 k ,I($GGRSJoL<GVI4TJA * I<*GGIVJ.LC
00 250 J*I,NFF
NSJNNS&J
00 2SO LNI AFF
NSLNASFL
290 G$IFSJ, l«V14AtNSJ.I<ORR%NSLC—VINLNSJ,1 <*XISNSL<
ti„111Fta,lS<
WRIIF*3,24< %TGRHVJ,L<,L91,NFFC,J#lvNC<





DO ? n5 LAI iAFF
295 SUMNSUKCGRNXJ,L0GNH9J9L<
00 29{+ JkI,NFF











LEVEL IN	 1 SEPT 64 1	 _	 bS/360	 FORTRAN H
COMPILPA CPTIONS - NAMF:
	 MAIN.OPTOOZoLIraECklabcfslzE•CD00K,
Sf!UKC E r RCf1 r NOL I S F r f1ECA * Lfl AC, MAP, NOED l I * I C *NOxREF
ISv 0002 SUPWINE VAXetTTKk,kl,NSrNFF*1421X
C
C	 COMPLTzS NCCT HAVING MAXIMUM REAL PART
C
ISv 0003 RFALSB ARtM2O<0R1lM2D<*RMR*RMf




154 0008 00 !CO 1 nI,IA
ISY 0009 IFvRMR —RR'JI<< SOr100*100
I SV 0010 50 KM40R{I <
ISN 0011 RMINRI,IC
ISY 0012 Nwrl




TSY 0017 RI %I.
1 Sv 0018 RE Tfikl1
OATS 710106119043.
101
1 S4 0014 . -	 • .	 ENO
LEVEL 16	 1 SFPT 69 !
	 OS/360	 FORTRAN M	 DATE
	 ?1.106/19042.!




ISV 0002 SUSACWl fI r GRDFLRFMATFrFMAT,,FyaTl+,FPAFJrGFrCG,GF,GJPGRADFrGRADG,
1	 GRAD1+rGRApJsDELK2r^1C ,YF,NFF,MO<
C
C	 CALC ULTES THE CHANSES IN THE F eECRACK AYO COM PENSATOR MATRICES
C	 DUE IC CELK2 AND THE CCARESPCNOINC GFMIENTS .
C
IS4 0003 KEAL*a FM1fF:MD,MD<,FPATG!MD,MO<rF$iATHlMD,MOC,F4ATJ2MD,MD<,
1	 GFTMC,Mf.`<, iG'MC,MD<rrH 'MDrMC<ruJT, MOrMD < ri+RADFiML^rMD<,
2	 G4ADGT1OD,MC<,CRADHXPC,MO<*CRACJSMD,MDCYDEL92
ISV 0004 DO 415 JM1*AC




ISV 0007 IF;AFF .EC * l< 5O TO 42S
ISV 00(19 00 41C J4t,A;.
ISv OOIO 00 41C LRI,NFF
ISV 0011 410 FMAFFlJ*LcNrHtJrLCECELK2AGR4CHRJrL<
ISV 0012. 00 415 JRI,AFF
ISV 0013 OO 4tS 0119KF
ISv 0014 415 FMArrtJ.LCMCGtJ.L<6aELK2sGRSDGLJ.L<
Isl 0015 DO 47C J41r1FF
ISV 0016 110 42C LNI,AFF
ISV Oflli 420 FP'Alf ► J,LCiVGF7-J*LCLCELKP O GRACFSJ,L<













'VFi 111	 I SfPI Wl T OS/360	 PORT EIAN H
C urya lLsl [+nT1nn5	 -	 Fi+s' Mf.	 I'Ai'+rcpt nn2.LIVECNT n 60,51tE n OnCOXr
SLUi1CE ► HCOrhCLISTrOECKrLO$DrMAPolOFI)1TrID ►NOXPEF






CGNVER1S A TO U PPER HESSF.NNFRG FORM
15Y 0003 DIMEASIOY 1941)2<
15V 0004 DOUBLF PRFCISION AsPIVoTrS




IS4 0009 20 1F'L-3< 360.40940






1S4 0016 IFxL-3-. 90990#50
ISV 0017 50 00NIPIV-1A
ISY 0018 DO RC 14L0091A
ISV 0019 TNDAeS:ASI «
TSY 0020 TF'FT-PIV< 90910960
ISV 0071 6D IPIVAI
1S 14 0022 PIVOT
ISV 0023 PC call rlAUE
ISv 0024 40 IFtP1V(	 IUGr3209100
IiN 0025 100 IFNaIV-!)!BS=AlIISUB<<< 	 180r190e1T0
` ISN 0026 t2G N 14 IPIV -L
1SN 0027 01	 140	 14IrL
ISV 0028 JNMEI
s ISV 0024 TNAIJ<
ISY 0030 VOLIAEI
ISV 0031 AxJ<AA&K<
IS4 0032 140 A!K<AT
1 SN 0033 M+fL2-1+ 1I A
I SV 0034 Utl	 16C	 I NLI AJ Ar IA
154 0035 TI'AT I<
ISV 0036 JNl-h
ISV C017 Art<llA.J<
ISY 0030 160 A%J<AI
ISV 0037 1RQ li0	 70C	 INLotIA9IA
1 SY 0040 2rU Ar1 «A. 1 < /A:1 SUR<
ISV 0041 J#-IA
l54 0942 IP0	 2 A f	 141912
ISV 0043 jNJEIA
I S4 0044 LJNL EJ
' ISv 0045 DO 27C K41rLI
ISY 0046 PJNKEJ
I.V 0n47 YLNKELIA
ISV on4d 320 A;KJ<N,1!KJ<-AtLJ<*A4tKL<
1 SV OP49 740 CONT IKU
154 0050 Kr-lA













15 14 OnSh 00 7,An JNl ,L2
ISv OO r, 7 JM ON W
ISv 0058 LJNLJC14
IS+ 0054 2PC S#$&A ►LJ9satJK<sI.0D0
15 ,4 0060 300 AILM<Mb
154 0061 no Tln 1M1,LIA9IA
lsv 0062 310 ARIC00.000
Isv 0063 420 LNLI
ISv 0064 GO TC 20
IS4 0065 360 RETURN
ISv 0066 END
r













































COMPILER OPTIONS - NAMEs MAIN,nPTmD?,LTNECVTw60 , SILE*0000K,






5	 10 FORMAT L/ITitWDIRECT FEEDBACK MATRIX FM
b	 20 FORMAT t4E1B.7<
7	 30 FORMAT t //T2,dR0OTSd,5X9dREAL PART4,I1X,11MAG. PARTaC
B	 40 FORMAT X?f20.6<
4	 50 FfJR w AT S//T3,dCOMPENSATOR OUTPUT MATRIX FH9<
0	 60 FORMAT t//T3,@COMPENSATOR INPUT MATRIX FGd<
10 FUAMAT t//139a)COMPENSATUR MATRIX FFd<
IANNSE.,FF
3	 IFIIwvITE .EN. OI GO TO 100
WRITE -:3,t0<
6	 wKITFTi,2G< %tFX4I,J<,JMI,NF<,I01,NC<






4	 wRI FF'►3..'.0< CIFFYI,JC,JMI,A
5	 IGO CONTINUE
F4	 CALL AMHTTA,H,C.F,FGsrH,FJ
7	 CALL N	 n1FCT9AH,V•IA02D,M2S
g	 CALL HEN'*!AA.AV.IA,"2<
CALL AIfI:,;IA.AV,Rt.R1,[ANA
0	 IF111-111E .mi. dl Go Tn 114
2	 wRl TFx.1.3ni
3	 i.Rt1E*3.40< %RR%I<,'tIR!<,IA
4	 I tO RCTINA
5	 F 41)
LEVFL IN	 I SEPI 61 1	 05/360	 FCIRTRAy H
CUPPILEA	 11PT1r1AS -	 AAPE n 	 +PAIN,(IPT&02 , LINFCNT&60@SltFw000OK,
Sr.U•4:C, lic,; @ NCL I$ Is DfCv , Ll 1 Ar1,MAP , N0E0I Vol CINDtREF
151 0Orf2 SUhRrIJIINF	 A PPA(II(TAI+ A1,fiMAT , CPAT, A+- AT, " LAAeRR , KI,row	 F#4AIo,F#IA1H
I	 ,fMATJ,GF,GG* III,GJ,GFP,rC,M,GIIM,f,JM,GRADF,GRAGGp




C	 ROUTIht CETERM INES	 M AIIIMU M XCR RECUESTEC < STABILITY ALONG A GIVEN
C	 GRA[)IF.4T.UUAf)RAT1C CURVF-FIFTING
	 TS USFn rD CETERMINE	 THE
C	 PARIMUM.
C
ISN 0003 REALAB APATTMD,PO<,RPATTMC,Mr<,CMATTMCvODC t
 AHATCMPOoN2D<•
I	 AAAARM?<,RRXw2C<,RITM2r`C,FPATFT.MC,MC<,FMATC:MD,MO<,FFIATH=MD
2	 ,PC<,FMAT M40 t PD<,4F%Pn, MCC ,GGtMC, Mac tgmf.MC,Mn<,GJ%MO,MD<,
!	 GFMtPp,NO<,GGPTM^,PDC,CHI~Ylp,PC<,:►JMXMt:,ML<,GRAOFlMD,MDC,
4	 GRA PGCPI),PnC,GRADH ►MD,Pn<,CRADJCPD,MDC
ISN 0004 DIMFASIOA 1ANATP2D1C
ISN 0005 REAL1108 OFL919DrlK 2, JELK3,DELK4,RCCT4tRf)OTI,ROOTI,400T2,ROOT3,
I	 KUT49ROUT5
ISN 0006 REALOB UELR,DFLRI WOPR
C
ISN 0007 CALL G,tDEL;FMATF,FMATG,FMATH,FPATJ,GF,CG,CH,GJ,GRADF,CRADG•
I	 G+4AGM,GRADJrnELKI,NC,NF,NFF,1vD<





ISN 0010 CALL PAXRT9RA,RI,NS,NFf,M20<
ISN OC1t 1fTA4W1<-STGPR< 999030030
ISN OC12 !10 RG0120-44X1<
ISN 0013 KOUNIIAI
ISV 0014 KOUA 12111
ISN 0015 IFtACC12-RCCFI< 400,4000590
Is% antes 400 KOUNIIoKOUNFLU
ISN 0017 IFLRCCl2-QCCTR< 79107929792
IsN 0018 191	 Roo T16A411<
ISN 0019 RCOT1041?1C
ISN 0020 CALL Gi.ACPMAFf,FPATG,FMATH,FMATJ,GFV,GGM,GhM,GJM,AC,NF,NFF,MD<
154 0021 NRrsT*N3EsrCI
ISN 0022 742 CGNTINLE
ISN 0023 IFYKCLovTI-10< 40194019899
IS4 OC24 401 DFLK2Nz.0$DELK1
ISN 002h CALL C.iDEM PAT' ,FF'ATG,FMATH,FPATJ@Of,GG,GhtGJ,GRAOF,GRADG,
1	 GAADII,GgAOJrOCLK2rhC,NF ►4FF.PD<
[$1 0026 CALL	 SIAPtAPAT,NMAT,CPAr,FMATF,FPAT rip FM AFH,FMATJ,AHAT,AAAA,RR,RI•
A	 45,AC,NF,NFF,Pn,M?f,M?9IANA,1MRITE<
ISN 0027 CALL PAXRTX0R,9I,NS,NFF,M20<
ISV 0028 IF<-IRu <-51OPa< 999,4509430
l SN 6629 430 KCr'1 JNAA EIC
154 OOiO IFTIICCri-4ccTR< 79397949794
ISN 0031 19i KOVI ROKAr1<
ISN 0012 RCr+T i g .41 91 <
ISN On)3 CALI C*1,00l+ATF,FPATri,FMATH,FMAIJPCFP,GGP,GHM,GJ049NC,NF,NFF,MD<
15N 0034 NRFSTit..HfSr01
154 003y 144 CONT 144.t
ISV 0036 IFTQCCIi-.-00r2< 415,4409640

























ISY OL38 440 R6nT?NKUCT3
ISV 0039 DELwIW Lot 2
ISV 1040 GO TC a0C
ISY 0041 500 DELKI$uELI(I*CgGllt3-4.CO+RUOT2L3.DOORCOT1</Z2.00*RCOT3-4.00+ROOT2
L62.CC*,t.LTI t
ISV 0042 CALL GAJELLFMATF,FMATG#FMATH*FPATJP,;FrGG,GH+GJ„GNAOF,GRAOG,
L	 G4ADH . GRADJ@r) E LK3.YC . NF ,NFF,NG<
ISV 0043 CALL	 SIANCA.wAI',i1MAItCMAI,FMATF,FMATG,FMATH.FMATJ,AHAT.AAAA,RR*419
4	 NSoNC.NF,FJFF,MO,M20,M2,IA4A91041TC<
ISV 0044 CALL	 I+A0RT9Rt,Rl•N5,NFf,M2D<
ISV 0045 IFZR4Vl<-ST0PRC 9990309^30
1 S 0046 y10 RCDt4N.ARCIC
ISY 004? 1F114CC14-RCC;TR<	 795,196,196
ISY 0048 795 RCOTRN<49149
ISY 0049 RCQTIN+tIL1<
M 0050 CALL tPRIFNATF,FMAT;,FMATHtFA'ATJ,GFM,GuM,GF-M,GJM,NC,NFrNFF,MO<
ISY nOsi N3F.STA48c'SI&I




ISV 0054 535 1Fe l CCll-AC0T4-RELRL< 999,5409540
ISV 0055 540 UELAIr.-jI?0*.400Tl-RC0T4<
ISV 0056 GO TC d94
ISV COST 545 OELK4M^ELKLSiT.RI; pT3-ROCi2<+tRFLK3-9ELK1<+ZD^LK3-DELK1<-[ROOT4-
I	 RJCT.'C* I)ELK1+nFLKI</%R, DO*CCROOT3-AC112<*CUELK3-DELKI<-ZROOT4-
2	 RCCTj<*nELKI<4
ism 0058 CALL GROELtf4ATF,NMAI u, FN4TH,FM4TJ,GF.GG.GH .GJ,GRAnF,GRADG.
I	 GRADH@ GRADJ.DELK4,NC,NF.NFF,MD<
ISY 0059 CALL	 SiAh'ANAT,AAAttCNAT,FMATF.FNAT.,fMATH,FMATJ,AHAF,AAAA,A3l,Rlr
A	 NS,NC,NF.t4FF,wll,M2D9M1,[ANA.IWAItE<
ISM 0060 CALL N4W9AR,RI,I4S,NFF,M2D<
ISm 0061 IF'WRlL<-STOPR< 9999575075
1 SY 0062 575 RCC T SN.(N T1 <
ISY 0063 1FtACClS-ACCTW<	 197.718,798
1SN C064 717 ROCIRN4R%L<
1S4 0065 NCCTI*Kiti(
LSm 0066 CALI	 GrKCFPATf, r MATG,FMATH,F MATJ.GFM.GSN P GHM,GJvthC,NF,NFF,MD<
Isu 0067 4RESfar OF-STC1
ISY 0068 ?J6 CONTIKjE
[Sm 0069 IF;ICCI1-RCCFS--. LWl< 999.5809580
I SN 0070 )g0 PE L I N. tii]0*E iC CIT I -RCOT5<
ISY 0071 GO TC 879
I SV 0072 570 CONT I1'.E
15Y 0073 KDUNT2sKUUYT291
ISV OC74 IF"KCU'J?-1O< 595005099
ISJ nn75 ly)'+ DFLK28VE L KI
154 0076 RCn19NraC('TZ
ISm 0077 DFLwIM.5l'(l*CElV!
ISY 0018 CALL GftOFITFKATF.FMATG,F NATrt,FF'4TJ9SF,GG, Grit GJ.GRAnF,GRADG.
1	 (iiA:]H, filA[! J, n EIK 1, \C.'. F ,YF F, kJ<
l5V 0079 CALL	 $IAIH tANAI , P ' .I,CMAI , F M AIF,I M1TG , FMATH,FMAFJ,AF +A F,AAAA,RR,R1,
A	 YS.'AC, rrF .ljFF,MD . MID,MJ , IAJA91bRITEC
15Y 00NU C#4Lt	 Max2TtRK,Wl.hS,'VFF.M20C
ISm On?l IFr"'4W -51CPK< 791.6309630
I S  0082 630 RCIC12N14j:l <
1Sm OnFl3 IF'-+tCl)-RCCTR< 7990011,8Q0
154 :10H4 154 -(CC 111 10 L4 91<
ISm ilns5 t%cl,114Al?tC








IS4 Unk I '.IsEiINIbESTLI
I S4 0080 Mrc, cnm m r
ISV OGI♦ I' lFfq(f.11-RCCT1< h4{I,640,590
1 I On"I n n4C rCLN3N.)CLK1.4aGnTi-4.0O•RC0f263.Dr.*RCOfw%2.DU*HC9t3-4.D0•ROOT2
1t2.0"^'4 OCT Ic
ISV 00	 1. CALL G.tDELtFMATF,FMATG,FIAATH,FMAtJ,GF,CG,GH,GJ,GRADFrG;t&00,
b 1	 C+•eAi)H,G4AOJ,DELK3.NC,NF,4FF,pDG






CALL	 1+Al14T:kM,Hl.NS . NFF9M2D<
iFT•tuxl< -STr,^^l<
 ya9,6T0,67^
`. ISV 0095 610 RC0T4N,TRTl4c
IS4 QO n b If T,IM4 -ACUM 11019802.802
1 54 1.097 hOl PMOTRN.0 cic
154 009a HCOTI11,e191<
154 0044 CALL GMHIFO Alf ,FMATG,FMATH,FI+ATJ, UP, GGM,GHM,GJM.NC,NF,NFF,MD<
IS4 Dlna NUESTA.NESTtI
= 154 0101 RC2 CONT I4t.E
154 OIn2 lF`1EC14-RCCT2< 6?5e61S,68S
t 1SN 0109 675 ll v 4(Cll-QCGT4-DELR1< 899,680,680
ISV 0104 b8O V7L;1M.-jD0N14GOT1-ACOT4<
ISV OLDS GO TC OaQ
ISV 010h 69F5 IFTR(C.(1-RCOT2-',ELPtlC 899,69n,690
1 S 0107 69G CENtINOE
ISI 0108 CALL GdnFLtFMATr,FMAT^,,FMATH*FNATJ,Gf,GG,GhrGJrGRADF,GPADG,





A	 rdS , NC,'IF,+IFF , MD,M2D,M2.IANA , IkRITEC
IS4 0111 CALL	 P4kRT '?PR,Rl,NS,AIFF,M2D<
ISV 0112 IFIIKJTI<-SfCPR< 999,725,725t
IS4 0113 735 -tro y IN,4RT1<
I IS4 011 4 ITtRfCll-1ICCT4<	 9031?894,899
154 n115 Rr. b Roo TP4.0%I<
ISV n I I h V [IrTIkr(lT1<
15 14 0111 C,LL 6ivk'!FMATF , FI/ATu,FMATH.FMATJ.CFN,GvM,,'HN,GJM,NCPNF,NFF,MD<
I5V )11e, ',,,rS,A Oil 1T&I
ISV 0119 dSS ITESTNI
ISV 0120 GO	 Ic LCCO
I s'4 0171 04 1 IF STN!























1 S -c127 4 C At 0311 t j1•ALY3(IsAtV fit jIIOAUXIIN@JI
C
C CC ►PLIAT[CN CF THE WA WRIM	 KII61(	 ANC CCPPARISCIN MITI	 KIII
C
ISN C121 CC 41C I nIsAC
ISN C125 CC 41C jolths
ISN C13C A0111pulwcoCD
ISN 0131 CC 41C *21•NS
ISN C132 41C At 91(1tJIwALXI(1#J1t110jj1aSUx31K,J1
ISN CM CC 42C I n Iv%C
I fN 0134 CC 42C J*IINS
ISN Cl'! P1(IoJI11C.DC
ISN Cl3E CC 42C K.1oNC
ISN C137 4;c P1it^JI=Ril[^JItP11I^KI•lUX11K^JI
ISN Cl:! CC 43C J n1,NS
ISN 0135 (1C 43C IN1•NC[5N C14C 42C AL4L11.J1 n i'1(I.J1-FIItJI
ISN C141 rare DC
ISN 0142 CC 44C J•IiNS
ISN C14: pC 44C I•ItNC
ISM C144 IF(CAISIPI(I@J1I	 •GT•	 TCLI SVIIOwCOM AUXIIIsJ Wit toJII
ISN C149 IFIM11	 .GT. CEL)	 CELn SV111
ISN C141 44C CCNTINLE
ISN 0145 IF40EL-TC1.1	 46C.460.450
ISN C1*.0 4*.0 IF([1ER-MASITi	 46Zt470,470
ISN C UI 492 CC 464 JoItNS
[SN C152 CC 464	 1 n1vKC
ISN C1 ' 3 494 P11 D J1*F111 OJI
ISN C1:4 GC TC 1CC
ISN CIS! 49C LORI TE 13.25)	 CEL •ITER
ISN C15t WFT(Qh
ISN C1.1 41C OI IE (3.2C1	 TCL,OAAIT
ISN C1SE ACTON
ISN C159 OC kRilE13i1CI
ISN Clft p.1L4n
ISN C1f1 41C r41TE13.151	 IEP
ISN 0162 Re	 LRN




LEVEL l8	 1 SEPT 69 1 OS/360	 FORTRAN N
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME n 	 VAIN9UPT nO29LINECNT n609S11E1000099
SOURCE 9 iC094ULISt9DECK9LOAO9MAP9NOfOltoIC9NOKR }F
ISN 0002 SUORCUTINE	 ATFIGIN9A9RR9RI91ANA9IA91009MU21
C
C COMPUTcS ROOTS OF UPPER MESSENSERG PATRIK AC
ISN 0003 CIME#SION AIMCi219RRIM019R11MD19PRRf71sPR11?i91AtiA1M0i
154 0004 COME PRECISIO% E79 C69EI09UELTA9PR49PRI9PAh9PANIoNeS9T9A9UoVeRR9
L	 AI9RMOO9EPS9D9G19bs9G39 CAP 9VSIIsPS129ALPMA9ETA
ISM 0005 DOUBLE PRECIS704 OA8S90SORT9DPAX1
•	 ISN 0006 INTECEK F9PI9O
ISM 0007 E7n I.CG-!
ISM 0008 f6 n L .0G-f
ISN 0009 1:10 n 1.G0-#O
	 _








ISM 0011 MAXTT n 30
ISM 0012 Hn M _
ISM 0013 20 NI n N-1
_.	 ISN 0014 INnNI*IA
ISN 0015 NN*INCV
ISN 0016 JFIA11	 3091300.30 --	 - 	 '
ISM 0017 30 NPn N61
ISM OD1A IT nD
ISN 0019 DO 4C I n 192
ISN 0020 PRRIt1 n0.000
ISN 0021 40 PRi11120.000
ISN 0022 PAN n C.GOO
ISN 0023 PANI nO.OTIO
ISN 0024 R n C.CCO
ISN 0025 S n 0. CC0
ISN 0026 N2 n NI-1
ISN 0027 INI n lN -1A
L.	 ISN 0028 NNI• INi&N
ISM 0029 N1N n INC41
ISN 0030 N1NImlAIGNI
—	 „—
ISN 0031 60 T nAININII—AMN1
ISN 0032 U n TOT
ISN 0033 V n 4.CC6*A1N1N1*41NNIi
ISN 0034 IFIC08llVl—U+c71	 10091009E5
ISN 0035 E5 T nU64
-	 ISN 0036 IFICAPb(T)-CMAXIiUoDABS1VIIOE61 	 67967,68
ISN OE3? 67 T n O.CCtl
151, 0038 68 U nIAIN1Nl3CAINNII/2.000
ISN 0039 V nCSCRTIDAIISIT11/2.000
ISN 0040 IFIT1140970970
ISN 0041 70 IFIU1 u097%15
ISM 0042 75 RRlhll n UCV
ISN 0043 RRIN t nU-V
ISLE 0044 GO TC 130
154 0045 80 RR(NII n U—V
ISM 0046 RRiAi n kjCV
a	 ISN 0047 GO TC 130
ISN 0048 ICO IF1111t0911091IO
ISM 0049 I10 001411 nAININI)
ISN OOSO RRlA1 n 41NN1
ISN 0031 GO TC 13C


















ISN 003 Doti NI •AI KIN 10.
IS% 0054 130 RII%)+C.CCO
ISN 0055 RlIRl1.O.CDO
ISN. 0056 1?11R1150.0
ISN 0051 Go TC 160
ISN 0058 140 RRINIIOU
ISN 0059 RRINI•U
ISN 0060 Rllhll nV
ISN 0061 RIIhle-Y
ISN 0062 160 IFIN211280,12809180
ISN 0063 180 NIN29NI41—IA
ISN 0064 BMOCNAKIh11 *RR 1411CRlIN.)4R11N11
ISN 0065 EPS•E100CSORTIR04001
V4 0066 IFICAe51AM IN M -EPS) 12109 1760#240
ISN 0067 240 IFICJObtAIKN1II-E104DABSIAINNI11 	 1300, 1300,250
ISN 0066 250 1FICA&alPA41-AI41N211-OABSIAlNIN2114E61	 1240,1240.260
ISN 0069 260 IFICAO$(PAN-AI4411)—OAlISIA(N1ul))4E61
	
1240,1240,'J00.
ISN 0070 30%) 1 F I I T-IMAX I T I 	 320# 1240# 124 C
ISN 0071 320 J ul








ISN 0075 340 J n Je:l	 —	 ^	 —
ISN 0076 360 CONTINUE
ISN 0077 GO TC 1440s460,46Cr46C1rJ
ISN 0071 440 Its' a.
ISN 0079 5+01000
15N 0060 GO TC 50C
ISN 0081 460 J nN62-J
ISN 0082 R=RRIJ)4RR IJ)
ISN 0013 SaRRIJICRRIJI
ISN 0064 GO TC 300
ISN 0085 460 R.RR(AI4RRIN11-RIIN)4RIINi)
ISN 0006 S•RRIN34RRIN1)
ISN 0017 500 PAN. AIh'411	 Y
ISN 0088 PANI•A1N1N21
ISN 0069 CO S2C 1.1#2
ISN 0090 K nNP-1
ISN 0091 PRRI11•RRIKI
ISN 0092 520 PRII11ORTIKI
ISN 0093 PnN2
ISN 0094 IF(N-316C096C09525
ISN 0095 525 I P I m h h 2
ISN 0096 CO SFO J8202
ISN 0097 IPI n IP1-IA-1
ISN 0098 IFICAeSIA1lPI)1—EPS1	 600#6009330
ISN 0099 530 IPIP2101GIA
ISN 0100 IPIPFRIPIPLIA
ISN 0101 CnAIIPP 141AtIP1PI—S)CAIIPIP2)4AIIPIPEIICR
ISN 0102 1FIC15%0,S6C#S40
ISN 0103 540 IF( DAebl4(1P))4AIIPIPLI))4IUABSIAIIPIPI CAI IPIP2CI.I—S14DABSIAIIPIP2
I.	 U 111 —CABS1014EPS1 620@6209560
ISN 0104 560 Pn N1—J
ISN 0105 510 CONTINUE
ISN 0106 6CO O n P
ISN 0107 GO TC 410











ISN 0111 650 C(I 6E0	 1.2*Pl
ISN 0112 IPIWIPI-IA-1
ISN 0113 IF(CAGM A(IP(I!-EPSI 680PAS0966C
ISN 0114 660 Coo-)
ISN 0115 680 Il n (P-11*IAGP
ISN 0116 00	 1;20 INP•NI









' ISN 0121 IPIP=IIP61










ISN 0127 720 GI.A(Iltl
ISN 0128 G20AIIII9I)
ISN 0129 1F(I-N1)7409740*760
ISN Ot30 740 63nA(i11G2)
ISN 0131 GO TC 780
ISN 0132 760 G3.O.CCO
ISN 0133 78C CAP n [SCRTIGI*GI9G2*G2GG3*G3)
ISN 0134 IFICAPISCO*860*80C





ISY 0138 ' PSI1=G2/1
ISN 0139 PSl2nG3/T
ISN 0140 ALPI-A=1.CC0/I1.ODCEPS[I*PSILGPS12*PS12)_
ISN 0141 CO TC
ISN 0142 860 ALPhR•
2.0
00
ISN 0143 P511 n0.000 
ISN 0144 P5124 *000









ISN 0146 GO TE y6G
ISN 0149 940 AIIII)•-AIIIII
ISN O1SO 960 IJ•il
ISN OlSt CO	 1041, J819N
ISN 0152 T nPSlI*A(IJG1!
ISN 0153 IF(I-N1I980*IC00*1CCO
ISN 0154 980 IP2J•IJG2
ISN 0155 TuT&FS12*A(IP2JW








ISN 0160 L020 4IIP2J1=A(IP2J)-PSI2*ET4
ISN 0161 1040 IJ=IJGIA
IS 14 0162 IF(1-N1)IOPG•L060r1G60
ISN 0163 1060 K nN
ISN 0164 GO TC IICO
ISN 0165 1080 KWIC;











ISN 0172 1120 JlP2•JiP&IA
ISN 0173 T•TtFS120A1JIP21
ISN 0174 1140 kTAmALPHASITCA1Jlll
ISN 0173 AlJII+Al Jl1 -ETA
ISN 0176 AIJ[P1•AIJIPI-ETA*PSIl
ISN 0177 IM-N11116collsOrlloo
ISN 0175 _	 1160 AIJ1P21 nAIJIP21-ETAsPSI2_
ISN 0179 1180 CONT ME
ISN 0190 IFII-NJ112C0.1220.1220
ISN 0161 12CO JI*II93	 -•_._.	 _._._...._.	 _.	
.
ISN 0102 J[P nJIAIA
ISN 0183 JIP2mJlPLIA




ISN 0188 1220 11011PL1
ISN 0189 IT*1761
ISN 0190 60 rc 60
ISN 0191 1240 IF(OA84(AIN1411I -DABS IAlNIN2111
	
13COr1280v1280
ISN 0192 1280 lh%&Ih1 n0
ISN 0193 IANA(N11 n2	 --^ -
ISN 0194 N nN2
ISN 0195_ IFI42114CO,t400j.2Q___
ISN 0196 1300 RRI A 1 •Ai NN 1
ISN 0197 R I I N ) •C.000
ISN 0198 IANA(hl n l
ISN 0199 IF(N1114C0v14009132Q
ISN 0200 1320 N•N1
ISN 0201 . GO TC 20
ISN 0202 14CO RETURN
ISN 0203 ENO





LEVFL . IA i SEP1	 6-j 1	 PIS/360	 FnRTRAN N
CnM., TLEK IJPiIOhS - AAPE • 	PAIN,CPT+02,LINFCNT=60,S[iE nCCCGK,
SCI+RCL^kCL,N^LIST,GtCw,LGAh,MJ►P ,':GFUIT,IOrNOXREF
ISN 0002 SUIJACU11 ►-E	 CI r-VFCEIVC,	 As	 4s,	 N,	 IkUN*	 X ti ,	 KI,	 VR,	 V1,
	
ROOTRE, Esvi 0
1	 g ccflFo NE, NMAX,
	 T7, SN1, COUIITE, EK4,M yM< ESYI 10
C ASK;;UTIAE in FIND r"F EICFNVCrtORS OF A NtIN—SVPMETRTC MATRIX ESYI 20
C Ply A PiLIFIED wILKINSONOS
	 INVERSE	 ITERATIUN METHOD. ESV1 30
C CCNTRCL IVC ME IS ESYI 40
C 1	 FIND UtiLY THE RFGIILAR EIGENVECTORS	 JA X N LAMBDA
	 K< ESY1 50
C 2	 FIND ONLY THE TRA'.SPnSED, EIGEt1VECTnRS S AT V N LAMBDA V<ESV1 60
C 3	 FIND NCtH TYPES Of EIGENVFCTORS. Esrl 70
ISN 0003 DIb'ERStrN AINtMAXtNMAX<,B'gNMAK940AX<vWINYAXt4<olr;tXNMAXCoxt*NMAKqct
1	 VR;NHAX<,VIYHMAAC,1ROW9NMAK,2<
ISV 0004 DOUBLE PRFCIS[ON RCOTR,400TI,RentRE,RCCTlf,TEf4PPTEMP2,AMAX,CI,CZe
1	 SWI,w,KR,xI,VR,VI,O,LCRU,OCERR,A
IS4 OCn5 DOUBLE PRFCISIDN J3A9S,DSIGN#rsuRT,D4AAi
IS4 0006 INU GEA COUNT, COUNrE, T2 ESYI 100
ISV 0007 10181
ISV 0008 103#3
1S4 0004 RUCtR	 RCL'rAE ESYI 110
ISV 0010 kGOTI
	
w	 RGCFIE	 -'- ESYI 120
IS4 0011 N N KE ESY1 130
ISN 0012 PM N MPM — I ESYI 140
IS4 0013 NI	 0	 A	 —	 I	 ..	 .	 .	 .	 ...--•-	 _	 .__	 .	 ..	 -.--	 -. ESY1 ISO
ISV 0014 NP 
	
N ,ti	 E	 1 ESYI 160
ISV 0015 IVCI	 N IVC — I ESYI 170
ISV 0016 IVC?	 N IVC1
	 — I ESYI 180
15 14 0017 COLAT # 1 ESYI 190
ISV 0018 00 4CO IN19N
ISN 0019 hT101(mc.000
Isv n070 YRNI<#x.000
ISV 0021 400 CONrlk6C
IS .W 0022 CLIP	 N	 1.0E-4 ESYI 200
IS4 0073 IFIR(M C I t 6n, 1 ESYI 210
c Esyl 220
























I S% 004 3
1514 0044
C
1 TEMP A - RCOTR - ROOM
IS M b L
TE002N•(COTR+RC0TACRC0TifRDOri
JJ 0 360
DO 606 [ N It N
IF'T2< 6CO 3
 603. 600
600 DD 602 J N I, N
JJ N JJ C I
IFtJJ - 251< 607, 601, 601
6C1 JJ N 1
REh7 V12C ".WiLL,L<, LL h 62504C
607 q „I,JC R A:I,J<=TE*P S ktJJ,l<
GG If a04
603 DO 604 3 N It N
h04 hll,J< , AlI,J(*TSPP S BTIOJ<
6i?5 lixl, I< M fir1,1< C tEMP2
606 Ai.1,1< 4 A w.I,i< — tCCTR
IFrr2 * %E, O< REWIND T2
GO It roc































e PAT-4111 SWULAl. ESYI 460
C ESVI 470
ISV 0045 621. IF MC2< 623 9
 625, 623 ESYI 400
IS4 0046 675 00 474 LL A 1 0
 N ESVI 490
1 Sv 0147 wYl L *200.000
IS4 On40 624 K1 tLL<A0.0110
IS4 0049 IFtIKl< 62S, 514, 625 ESVI S10
IS4 0050 625 00 626 LL 6 1, N ESVI S20
IS4 0051 WCLL P4<00.000
ISV 0052 676 VITLL900.000
IS4 0053 GO TC all ESVI S40
C ESYI 550
C MA141X NOT SINGULAR. ESYI 560
C ESYI STO
IS4 0054 60b On 609 LL N I t
 N E5Y1 500
IS4 0055 W%LL .I <N I.00O
IS% 0056 WTI. L,2<M1.00O
1 SV 0057 lo%LL 03<4100Co
ISV oCSe 609 k1CLL.4<0I.Oro
ISV onS7 699 1F lr 14C2< 610, 6120 610 ESVI 6GO
IS4 0060 610 DO 611	 1	 N	 i f N ESVI 610
154 0061 1? N IAOW%192< ESVI 620
1SV 0062 XIT12< 0 Mt111 <0 9COTI ESR 63
IS4 0063 DO 611 J 11. N ESVI 640
ISV 0064 611 W12< A Xltl?< E AlI.J< $W9J,2< ESVI 650
'S 14 0065 IFTI%CIC 6120 SnO. 612 ESVI 660
1 S 0066 612 00 613	 1	 M	 It N ESYI 670
ISV 0067 VI'f< N 611.3<opn[4l ESYI 660
1S4 nods GO 6113 J A
	 l0N ESVI 690
IS4 OC69 613 VItt< s Vltl< C AlJ,1<MMSJ.4< ESVI TOO
154 0070 GO TC 499 ESVI 710
IS4 0071 615 CEkR N 0.0 ESVI 720
1SN 0072 OCERRNu.ono
1S4 0073 1FTIVC2< 6169 619, 	 616 ESYI 730
1SV 0074 616 00 61F	 1	 M	 It	 N ESVI 740
IS4 0075 XRfli< f -6%1,2C ESVI 750
IS4 0076 00 617 J 6	 1, N ESVI 76C
IS4 0077 617 XRTI< N KRTIC C All,J<*x11% Ji ESYI 170
1S4 0079 6118 XRT•14 &	 NRZI</RCOTI ESYI 760
ISA 0079 IFTIKI < 619, 6330
	
619 ESVI 790
1S4 00No 619 CO 621	 1	 N	 i0 N ESYI 800
ISV OOP1 Vo1Ttic	 r	 -1%1104< ESVI 610
1S4 OnF2 On 62C J N	 It N Et.11 020
IS4 0063 e2O YAtIC • VRVIC 6 AtJ.I<*VIZJC ESVI 030
IS4 0004 621 VRT,I< N	 vRtl</RCCTT ESVI 640
C ESYI 850
C SEAACN VECTORS FOR LARGEST ELEME4T AND NORMALIZE. E5V1 660
C ESYI 670
TSV 0085 627 AMAXAC,000
IS4 0096 00 625 L	 r	 I. N ESVI 690
4 S 0007 TFMR • VPZLC s *Z 6 VItL<+T2 ESVI 900
ISV 0060 IFTT}Mr - APAX< C24, 629. 624 ESVI 910
ISV 0009 62e AMA% N	 TEMP ESVI 920
1S4 0040 12	 N	 L ESrI 130
15V on9l 674 COhtf6uE ESVI 940
IS4 0091 Cl	 N V4912<lA M 4% ESYI 950
1SN 00'13 Cr	 • -11117(/AM1% ESVI 960







1 S 11 0045 TF up 8 VI !LC ESYI 980
ISV 00 ,16 V17 L4 K VktL«C2 !: T EMP*CI ESVI 990
ISv o0R7 610 VATL< a YRIL< + C1 — fFOPOC2 ESVl1c00
Isv 0098 IF'C%%l
	 .EC.	 I< GO TC 632 ESYllolo
154 0100 00 Gil
	 tl	 M	 Is	 N ESVIIO20
I5v 0101 611 OCrRAOL.MAXIZDCERP90ABS%VRILL<—M!k4p34<r4ABSSVISLL<-11tLLt4CV<
M 0102 632 wriwe< 6339 6399 633 ESY11040
ISY 0103 633 APAR11C.000
ISV 0104 On 635 L N 1, N ESVII060
ISY 0105 TEMP a XP:L<Oa2 C r.tll<*sZ ESV11070
ISV 0106 IFi1EMP — AMAX< 635. 63Sv 634 ESY11080
ISY 0107 634 AMAK 6 IEMP ESVII090
ISY 0106 12	 N L ESVI1100
154 0109 635 CONTINUE	 -• ESrli110
ISV 0110 Cl	 4 K~tI2<1AMAX ESV11120
ISV 0111 C2 8 - AI TI2<1AMAX ESV11130
ISV 0112 00 636 L N 1• N ESV11140
ISY 0113 TEMP 4 xltl< ESVll140
ISY 0114 XIZLC N	 1f 14tL<*C2	 6 TEPP*CI E$Vll!40
IS-4 0111, 636
_
xR ?,L< r	 1kr,1<4C1 - IIPPOC2 ESV11170
1S4 0116 IFYCCU%I .EQ.	 t< GO VC 646 ESVil100
ISY 0119 DO 637 LL 4 t o
 4 ESVIII90
ISV 0119 b3l OCFaRM0AAKIVOCERP , OA8S%X R% L,L 4-W'TkL.l<CfOA45%xIRLL <-MILt.2«<
C ESV11210
C TEST FOs CONVERGENCE. ESVI1220
L ESV240
ISY OL?0 638 IFxLCLNT .EQ. LC GO TO 646 ESYII11240
ISV 0122 LfPRbOCCRR
ISY 0123 IFTCFRK .GE.	 I.nE-4< GG TO 639 ESY11250
1C1 0125 IFICERn .GE. CLIP< GC TO 649 ESV11260





IFICLIN .LS.	 l.oc—s< GO TO 648
IF%CCtjNF .tiE.
	
15< CO TC 68
ESY11280
ESY11290
ISY 0132 641 COUNT 0 COUNT L 1 esvi l 300
1S4 0133 IF'RCCII< 642v
	
673# 642 ESY11310
IS4 0134 642 IF T I4Ct< b40s 644 9 440 ESV11320
ISY Otis 640 I'D 641	 LL	 6	 It N ESVII330
ISV 0136 WCLL.1c	 8 XACLL< ESV11340
154 0137 641 1 b:LL92<	 4	 XISLL< ESV11350
ISV 0138 1FTI^C1< 644. 610. 644 ESVII360









iS4 0142 30 TC 699 ESY11400
ISV 0143 b4h CE R R 4 0.0 ESY11410
ISV 0144 per 4Rak;. Voo
ISY 4145 IF'ICC< 64(4 9 	6%Tv	 648 FSV11420
ISV 0146 boa F.RI+	 M GERP ESTI1430
ISV 0147 CMIN IF 	 it COUNT ESVI1440
15V 0148 1H ' -1 ( C 11< 667 9	664.	 667 ESV11450
1SY n149 667 t+0 b4 q 	1	 N	 1r	 N ESV11460
ISv O1b0 64.) Ax1.1< r	 149191<	 ^	 RCOTR ESY11470
ISY 01 1)1 RETU+th ESVII480
15V 01$2 Mt P 141 K7 101 9 K rit e RCOTI. CERR ESVII49C
ISV 011,3 GU TC e4A ESVI1500
C Esvilst0



















































/ I S V 0154 6() 151.	 N	 1
Is4 nl y 5 f?0
	
651
	 1	 N	 I t
	N
I S4 01 8)6 DO b3f 	 1 A
	
1, N
.; IS4 0157 651, 8 919J<	 A119J<
_ IS4 01414 65l L+1 9 1< N Stl rl< - RCOfR
1S4 0159 GO TC ?GO




154 0161 660 IFXI%oCl< 6819
	
6839 681
ISY 016? 60+1 DO 68? L r It N
ISN 0163 6112 XI'PL<NO.DCO
ISV 0164 IFt116C1< 603.
	 Slti9 683








C MAtAIx NCT SINGULAR.
v^
C
IS4 0166 6015 i p tlKic 653. 6569 643
1S4 0169 653 DO 654 L 6 1 9 N
IS', 0170 654 XITL<NI,000
IS4 0171 IF-1:VCI< 656, 8)00, 656
ISV 0172 656 00 657 L N 19 N




C NCaMAL1ZE REAL VF.f;rORS,
C
ISV 0175 655 CERR M 0.0
154 01.16 OCEPON(G.ODO
IS4 0177 IFZJyU< 658, 6629 658
ISV 0178 6)fl CINC.CLO
1S4 0170 C?NC.Ci3O
ISV OIPO DO 66C L
	
N	 I 9 N
Isv 0181 TEMPNI;.11S7XIXL<C
1SN 0182 IFITfP? — Cl< 660, 660. 659
IS4 OIRN 659 C1	 M TEMP
' n IS4 0184 C2	 N	 x1.11.<
ISV O1R5 660 COIITINV-
r: 1 S4 01+16 Oil 661	 L	 N	 10	 N
IS4 0187 XIO.L< R xT*L</C2
154 OIAA OCf94NL . MAXI? bCE499DABSCXITL <—XRTL<C<
3s IS% 0189 661 XRTL4 X XItL(
` I SV 01 40 I F ,. T 4C i < 662 '9 618 0 662
IS4 01 0 1 66? C?NC.C40
ISV 0117 CINC.ODO
k 1 S4 nI93 DO 664	 L	 N	 It	 ► ;
ISV 01 Q14 IFh1)611APS%VlfL«
1S4 0145 1F`ff1+q+ - C1< 664 9 	664 0 	663
Ib4 01 7 b 6h9 Cl	 6	 fi M.N
154 0197 Cz	 N	 Vill<
i IS4 0146 664 CnNT I61+F
15 14 01 ,14 00 665 LL X	 I t 4
I54 O?n0 VITLl< N VITLL<ICZ

















	 ...:$t^f1<;s, ice'+` r. ^":T+"^•.r6i ...^.iA^ • .r •.. ^, .:-^ .
u6
PACE OOs
ISV 0703 665 VRTtt<*WUL,l<
IS14 0294 G 11	 Ic	 able
I S'1 02" 668 11' f,I VCt< 669 0	61`1 0	669
154 0206 669 f111	 4 70
	 L	 N	 1 9	4
IS4 02n7 tPM xI+L f#U.00O
1S14 0208 lFtl`Iof•1<	 671•
	
70 ► 	 all
15 14 OM9 671 f U LIP	 L	 N	 to	 N
ISv 0210 6I' V1Yl<Nk; ►DDO
ISV 0211 % RFTURA
1SN 0212 6713 IFIIVCt*' 674 44 	502.	 674
IS4 0213 674 DO 675	 1	 0 1, N	 •^
ISV 0214 12	 N	 1KIJ&Vlr2<
IS4 0215 675 xlrl?< 0 KR11<
IS4 L216 50 Tc a00	 -
C
C BOCK	 SUBSTITUTION SECTION.
f
ISV 0117 454 11•Y l%C1< SOU, 502. 500
IS4 0218 15C0 DO 501
	 1	 M 29 N
I S4 01219 11	 N	 1	 -	 1
ISV 0220 00 501	 J	 11	 1,	 it
IS4 0221 501 %I'll<	 a	 K1x1<	 -	 BTII,J<^►1fITfJ<
1SN 0222 1511 1FZI%C1< 502 n 1514# 502
ISV D223 50: UO 51C
	
1	 N	 1,	 N
IS4 0274 11	 M	 I	 -	 1
ISY 0275 IFTII< 403, 505, 503
1514 0276 5C3 00 504	 J	 N	 to	 11
1SN 0277 504 VI T 1< x VITt< - M 91<•VIUC
ISV 0228 IFTIIC< 505 9 506 9 SOS





ISV 0210 506 VITl< r VISI</9tI,1<
1.514 0211 GO TG X10
1S4 0232 507 IFTVI V I<< 508 •9	509 0	508
1SN 0733 506 VItl< < V t:I«19MIS
ISV 0234 GO	 TC 510
ISV 0235 509 VICI<	 K	 1.0
ISV 0736 610 COiNT IM.E
15 44 0237 IM VC[< 5149 5259 514
ISV 0238 514 DC 522	 1	 k It N
ISV 073 9 Id	 Y	 r`NI	 -	 I
ISV 0240 IFTI	 -	 1<51.511	 517,	 515
154 0241 519 1?	 0	 lot	 G	 I
15% 0242 va	 116 J	 N	 12 0 	N
ISV 0743 1516 XITIR< • x1.IR< - BTIRtj<*XITJ<
1S4 0?44 IF•ICCC 1517,	 518.	 517
ISV 0745 417 IFTtf1A#IR4< st op	 519 ► 	 sl8
ISV 0746 6 th k i tlRC	 r	 xlRtat/[LSta.ta<
ISV 02471 SO Tr j,2?
ISV 0248 Sty 1F1, xITIH« 520,	 51t, 520
ISv 0174 1) 5? V r1'P i W <	 a s<1'IK^•I.OEElS
IS4 071511 Gf1	 1 C	 •,! 2
IS'J 0251 '^?1 xI*I-o<m1.f0U
I5V 07 1+1? Wi: C11N1InLF
I Sw 02`., i wr l VG l c 525 9 5?9, 525
IS4 02%4 4715 I'll	 576	 1	 a	 2 0	h
1 SV 07 11+ 61 14	 it	 API	 -	 1
ISV 0?4b 11	 M	 I.t	 L	 1































































IS'Y 0258 526 V1 . 11+ < r VV3R< - OpJ9IR«v1RJ[ ESY12660I Sv 07 #59 t+0 5? 7 1
	
b
	 It N E SV 12670
ISv 0760 12	 r	 I^t(jNT'L9lC ESVI2680
ISv 0761 977 VKYl7< b vltt y ESVI2690
ISv 0761 00 51P L
	
r 1, N ESVI2700
ISv 07.61 b76 vl-L< is
	 VRtL< ESY12710
154 0264 579 IF 1 + MI C 61ST 6559 613 ESVI2720
ESVI2730
c FtCfVR PATRIXt ESVI2760
c ESY121SO
ISv 0265 70G Icc	 N 1r ESVI2760
ISv 0766 sMlrl.uU72ISM 0267 00 701 LL A I9 N ESY12780
ISV 02611 701
_.
INCM1LL91< 4 LL ESVI2790
ISM 0269 00 708 K 0 I t N1 ESY12800
IS4 0270 AMAX*PAH5f-P%KtK«
ISM 0271 ]MAX	 I K ESY12820
ISv 0772 K 1	 r K 61 ESV12430
ISv 0273 no 7c2 I
	 r Kit N ESV12840






iMAX	 r	 1 ESY12870
ISV 0278 702 CUNTAuE ESVI2880
ASV 0279 1FeAhAK .LT.	 SWI< SWI K AMAK ESV12090
ISV 0781 IF",AMA K.GF.I.0U-75( GC TO 723









15V 0286 723 iF!1N44 .f C. KC GC TO 704 ESV12940
ISl 0288 LIU
	 701 J N	 l9 N ESVI2990
ISM 0:89 AMAX M R%K 9 J< ESY12960
ISV 02Q0 b?", 1< 0 01, M
A4
9 JC E5V17970
ISM 02'71 TOl H g lk g x 9 J< r AMAX ESV129BO
ISM 0292 12	 r	 1+t(IW°K t 1< ESV12990
ISv D293 114chlK9l<	 r	 IROW':IMAX9I< ESV13COO
ISV 0?'14 jArW IMnx91< r	 12 ESVI3010
ASV 0195 704 Du
	
707	 1
	 of	 KIP	 V ESY13C20
ISV 029b IF7Prlikt<	 7059	 707 9	705 ESVI303C
ISM 0297 705 644 tX< 0 P%IoK</BTK9K< CSV13040
ism 0?98 nn	 70h J #1	 K1. N ESY13C50
ISV 0799 700 F'I.J< r 9%1rJe - RlK9J«8X19K4 FSV13C60
ISv 0100 701 CONTIKa ESV13070
ISV 0301 7011 GUlYTINuE 1:SV13C10
ISM 0302 A M A40)nAHSf R 9N•N<<
ISv 0303 iFkAMAA-I.00-75C 7120129713ISM
0304 717 PRk.A<r0.nU0
ISv 0305 SWIRc.00
ISv 0306 1cc	 A	 1CC 6	 1 ESNI3120
ISV 0107' GU	 IC 7ON ESVI3130 f
ISV 0i08 713 IF"AWt .IT. SkI< SWI N AMAX ESV13140
15% 0110 704 IF ?ICC	 .lf.	 ISW4 GO TC 710 ESVIl1SO
ISV 0112 IFVVI,<	 1P%0t1050.1O51
ISM 0313 L05C I%kIII?IOit102t
	 ICC
ISv 031"► Cpl+^ TF	 r 0 ESVI3100
ISv 0115 Rt?T6RA ESV13190
ISM 0319• lu^sl hillEllu3.1G52<	 ICC
ESV 0317 71u 1^0	 .II	 LI	 r	 It	 V ESV13210







ISV 03 2 0 Ir*dfCIIC We 6529 60? ESV13240
ISV 0321 1052 FJRPA11/I/23H •+i**+ WA04NING +0006+	 si	 SUFACLTINE EIGMEC HAS ESV132'10
1 FIRIND A'o E I GE F :V4LIFE OF	 4PPAAENT MUL T IPL IC I TVdr E SVI3260
1 149/7 C0	 COMPU14110N OF EIESVIWO
e;FAVEC10Kt:S< C1s4TI1YUFS AT USER S CPTIGNJ//< ESV13200
ISV 0322 LCl
	 F0NPAILlC>101v 0RF 714AN
	 IS LCOPS FOR EIGE-VVECTOA OF92EI2,49 fisvI1290
2	 '	 141+ UIFFERENCC	 0FvE12.4< ESVI3300
ISV 0323 IC2
	 9 149 ?IN ZEROS ON OIAGb4AL OF FACTORECESVI3310
I
	 MAT U TA. 	 C"ECK FVQ MULTIPLE fI0EKVALUES•/?0X9 ESVI11320








LEVEL is	 I SEPT h4 1 031360	 FORTRAV h






C P101RAP CCNVERIS PULTI-INPUT SYSTFIV
 INTO PSEUOU SINGLE-INPUT
' C SYirEM
L
•	 ^,' IS4 0003 REALMFI SBrMO•M0<rCXF+QtrRITINQ<^GGtMflC^P1^P1YrQABS,GSE
ISN 0004 DIMENSION JOULTIND92C





IS4 0007 nu 1C0JPIrRC
1 S4 0008 fi0
	 Ica	 1 FrL . NS
IS4 0009 ICU G5E1GStLCARStSB%IrJ «
fi-1 IS4 OOta GSrNCSt/vtiSsNt<ISv 0011 Du	 14C 10IONS
154 On12 NC 114.0
ISV 0013 IMULItlr2<NO
154 0014 nD.	 L 1C JMI #hc
ISV 0015 L10 1F: 7IOAaS'SB1I9.!«-G5E*I.O-*< .GT. 0.004 NCONANCON61
IS4 0011 1FiKOA14hF9I1I«-I.f -R<	 1'JOrl log 120
154 onto 170 NFIMNM
154 0019 IFtt1CC,v
	 .EC.	 0<	 IMULTTI*2<I11
154 0021 IFthf-l< 140x140 0 25
' ISV n022 125 IINI-1
IS4 0023 IFfEI10uLTtl92<BIPULTXIIr2<C	 .EC.	 2< GC TO 330
154 0075 NP&C
IS4 0026 GO TC 140
IS4 0027 130 IFRNCC:t .EC. 0< GG TO 330
1S4 0024 14C MYIINI,E
C






ISV 0032 r0 174 J119AC
ISv 0n3! In Drii6ne1<CSR	 oic
154 0034 On 1P0 INIOAC
IS4 0035 1S0 IG"I tot .CC'
IS4 0036 IFIINC	 .E6.	 IC GO TG 325
C
C TEST 1r ►+ETHER	 0	 RENDERS tk O 0< Cf)NTR pLLABLF1
C







ISv OP41 18a 141.1
I5N 0042 All., ON
IS4 01143 ilR1
ISV 0044 tr ;r.A p src!I<c	 .^,r.	 GSE*I.f7 -a< NCONIL
IS4 O046 IF t.nA p a& y l Xl«-1 .9-9G 2102210090
! SV 0018? 1110 NPONFCl
` 15V 004P IF?NCC;.	 . Ft:.	 0<	 IMULT•Ir2<11






tSN 00 ,11 deco 1141-1
IS4 U052 .CO. T< 5n TO 230
ISV 0054 NPND
IS4 0045 G0 IC 170
ISY 00,1e 710 IFINCON .LC. O< 60 TO 230
114 0050 ZlU lh y l —Nb<	 10119221.225
IS4 0944 211 fjO	 der	 I75
r.
C FIND NuN-l.E'10 ELEMENT 	 IN ROM NI OF MATRIX	 SA .
C
154 0060 2 1 0 PI Vol SA041VIC
ISY 0061 MSBNt
154 nnh2 DO 25^ 1#2oNC
ISV 0011! 240o2$0050
IS4 0Oh4 240 PIVNSH441t1<
IS4 oob5 MSIsN 1
IS4 0066 250 CONT WA
C
C FINC ELEMENT OF LARGEST MAG41TUIlEr PIVe	 IN CUL.-NC. 1511 OF MATRIX
C SO. FIND NUN-1ERU ELEMFYT OF SMALLEST AAGNIIUOE. PIe	 IN VEC * 0
C
IS4 0067 760 DO 210 INloNS
IS4 0068 N201
ISV 0069 IftOaRAC7I«-G5F*I.G-8C 28001092RO
IS4 0070 270 CDNIINUE
IS4 0071 200 Ploolhe<
ISV 0072 DO 250	 INI.NS
1 S1 0071 1rR0t8a ► PlV< .LT * 0A5SlSR%IrMS 11«< PIVNSATIoNSB<
ISY 0075 IrinA8axC,^1<< .LT.	 GSE*1 * 0-8< GO	 FD 290
IS4 0017 IFlDtH^RFI< .LT. bASStDtl «< P1NDt1<
ISV 0079 29n CONTINUE
ISY 0000 111ai;AH54pIV/P1<cI	 del —e
154 o0R1 %2MPkl:f
154 0002 P111N2
154 0193 DO	 ICO 101•NS
ISV 0004 sea hxi<.,1t=(;71(ESP.%I•MSB<
1 SV 008,1 UD	 !II(, 	 I del •%C
ISV OONb 3tO GGTJ4C1I0I6rpG9I<
IS4 Ono / GG`P El10iCGRMS6t I .nO
JSY OnS A IFthl-.5c 320025x325
ISY 0o R 9 370 NINN161
1 5 14 0090 GO T C 185
1S1 00 4 1 325 NCV146I
ISV 0047 GO TC	 140
IS4 0095 9;u Ncohoo
tS4 On94 !40 RrT4RN




VFL LA	 1	 SFPI u9 I OS/16n	 FORTRAN N
CDMPIII , R UPTIII%S - 4tPts	 M AII:tf)PTsO ;'PLINFCNT*hUoSI/f*000UKo
SLR W SE, RN NCL IST,BECK ♦ LGAO.MAP.4OFOlTsIII.NOAREF
z 1514 0002 SIIPIitCUlIhE
	 SIPIV2TAgAA.AAL#SjSINV.W,190%0094ItXktyltVR.VtaNSOMO9
SIVC<






j C «1111 SIMPLE EIGCIIVALUES. VIELCS REAL -VALUER FAANSFORMAT10N
t C PAIRlx.
C
I SN 0003 RFAL*9 ASY p rMO< !AxMO^MO<rAA1tMO^MO <.S1NV =MD^MOCrRR!'^:' ti,RISMO<
ISN 0004 REALOA
	 ark!rC<.xiR ►+U<.VR1:M0<eVItMD<,pARS^as4RT
154 0005 REALOR W4M0.4<rS%MUpM0<oSW& 
ISN 0006 DIMEn510n lRpwr,Mn ► 7<
IS4 X907 10 FURPAT(//T3, # EIGENVFCTOR ERROR 14ESSAGEOV
.	 _ ISS 0008 20 F(1RMATIT3.$SWI=IiE10.4elCX9+1TERsgoI5ttGXttD1Fn#o6lO.4I
Isv 0004 KnO
,t IS4 0010 100 CONTINUE
IS4 0011 00	 11C	 J01014S
IS4 0012 00 110 1sI.NS
1514 0013 110 AA11t.J)wAA(l#J)
ISI 0014 Kux ♦ l
IS4 0014 CALL EIGVFCXIVCotoAAI.WtIROW*KRPXI#VR.VIoRRSKCORIXKCIPNSrMpFOasYlr
ElFER,OIFPU
+ IS4 0016 IFII TF.rt	 .LT.	 15)	 GU TO	 111
ISN 0018 WRITClf,IU(
1514 0019 WRI TELi,20< SWItITERoCIF
IS4 0020 111 CONTIALE
ISN 0021 IF%CA8S9RI1K<C .GT.	 1.0-8< GO TO	 130
a C'
C COL. A%D/OR ROW EIGENVECTCRS CORRESPONDING TO A REAL EIGENVALUE
C
IS4 0023 W1191)=O.DO
ISN 0024 ')O	 12C
	 I01.NS
S' 1514 0025 k(1.1)s ►+I1.1)*RARSIVR(I))
' ISV 0026 120 ', ►.t;v?K^I<rVR;i<
ISN 0027 jt laC-2< 12691261122
ISV 0029 122 wlIv31=O.CO
p 1 S a 0024 Ih!	 124	 141 9NS
#. 1S% 0030 SINVIK,l1aSINVI+<pi1/Wll0l)
ISN 0031 M(I 0l-dv11.3)*5INV1Kj1)*XR1I)
' IS4 0032 174 S;IOK<09-Itic
ISN On I3 DO	 123	 1 n 19NS
ISN 0034 123 S11.%) n SlloK)/1.11.31
ISN 0035 126 H tx-ti5< 100915091SO
G CCMPLER COL. 4NrjrK RCW EIGENVECTCRS ARE CGVVERTEC TO A SET OF TWO













1S4 0041 14U SINvJKIgI<a-2.fln*vI.I<







SV 0045 132 Iff6fl.11	 .LT.	 N11 9 2))	 M11t11oM11921
SV 0047 hll.3l nO.11#3
SY 0045 w11t4100.00
ISV 0049 D0	 134	 IsItNS
ISV 0050 SIhv ?K t I0SIvvTxtI(/,t2e000w;t*1<C
ISV 0051 SINVVKItI<MSINV TK1tl</82.00*M>I,I<<
ISV 0052 wllt 31skI1t31+.5Dn*SIhvtKtil*xRI11+.5C0*SINVIK1t11*X11 II
ISV 0053 1 .44 hllt4l •wII *4)+.9110ASINVI Kip 11*RI(1)-.$COOSINVIK1t11OXAIIt
ISS1 0054 Mlltl)BWllt'1)*Mtlt3l+MIlt41*M11t41
'SV 0055 DO IJS isIONS
SN OD56 StItKIsIXHfI)*WII9J)+XIItI*WIt*411/tlilt1)
SN 0057 135 Stl.hll n 191(1 )OW 1It31-KR111*1i1194t)/Mlltll
SN 0058 136 KMKI
SV 0059 IFTK-NS< 100t1509t50
$V 0060 150 kETURN
SN 0061 END
LEVEL 18 I SEPT 69 1	 OS/360 FORTRAN II
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAMEs M1AINtOPTaO2tLl4ECNT n 60.SIIE n OQOOK9
SCUNCEtRCOtNOLISTtDECKtLUAOtMAP#NUEO1TtIOtNOKREF
ISN 0002	 SUBRCUTINF MVF'CTLA9AVtNSvPO9MD2<
C
C	 CONVERTS MATRIX A INTC VECTOR AV
C
ISN 0003	 RFAL48 ATRDvM0<vAV%P021C
ISN 0004	 00 1C JNitNS
ISV 0005	 00 It INIONS
I SV 0006	 Kd?J-1C*NS&I





DATE T1.106/19.4992T.EVEL 10 ( SEPT 69 )	 CS/360 rnRTRAN H
COMPILFK nPTInhs - hAME w MAINtI1PTan2.LINFCNTw6U.SI7Cs0000Kt












ISV 0004	 I►Il 10 1 A 1 t NS
ISV 0005	 DU IC JAltNA
ISV 0006	 CTI r.KR0.110
I sv 0007	 00 10 KP I AC
ISV OOnR	 Ili C.'.I.JCrcT1q.l<6A?I.K<ORt%wJ<
15N Con9	 rdTI.Rh
I Sv 0010	 I•NIl
rLV-L 10	 (	 S- R T 69	 1	 r5/14i	 Fr,RTf+,A • 1	 h	 Il1T	 71.1LtIlT.+'.•:
")y^[L:4 OP 1TR';S	 -	 'r Ns y :•	 MA[`.qfT n .1" L1'^5r'^TR^,:►•SIi: n Uba^11c^•_	 _..	 _.	 .__	 ...
'a1INCE 0C00,r,ILIito Uci f •L OAID0-P, I'1'C ir.Ir 0 1'IW1,',r
IS4 0002 .115-ItI	 NZ	 PAr",4:..AU . av/111,8' , IN, I'1%L?t^vtr,^'•F1911'1v , / v ,RI4.T,u,
X,Xt,11k,lL N.:,1a r *, 4A. ML a', iS/ 1f.,- 1^i :. 3 I V 1,K"•1_ 	 .._	 ^...	 _.
V
FIr1nS Fc c rr'1ACR Galh5
	
FOR A S F T	 CF	 S f r	 TFICC	 FI.Cf4v aLtI r S AA V
ALL - ST A TE f.E0bacr. RESUI.T 15	 U.,	 Wii	 r, ':
15 1A 0003 N"BLrM	 N fM^,M01•sU{ M u. NO1rAV1Mr ? 1,A11^11, y f:lrAtfkD,M 'l1.kIM/1,^101,
- t	 .)I I pj / MI 1 1 VbZI "l:/f•CI/I:NI fir; 21.G1	 (+ul^ +tII;,n	 f ►^)^-^^ — _____. _._	 _._--
2	 SVR11+01/SlrovfrU / MCI/TIMr•or1,A{MI,41 / XI,.'f.• 11/X li m n 1 / sit ImnI
SY 0004 DTM;-NSICM fAMA{MCI,IRUIMC/21
—TN-a0kT5--_-.._..__..--MitiviLi
	 Vitt C I SI Ch UAnS / T CL
ISV 0006 . 0 FUNATI //,/ 	 TH E 	Pli tt	 Ie 9 111	 IS U '4CO+'1TRr1LLA1LF.,	 4CIY	 * C
	
•/I
C iC F nRMATI //,/ 	 EIG eNVALUES Of_CLPSnC-L Or)P SYSMI FOR %LL -S1AT? Fein%
C 3C F(I?M4I14F2'1rg1









TS 11 000E t0 FC ItP'ATI//,/
	
SV$tel N ON CCMPrNSATUR Of ORM U 01110I4M ''Tnp se CHEC
5K INPUT MSTRICE5•/I
Y
C COMPUMICN OF EIGENVALUES ANC ROW EIGE'4VCCTUaS 3F %tATRrf1.4 .
`—T3s1'CC6 1'F 1nz e Pr ' . 5 C. "I 1 • GC' TO 1711
1511 COL1 (n5-11 	 24'j,40 ,94
l S11 0012 50	 RL 111 *rr IL ,1 )
fi ISV 0014 1T11V I1,LI*1.07
ISV 0015 IRO 
-T 031'6-`
_
1r^-111 _8 1 i •11-'-"
.
ISV 0017 I vRl
IS 14 0011.4 SL	 1 91#1
— ..	 . 1 .5 .E
 - 6 01 S__ -	 -IF (1	 .."• T.	 \C F	 G C	 ft 99' _
111 0021 IF IDAFISIX N' II1 i	 , UE.	 DA rlSIM, 1111	 GO	 rL1	 N► 1
I Sd 002' XL 111 all I1 1,1 1
Val
ISV 0025 1,n Tq 91







-4r	 93 1 -10-C'
IS'1 0029 53	 MIf	 1





ISV OU31 - nruF• n 1
ISV 003« :r1	 T R 113
1511 0'33 S4 C1111110!'
'r ,1ly ._ ­ -
...	
Ctll V VrCTLA,4V,fvS , MD,MC2I ' ^.^--
IS11 ,.035 CtiLL 45'„f”	 N S v V02 I
ISV 3U3b •. LL	 nTF 1=( •^S,4,11^'r ►tL•AAAe''.:.^";7,Mr_)t	 IN09N10 I05viV-
JSV 0031 r ^ 
--
_. __
	 _	 _. w .	 _	 _._.___..	 _	 _.	 .--_	 - •• _--CALL	 lit"Ut.1fAoA,11941SINSINS•A-0I











T"a'.SMOONTICY 	 :.F	 I a s ps)	 TO SI NYUL_-INPJT	 SYSf_^'.t C
ISV 0040 Y CALL	 SI%,L"IAl/>k,i,1,xI tWn.%r.n •1• r 	 a 1Ll4r.I 
ISV OO y I 1F11CCV1	 193,131/I1J





,	 . ^	 t	 ^	 -	 , . .
124
IS-1 0044 1 :{	 ^j	 3 f)	 1 *1 94S








I Y4 004? 11C	 1.1 11 0 11 BO RIt I
151 0049 1 rQ
I SI 0045	 - _	 14C	 I=( r1
15 1 1	 0050 IF IIIAR%fR11111-1.0-31
	
LOON1630153
I S RI	 0051 Isc	 1+1*191
+•. ._ —1 5 .1 b052
_
V$11 of :1 1 sat (1 1
I SA 005 14 A;1 f I P r1 1 8 -0 1 (11
15 .4	 0054_ 1 *1 p
'
"IS`r 0055 ._ __'.1FG 1 , 0-„151 14C9179 1113^^
+ ISY 0056 ^14170 f.
1S,$ 0057 t) r7 	 140	 1 0 1 9ffiS
' --T-S.4-0 a ton	 1RV,
 
' J	 S
IS+1	 00`►9 K?(I 0 J)
iSi	 Oo br,
&Woiti
ESC 1+9 (9.11 =xn1I1
tqC
1 SY	 0(161 -_
_
1 1-A I Y=! -
' k ISV 0062 'I'LL
	
APF:F1 ► (AC9 k42ee1keG r T^A1^A ? r!'1r11rSY^SY :trNS^lrKlr2rJF ; r^'RriROk1
^
ISY 0063_ 1^11r•tl	 24')v23Ur24J ^..	 ...	 _._...._	 ..._'-^.,_.,-.....----. _ ..'•
—157 4064 ._ ^'2Ck+	 ,',R'+IT1 `:kl:'
?CC V1 TF 13 ,201
'- 21C
	
N ? I TE 41 93'11	 (E10 1I rJ1 iJn 1;7^ _. _._ __ _•
ISV 0065 J' 230 1*19RC
I S4 0066 23C	 •,1 t 	 9 11 n X1 (I i
^TSV^b^b^'^._^:.6LL h^LLTl1:rw.A^^,10t1iNS* .y C1
. ^..- _ -
15V 00(a9 CILL	 P!A I.LT ( A Z P SI AV9tat'%CoNSvNS9P'R)
15V 0065 fR	 713!))
` --• ISV 0070 - -240	 h41 T= 13 94:11
ISV 007: 5TOP
ISV 0072 245	 M7I T =_ I3 951.11 _
"'”-—f 5v C073 — '	 _.!Too
ISV 0074 2sG R.TLRN










LEVEL 18	 1 S MT f29 1	 OS/76n	 FORTRAN H
COMPILrt GPTIMS - AANF n
	MAIN,CIPT;O2,LINEC4T•609SIZED000OKIP'
5(. UK{,F. RCC, vOl 15 T, UF.{;K, L OAL' r MAP,V0E0 ? T, I C,NOxREf
ISV 0002 SURRCUlthE MCCMP;N59NC,NF,6fFF,MT),Mp2,VREP,KI,K29939K4<
C
C	 CI)NFLIATIO% OF THE COM PENSATOR M A TAICES1	 FF,FL.rFh,FJ,C
1S P4 0003 RFAt*S Afbtb<9076,6C rCTb 9 6CrAHS12,12<v42T12912<, AMU 91249AV91444C
15 .4 0004 RFALCA FFt6,6<,FGV6,6<rFH96,6<,FJ'C6,6<,GFx6,6<,Gr,16,6<rGHT6r6<
ISY 0005 RFAL*8 5J'f,,6<9GF07696(rGGMC6,6<9GHMT696C90JN.b,6<,GRF1696<
ISV 0006 Rf17.REAL ON ^kC •b.6:rF:6,6<,GRJ"6 9 6< .CY P % I2, te<,f.V1 + 12,12tAR112<
ISN (1097 REAL •A it 	 ?Ct VRX12<rV III 2<,XR%12<,X17,12<rYRNI12,1<,VINI12,1C
IS4 0008 RFALA8 *11794),FM112921
IS'' OOt19 REAL IA
	 9 KRf26<9 xISIC6< , 9IF16< rVRS26<0016< , V1S1964
1SV 0010 REAL48 VIf46< , RtSXb<,RRF 16<,ltISt,6< , 0t1F%6CgVRNS46,1<,VMNF%*v1<
ISV 0011 AF AL 08 V INSi6rl<,VINF76 ,!<, AV5'.j6 <OW S'604<oWFIbr4<
ISV 0012 REAL* EMS76,?<,F1fFe6,2<
ISN 0013 O MEN 111N IANAT12<,IANASZ6<,[ANAF16<,IRCWI12,2<,IROWSI6r2<
ISN 0014 DIMFASIUA IkOWF16921
1S4 0015 EQUIVALEAf.F 97V71<,AVFYI«,CAVt37<94,jSIt«





S1C+t'.1<,XRS 1 1<<,'PXRt7<9 KAFxl<CrRxI TI C
 0XIMCC
ISV 0018 FUI1IVALF%CF	 ZX(R7<,XIFCIC<,LVR^I<,V1tS.!«,1YItS7C^VRpS1t<
IS-4 0919 EOIIIVALr- hCC	 LY1 * t<,VISICI«,TVT >; 7<rVI4=R1«,1RR7; I <^RRStI<t
ISV 0020 EOUIVALCNCE
	
TRR 197 <9 ARF11«94R17Cl <, RISL]<CrL'.t[f^7CrRlF	 i«
ISN 0021 FOUIVALF NCE	 W"Irl<,VRNS •. I<<,TVRNr7< , VRNFYI<<




	 x1ANA * 1<914NASFI« ," ( AV4rr7<, IANAFII<<
ISV 0025 FS.UIVALENCF 1IRCWII<,[RCWSZt«,NIROWX13<9IROWFII<<
154 0026 COPPVN /MCN/ AH,P2,A2S,AVoLVR,CVI ► W,A,HvC,FFgF.OtFF,FJ,GF,GG,GHr
I	 GJ,GFM, r;GM,GhM,GJM,GRF,GRG,GRH,GRJ,CM,VRNrVINrRRoR1i
7	 VR*V19KR,rI , IR0W9IANA
ISN 0027 IF'CIYFFC
	 1561,15bl,1500
ISN 002A 1500 00
	 151j	 1419NFF
ISN 0029 [IFMNF;:(
ISN 0030 0U 1510 JNI,NFF
ISV 0011 JFN4F$J
` ISN 0032 FFtl,10.111lF,JF<
ISV 00 4 3 1510 GRf fi t J<*ATJf,1IF<
154 0034 no 1520 INWIFF
ISN 0013 IIF 0KF J
1 S 0036 nO	 152u J0194F
I5'4 00'i7 IV..0	 r,JN''I,J<rAI.J911F<
ISV 0039 IFtKt	 .EC.	 0< GC TO 1525
ISV
Y
0040 CALL P4L 55GKF,rirtG,4VF,,SHM,FG.G.IN,G',M,FH,F,MF,GFRt$RFPRIF,GRJ*KiFe
a 9•tF,^R}1,WF,VRNS,VIF,VKF9 IANAF,IR(IWF,MI},MO29NFF,NF,NREP,
CI	 KI rX2:
I5V 0114L 1121,	 7U	 IS 1,1	 INI,VfF
ITV On42 on	 IiIJ	 JNL,%Ff
154 00,03 )n	 15 10 	 KM I,\F
_	 ISV 0044 1510 FFtI.JCkFFT. I,J<-GFP±K,I<OGJPIZJ*KC
ISN 0045 nn	 I'AJ	 IAI,VFF
IS4 0046 IIrvKrr.I
ISV 0041 iK1	 t54J	 JIr1,NF
ISN 004A F,r'I,J0r1r1IF,JC
ISV 004,0 I U	 I'+4.:	 KNI rvf








IS4 0051 n0 L55U
	
IYIINFF
III nos? nn	 1cyx: JNL11F
151 0051 00	 ItS.J	 1(4I1IFF
ISV 0054 1540 FG ► I rJc.N1'r.l11J<EFF111KCSGFPtJIK<
151 0055 UU	 156u	 JAIP'iFF
I SV 0056 11 F M11F 4.1
ISV 0057 DO 156u JNLINC
I51 DOSS FH'!l IJ<NHTIIFIJC
ISV 0059 00 156u KMLINF
151 0060 Flill #J<NFHi11JC—RFMiKIIC*BIKIJ<
IS4 0061 1560 CON rIAiE
IS4 0062 1461 CUNTIAUE
1S4 0063 IF ►.K! .64. OC GO TO 1563
ISN 0065 CALL PULESCAIGF n AVFIF49GGM19 ►GN049644+EMSPGGIRRFtRIFpojvXIFONRFIGHIP MFIVtNSIV1SIVRSIIANAFII4JNFIMDI04021NSINCINRE'IK3oK44
111 0066 1463 IFSlrFF<	 1600II6nO.156S
ISN 0067 IS65 017
	
1561	 1141914F
S 111 0068 no 156o JNIINF
1 ISN 0069 1566 rJm1lIJCN0.00
- ISV 0070 L561 GJMFI11Ck1.00
1 S1 0071 no	 156t)
	 IN l I'VFF
ISV 0072 110,111F 'I
ISV 0073 no t56d JNIINF
111 0074 ly68 GJM"IhfiFJCRGFM%JIICIII DOTS nn	 156 .1	 1tjI tNC
114 0076 no 1560 JNl11F
111 0077 G"0l IIJ<N0&O0
III 0078 DO 1564 KNIINS
IS4 0079 1569 GHH .11vKxGHM119J <-nGTIIK<MGJM%KIJ<
ISN 0080 DU	 1510	 IaIINFF
IS4 0081 n0	 157U	 J„ 1 Il':F
ISV 0082 nU 1570 KNIINC
ISV 0083 1570 FGZ19J <aFGiIIJ<EFHxIIK<«GHM7,KIJ<
IS4 0004 00 ISRu	 Ib1vNFF
III OnR5 00 158J JMIINFF
iIN 0086 JFNNFGJ
1S4 0OR7 iV 1580 K•1.NC
ISN OOfx tl 15HO Frlt tl<MFFII,J<—FI49I.K<«GGS'KIJFC
IS% 0089 no I59u	 INIINC
IS4 0010 nn 1599 JNIINFF
181 0091 JFNAFEJ
ISV 00 42 1590 FHtl,J<a—GG%IIJF<
ISV 0093 GO TC 1645
15V 0094 11,110 DO 1620 IN1 01III Ot195 DO 1610 JNIINS
+ IS4 0096 1610 GJNXI.J<*Qro0III
OOQ7 1620 GJMiI.1ClVI,0O
ISV 0049 IFZAff<	 16451L645.1'130
IS4 4094 1610 n1'	 164%)	 1019%FFIII
o1C0 IIFNAF.1
ISV n1'1t 00	 It41:	 J+L.NF
III 0102 GJVt111'.J<MGFSJII<
111 0103 1640 CtJNTIKLE
ISV 0104 1641i CON T INU
IS'l 0105 00 16SU 10194C
151 0106 no 165J Jalt%f
ISY 0107 FJFI.J<40.170




.EVEL 18	 I SEPT	 6S	 1 CS/ 360	 FORTRAN P
COMPILER CPTICRS - noh-r	 FAIK,[FT n02,LIR FCNT •E O.S11E n CCCCIt9
_^..__ _...a.C4i+SE^PCC^ACLt57^tE C 1e^LCA^^ke3!^!/!r^C_ IT,^.CirlilxR = F
tSM CCC2 SIHRfLTtAC:	 l4FCL1T3 ,8Rt1?Ithv'%RC,MC)
C
G	 RC^TIA`
_0-TsF _RMIMES_1AITIAI^ . SfT_CF_ICN^A1 ^5-!	 _.	 .__. M.
C
ISN CCC? RrAL08	 RR ( NCO t RI INC) •T3
_	 151 CC64 _	 IC_FCRMAT,1/ ,	 ^S=0 ANC/CI+ hfF^1 CFECKQ	 j PIJTCCAT #.U.
11N CC[= 1F(p .EC.	 01	 GC	 TC 130
IN CCC7 RFA n C
1 N CCCE  ,1CC APA=APAil
IS-1 CCCS 13w13 al, 00
I$N CCIt 1%3 n ^PA/3
ISN CC1, 1 rAsNP A -3•A3
ISN LCIi -- tf^^h *E"01 t TC 120
114 CC14 IF M--NFA1	 .,C.	 41	 GC TC 123
I SN_ CCIE IFIFRC	 4-1.ce
15N CC1E RR(NPA1+T3
t11+ CC1S RT WA1=-T3





I°N CC23 _. APA.#Pl __
_
^TSN CC24 - tQC=1
ISN CC25 11C IFINPA-61	 144,140,143
ISN CC24 I;C_.Ru1M1PA1 *T3
1 sN CC27
_







._•--	 -_•-11N CC3C 1:C r^1 TE t3,la
TN CC31 STCF
114 CC32  LAC R"TLQ#__












I S 14 01U4	 16SO FJ % l vJUF ill ,J<-GGCI,K«GJMIKpJC
154 0110	 RFItRN
1S4 0111	 Elio
LEVEL 18 1	 SEPT 69 1 0$1360	 FORTRAV M




ISM 0003 DOUBLF PgEC1S144 DAAS,DFLOAf,DSIGN,OBL$v3f$$90LOG,OLGGIOPOATAN
L,05iN,UCO5,05ORT,.DTANII,DMpD,ONAKI,DMINI
ISM 0004 DIMENSION HLMH<*XIM2Al<,GtM2Dl<,ICPLxtMZ)l<
Ism 0005 00116LE PR ECISION K,F,FK,FV,OLDF,#NKM,GNNN,H,G,OK.OY,ALFA+OALFA,
IAMBDA,T,Z,11
_ ISM 0006 IERwC
ISV 0007 K3u4T=u
ISV 0003 NJuMPMp
ISM 0009 CALL FU4CTtN,K,F,G,KOUNT,NJUMP,MZD1<
ISM 0010 N264+N
ISM 001.1 N3 =N2+.+1
ISV 0012 N31=A3+1









ISM 0016 2 00 3 L• l r NJ
ISM 0019 KL nK+LISM
002D A HIKLInU.DOISM
0021 4 K=KL+1














ISM 0032 00 8 L=ION
ISB 0033 Tat-GUI*H(K)
ISM 0034 IFfL-J16,797







ISM 0038 B CONTINUE
ISM 0039 9 HTJI=T
IS 14 0040 OY=0.00
ISM 0041 HVRM=0.00
ISM 0042 5,44M=0.00
ISM 0041 U3 10 Jw194
ISM 0044 H4RMwHogKM+DA8S(4IJ))ISM
0045 GNRMwG .rZM +OA8SIGIJ) )











ISM 0053 13 IFIALFA-AMBDAI14,15,1S
154 ODS4 14 A430A=ALF&
ISM 0355 1l^ ALFAw0.00















ISV 0058 03 17 1.10
ISV 0059 I7 X[1)•XIII^AMIiDA*N111
ISV 0060 KLnOPNRLOOPCI
ISV 0061 CALL FU4CT84oXtFoOoKOU4YtRJUMP#04201<
15V 0062 1FYKL0uP .vr. 20< GO TO SO
ISV 0064 FY=F
ISV 0065 OVEO.DO
ISV 0066 DJ 18	 1•loN
ISM 0061 18 DY n O y+6111*HI It
ISV 0066 )FIDYII9.36922
ISV 0069 19 1FIFV—tX)20#22922
ISV 0070 20 AM30A•AMBOA+ALFA
ISV 0071 ALFA=AM3DA
ISV 0072 IFIHARMSAMBOA-1.010116#11.@21
ISV 0073 21 IER n2
ISV 0014 RETURN
IS4 0015 22 T•O.CO
ISV D016 23 KLOOPNKLOOPCI
ISV OUT IF%KLCUP .GT. 20< GO TO 50
ISV 0079 IFSAP804C 24916.24





ISV 0085 25 W ALFA«JSCRTIOALFA)
ISV 0086 ALFA•OV-3X*M+W
I5V 0087 IFIALFA)250125102SD
ISV 0088 250 ALFA n IuY—loW1/ALFA
ISV 0089 GD TO 252
ISV 0090 251 ALFA n II+DY-WI/Il+OX+l+OYI
ZSV 0091 252 ALFA nALFA*AM3OA
I5V 0092 DD 26 lal*N
!S4 0091 26 K(I) nX111+(T-ALFA)*H111
ISV 0094 CALL FONCTSN*KtF.GtKOUNTONJUMP914201<
ISV 0095 IF(F-FX127,27928
ISV 0096 27 IFIF—FV) 36@36928
ISV 0097 28 DALFA•J.00
ISV 0096 no 29 (•I.Y
ISV 0099 29 OALFA n U4LFA+,311)*H(l)
ISV 0100 !F(DALFA)30933933
ISV 0101 30 IFIF—FX)32rl1*33
ISV 0102 31 IFIOM-OALFA132#36,32




ISV 010? GO TC 13
IS4 0108 33 IF FY-F)35934935
I5V 0109 J4 IFInV—UALFA)3So36.35
ISV 011u 35 FY=F
ISV 0111 DY•nALFA
ISV 0112 AM80A nAMBOA—ALFA
ISV 0113 GO TO t2
ISV OIL4 36 IF(OLOF—F*EPS1SIr38a38

























ISM 0117 HIKIwGIJI-hl K)
ISM Oil$ KW+K
IS4 0119 37 HIKI*KIJI•H(KI
ISM 0120 IER*C
ISM Olzl IF(KOUNt-N142,39,39
ISM 0122 39 T nO.co
ISM 0123 2w00DO





ISV 0129 40 2 nI+woMIKI
ISM 0130 IFIHNRM-EPS141r41v42
ISM 0131 41 IFIT-EPS156.56#42
IS4 0132 42 IFIKOUaT-L1MiT143950.90
ISM 0133 43 ALFA n0.00
ISM 0134 03 47 JwI*N
154 0135 KwJ+N3
ISM 0136 Ww0.00
ISM 0137 D3 46 toloN
ISM 0134 KL n tiiL
ISM 0139 W*W+H(KL19HIKI
ISM 0140	 - IFIL-J)44v4Sp4S
IS4 0141 44 KwK*N-L
ISM D142 5O Tc 46
ISM 0143 45 K*1(+1
ISM 0144 46 CONTINUE
ISM 0145 K*M+J
ISM 0146 ALFA•ALFA+MAH(KI
ISM 0147 47 H(JIwW
ISM 0148 IF(2*ALFA148o1.48
IS4 0149 48 KwN31
ISM 0150 OD 49 LoloN
IS4 01,51. KL*N2+L
ISM 0152 00 49 JwLsNISM
0153 4J*N1+J
ISM 0154 4IKI*HIK)+r1(KL)+4I4JI/2-HILI*HIJ1/ALFA
ISM 0155 49 KwK+I
IS4 0156 so TC i
IS4 0157 50 IERmt
ISM 0158 RETURN
ISM 0159 51 DO 52 Jw19N
ISM 0160 KwN2+J
ISM 0161 52 KIJI*HIKI
ISM 0162 CALL F1e4CTINPXtFYGPKOU4T9NJUMPtM2(Ilt
ISM 0163 IFIGNRM-EPSIh5955953
ISM 0164 53 IFIIERI56054i54
ISM 0165 54 IERw-1
ISM 0166 GoTO 1
ISM 0167 55 IER*C






LEVEL 16 1	 SEPT 69 1 OS/360	 FORTRAt H
ti CD4PILEK OPTIONS - N AME*	 MAINrOdT n02•LINFC4T n60rSIxE n0000Kr
SOURCE,NCDr NOL 1ST•OEGK•LpAp•MAPrMOEDiTrIDrNO>iREF
ISV 0002 SUORCU[IAE SORTtEMSrEMFrRRokf#SV*RSrNFFs4D#N2DC
C
C COMPAReS EM	 AND ACTUAL EIGENVALUES.	 -
C
ISV 0003 REAL*R SVXM20CrRR=M2DC,RItM20<,EMS1M002<rENF;MD•2C.0IFr DABS
- fSV 0004 IA0NS61rF^	 _..	
_._
IS4 0009 ISO
1SV 0006 loo 10161
_-	 IS4 coo? .Gf. NS<	 aO TO ­140
ISV 0009 03 110 JO1•lA




j` ISV 0012 IEM01
ISV 0013
	 _ DD 120 J01,IA
1N . 0014 - IF11DIF .LE.	 SVI,<< GD TO*120








ISV 0022 130 10161
ISV 0023 EMStlrl<MRRtIEM<_
-"`-	 IS% • 0024 EMS;I.2CY-RI9IEM<,
i ISV 0025 GO IC 100
154 0026 140 IF%NFF .LT.	 1<_G0 TO 190.
I sV 0028 IS0
154 0029 i50 10161
ISV 0030 IFtI .GT. NFF< GO TO-190
I $V `0032 DO 160 J NE r I A
IS4 0033 160 SV%JS0UAlM1RRtJC-EMF;IrI<CGOA95tR1tJC-EMF;1,2«
r ^_	 ISV 0034 _ DIFOSVCIC-
ISV 0035 IEMO1
ISV 0036 DO 170 JOIrIA
r ISV 0017 IF=DIF .LE. SV;J« GO TO 170_
-	 ISV 0039 _._. - _.DIFOSVAJ<^. _	 _.	 ..	 .	 -	 ---
' ISV 0040 IEMOJ
t. ISV 0041 170 CONTINUE




IFtOARb%R111EM<C-1.0-e< I50r150r180__ 	 ,_,_
I SV 0045 180 10161
ISV 0046 EMFtI.1<NRR%IEMC
ISV 0047 EMF t i r2<0-RI lI EM<
IS4
_	 _
0048 GO TC 150







LEVEL 18 1 SEPT 69 1 OS/360	 FORTRAY H
_ 
_.. C9MOILE^t orrtnN s - NAME •
	04AIN,OP1902,,LlN6CNtm6o.SiZE•O000K.
SOURCE 9000oNOLISTo0KNI P LOA Do MAP 91 OED IT&IDoN09REF





F3RMS VECTOR	 CX	 FROM	 EMS	 AND IMF•
C
ISM 0003 REALAs CXtM201<eEMSWMDr2<9EMFS1IDt2<jALO9DA4,^^__„






0007 , 4S5 LOL4l
ISM OOOS IFtL .4f *
 NS< 30 TO 470I SM 0010 CXXLCfEMS%L A
ISM 0015 --	 - I.PLXIL<OO
ISV 0012 IFt0A8SlfMStL92<< -I.O-S< 46394699460




! 54 0017 --` 465 GO TC 454-
ISV 0018 4T0 IFXNFF .EQ. DC GO TO 490
._._._	
IAV 002- LOL-1
ASV 0021 -_ -_ 475Lr1&i--.^^....	 ._..._..__..._._..^.	 ..._..--...._.,	 ,ISM
0022 IftL .uTo IAC 30 TO 490
—
ISM 0024 I.SrL-Ns
ISV 0025 -	 -CXXL004MStI <
ISV 0026 1.PLXTL<80
ISM 0021 1FT0A6i4EMFtLSr2<"'. I.O-SC 45594459480„
^IS4 0029 480 L1rLCl





1S4 0033 485 GO TC 475
ISV 0034 490 CXLL COALO











EVEL 18	 I SEPT 69 I	 OS/360	 FORT444 H
0NPILE4 OPTIONS - NAME n 	 14AIN,OPtuD29LINECNT•6095ItFe0000K,
SCUR'E,BCD,NOL1ST,DECK,LOAO,MAR,IOE01T,tD,NDXREf
ISV 0002 SUARCUTINE C6NDtt4oCX,CF,CG,KUU4T,NJUMP,M2D1C
C
C	 ROUTINE CCRPUTES FUNCTION AND GRADIENT F34 ROUTINE DFMFP.
C
ISV 0003 REAL*B CX1M2DI<,CG1M2Ol<•CF,0ABS
ISV 0004 REALOR ALI,R20I040DR,GA
ISV 0005 REAL+B 01COTt9AL0vS1JM0
ISV 0006 REALOB A16,6<,B%6,6<,Ct6,6<,AHi12,12<,A2i12,12< ► A2St12*12<,AVi146C
ISV 0007 REAL*8 FFY6rb<•FGt6,6t,FHt6,6< ,FJ t6,b<,GFtb,b<,GCt6^6<,¢Hi¢,6<
ISV 0008 REAL*8 uJ96,6<,GFP$6.64C,GrMi6,6<,GHMt6,6G,GJMt6r6c,ORF;6,6<
ISV 0009 REAL08 GRGt6,6<,GRHt6,6<eGRJt6o6<@CVR912#12CtCVIW1ZvAU RR;1,2<
ISV 0010 REALw8 KltL2<,VRtl2<,Vttl2<,XRZL2<,XlXl2C,VKN=12t1<,VIN $l2,t4C
ISV 0011 REAL*6 WX12,4<,EMt12,2<
ISV 0012 KEAL*8 EMST6,2<,EMFt6,2C
ISV 0013 RE4Lw8 AVF#J6<,KRSt6<,XRF96<,XTSt6<,XIFi3<rVRSt¢C,VRF26<,VISTtbC
ISV 0014 REAL*8 VIFi6<,RRS16<;RRFt6<,RISt6<,KtFt6C,VRNStbt1<,VRNFt6,1<
ISV 0015 REAL*8 VINS16.IC,VINF26,1<,AVSR36<,WSt6,4<90Ft6944
ISV 0016 REAL*8 SVt12<,SVRt12<
1SV 0017 DIMENSION IAyA#12C,lANAS=6C,IANAFt6<,IR04;12,2<,IRGWS$6*2C
ISV 0010 DIMFNSION IROWFt692<
ISV OD19 ;"IMENS13N ICPL91131
IS4 0020 ,1UIVALENCE 91.'!...AVF#I<<,CAV937<94VStIC<
ISV 0021 CQUIVALENCE #F4T1<,FMFt1<<,#EME13<,EMSTIC<
ISV 0022 EQUIVALENCE #KR1CL<,XRSCI«,tXR#7<,XRFt1<C,tXIt1<,XIS91C<
ISV 0023 EQUIVALENCE tXIS7(pXTFCI«,iVR91<vVRSTI<C*XVRS?<*VRFIIC<
ISV 0024 EQUIVALENCE iVlil<,VTSiIC<,tVIS7<rVlFil« ,#RRiI<,RRSiI«
ISV 0025 EQUIV't.ENCE #RRt7<rRRF>I«,tRIt1C,R[St1<C•#dlt7C,RIFtI«
ISV 0026 EOUI 4'	 - SCE LVR t481<,VRNSt1C<99VRNx7<, VRNF91C<
1S4 0027 EQUI^ -,	 +CE	 ivlNCl<.YINS#lc<,aVTNt7c,VTNFtL<C
ISV 0028 EQUI, <. ' ,,CE 4W#1<,WF%I«•#M925<.WS1I«
ISV 0029 CQUI VALE NCE tIANAXI<oIANASCI<<,lTA14At7<wlA%Aftl<c
ISV 0030 EQUIVALENCE tlkDWIIC,IROWSSICC,AIROWt13<,IROWFt1C<
ISV 0031 COMMON /MCfM/ A4,42,A2S,AVrCVR.CVI,W9A,B,',FFoFGfFH,FJ,GF,GG,GH•
1	 GJ#GFM,GGM,GHM,GJM,GRF,GRG,LRN,GRJ,EM,VRN*VIN@RR,Rlt
2	 YR,VI,XR,XI,IROWvIANA
ISV 0032 COMMON /MC/ SV,SV4l,ROCTL/ALO,SUMO,OANORM,ACC,NS,NC,NF,NFF,MD,MD2
ISV 0033 COMMCA /Y.C2/ DK,GA,ICPLX,IAREA,M2,M20
ISV 0034 IO,FORMAT://,i	 ITERATION NUMBER	 KOUNT0,I,I3<
C	 15 F0RMAT46D20.8<
C	 20 F,7RNAT://,i	 ETGEAVALUES OF THE COMPENSATED SYSTEM.2<
C	 25 FORMATt//,d	 EIGENVALUES OF THE COMPENSATOR.i<
ISV 0035 30 FORMATE19S	 ALO k,1,F12.5,3	 ROOTL Ma,T1 I5.7,i	 COND.-NUMBER Na,
is71b.7,.i	 FUNCTtON VALUE 4419FL0.4<





IS% 0042 GO TC 235





154 0048 130 LNLGI












' ISM 0053 IFI[CPL98L<-1< 140r13S9135




' ISM 0058 LOLLISM
0059 140 GO IC 130












ISM 0069 I F =1 CPLX IL<-1 i 1609155,155





ISM 0073 EMFU Slr2<N-CK%'iC
ISM 0074 ENFXLSI#I<NC;4L<
ISM 0075 LNL1










ISM OORS 195 CONTINUE
ISM 0086 CALL V 0PPtNSrNCp.NFrNFFrMOPMO2rItKItK2rK39K4<
ISM 0087 197 D] ZCO INirNFF
ISV 0086 00 2CO JOI,NF
ISV OOA9 200 FGTIrJ<NFGCIrJ<wALO
ISM 0090 DO 205 INirNC
ISM 0091 DO 205 J n IrNFF
ISM 0092 205 FRIIrJ<NFHi19J</ALO
t54 0093 1FSKO 63fe OC GO TO 220
ISM 0095 WUtFXJv10< KOUNT
C WItITE1Jr2O<
C 00 210 INtrNS
C 210 WU TE%Jr15< ZEMSVIrJ<rJNlr2<
C IF%NFF .LT.	 1< GO TO 220
C W41TEYlr25<
C 00 215 IN1rNFF
C Z15 MkITE%JtIS< 9E4F%1gJ<rJlls2<
ISM 0096 220 CONTINUEISM
0097 IMKITEAO
ISM 0098 CALL SIAACArBrC.FFvFGrFHgFJrAHrAVtRRoAtolSvNCoNFtNFFrMD#1420PM2*
S	 IA4A91WRITE<
ISV 0099 CALL MMJLT9AHvAHpA29IAf1ArIA,M2O<
ISM 0100 IVC01
ISV 0101 CALL S1MTR2%AHrA2PAZ5rCVRrCVI two IROWOR149410999XIWSV*SVAOIAv"ZprIVC
S	 <
ISM 0102 O] 225 I1Ile14
ISV 0103 XRtl<Nu.DO
ISM 0104 00 225 JNIr1A
135
F
ISM 0105 225 XRtI<0A4XT<CDAbS%CVR%ItJCC
ISM 0106 SUMO $KittIC
ISM 0107 DO 230 141#14
ISV 0108 x30 IFtSLPU .LT. XRTIC<	 SUMONXR;IC
ISM 0110 IFtNA5 .EQ. 2< GO TO 235
ISM 0112 CALL SuAT11EMStEMFPRReRieSVoNSPNFF*M0tM2PC
ISM 0113 CALL A3SIGNZMXtEMSrEMFPALOPICPLX94S@NFFo4Do$42p14C
ISM 0114 NASNI
ISM Oils L80
ISM 0116 GO VC 130
ISV 0117 23S CONTINUE
ISM 0119 ROOT 1044111C
ISV 0119 00 5CO 11101A,
ISM 500 IFTRCOTI .LT * RRI W RCOTINRRT14ISM
01.22 IF%IARtA * EQ. DC GO TO 530
ISM 0124 R2011Ntl<
ISM 0125 RIMNRItl<
° ISM 0126 DO 520 1N1rlA
ISV 0127 IFTR2 .,IT. RRtI<< R2NRRCI<
ISM 0129 520 IFtRIM .LT.
	 R[91C< RIMNRIVIC
ISM 0131 530 COVTINUE
ISM 0132 IF%X0 .GT. OC GO TO 240
C
C COMPUTATION OF FUNCTION	 CF .
C
ISM 0134 CF•I.[3d ► 1-AC:+ROOTII/(SUMO*OANDRM^ACCI
154 0135 IFt1AREA< 23712379236ISM
0136 236 CFNCFE A*ZCR2—ROOT1<*XR2—ROOT1<CitlMRRIM<fWQR*ORC
ISM 0137 237 CONTINUE
ISM 0138 N4ITE13#30< AL3wR00TlvSUMO*CF
ISM 0139 14200




ISV 0144 GO TC 245
C
C COMPUTATION OF SYNTHETIC GRADIENT	 CG •
CISM 0145 240 C°aIK01;1.00+1—ACC-00OTLI/(SUMO*OANORM—AC,:I
ISM 0146 1FSIARtA< 2429242rx41
ISM 0147 241 CSTK00CGXKO<CGA*tXR2—ROOT1<*tR2 —ROOT LCC%IM*RIM</SDR*DRK
ISM 0148 ;tie CONTINUE
ISM 0149 CGCK0CmI.02*CCGXKO<—CF<
` TSM 0150 IFtLF—IC 245@3309410
ISM 0151 245 KONKCCI
ISV 0152 IFTKC •GT. NS< GO TO 305
ISM 0114 IF142-1< 250.290.280
Tl
ISM 0155 250 IFtOA8N9EMS%K0v2 <<-1.0-8< 25 'SvZSSv?75
C SELECTION OF A REAL, SYSTEM EIGENUALUE FOi GR ADIENT COMPUTATION.
C
ISM OIS6 255 N200
ISM 0157 EMST90,I0EMStK0.1<CI.D-2
I54 0158 IFTKC .E G. 1< 50 TO 270
ISM 0160 KOINKn-1
ISM 0161 K029KO -2








ISM 0163 260 EMSlKOI,ICNEMSTKOI,IC-J.0-2
ISM 0164 GO TC 270
ISM 0165 265 EMStK02,2<NEMStK02,2<-1.D-2
ISM 0166 270 K36KC
ISM 0167 K40KO
ISM 0168 GA TC 19S
C
6 SELECTION Of A COMPLEX SYSTEM EIGENVALUE ruR GRADIENT COMPUTATION,
C
ISM 0169 275 42 02
ISM 0170 ZOO N?ON2-1
ISM 0171 IF%N2 .EQ. OC SO TO 300
ISM 0173 EMS%K0,1 <NE1+StKOp 1<tl.D-2
ISM 0174 IF%KC -EQ.	 1< GO TO 295
ISM 01 76 KO1 NKO-L
ISM 0177 K02NKO-2
ISM 0176 IF%nA5s4EMS%KOI,Z<C-L.D-B< 20S*285r290
ISM 0179 265 ERS&K01,1<NEMS%KO1914-1.0-2
ISM 0180 GO TC 195
ISM 0181 290 EMStK01,2<NE4S9KO2,2 <-1.D-2
ISM 0182 295 K34KO
ISM 0163 K4NK0





ISM 0187 EMSEKOI,I<NEMS%K01,1< -1.D-2
ISM Oise GO TC 195
ISM 0189 305 LF41
ISM 0190 KONKO-L
ISM 0191 K01990-1
ISM 0192 IFt;.ABS%fRS%KD,2<<- l.D-O< 3tNUO*31'5
ISM 0193 310 EMN110,10EMSZKO91<-1.0-2
ISM 0194 GO TC 320
ISM 0195 31S E4SxK01,2<MEMStKOI.2<-1.0-2
154 0196 320 IFtNFF .EQ. O< GO TO 405
ISM 0196 325 N200
ISM 0199 K3N0
ISM 0200 X4 000
ISM 0201 330 KOOKC61
ISM 0202 KGNKC-hS
ISM 0203 IFXKC .3T.	 IAC GO TO 390
ISV 0205 IFLN2-1< 33S,3559365
ISM 0206 315 IF(DABS(EMFIKF,211-1.0-81 	 340,340 360
G
C SELECTION OF A REAL CORP * EIGENVALUE FOR GRADIENT COMPUTATION.
C
ISM 0207 340 4200
ISM 0208 EMFXKF9I<4EMF=KF,1<61.0-2
ISM 0209 IFTKF .EO.	 l< GO TO 355
ISM 0211 KFINKF-I
ISM 0212 KF?MKF-2
ISM 0213 IF9nWR tEMF%KF1,2«-1.0-8C 34S*34'S93'SO
ISM 0214 345 EMFiMfl,l <NFMF4KF1,1C-1.D-2
ISM 0215 GO TO 3S5
ISM 0216 350 E4FTKF2,2<NE44FtKF2,2<-1.0-T
ISM 0217 355 KINKF
ISM 0218 K20KF







c SELECTION OF A COMPLEX COMP. EIGENVALUE FOR GRADIENT COMPUTATION.
c
1S4 0220 360 N292
ISV 0221 365 N2NN2-1
ISV C222 IFitN? .EC. 0< 30 TO 385
ISV 0224 EMFSKFatC0EMF%KFvI<51.D-2
ISV 0225 IF%KF .EC. 1< GO TO 380
ISV 0227 KfLNKF-t
ISV 0228 KF28KF-2
ISV 0279 IMARStEMF110192CC-10-8< 3709370P;7S
ISV 0230 370 E4F;9Firl(#EMFlKFlolC-loD-2
ISV 0231 GO TC 00
ISV 0232 375 EMFSPF2r2<NEMF%KF2*2<-1.D-2
ISV 0233 380 K109F
ISV 0234 K209F
ISV 0235 GO	 TC 1,915
ISV 0236 383 KFt#%F-I
ISV 0237 EMF2KFts2<NEMFlKFI0t<S1•D-2
ISV 0238 EMFLKFlv140EMFIKFlvl<-1.D-2
ISV 0239 GO TC L95
ISV 0240 390 LFA2
ISV 0241 K08KO-1
ISV 0242 KF aK0-.VS
ISV 0243 KFINKF-1
ISV 0244 IF90A8S%EMFtKF#24<-1.f)-8< 3959395.400
ISV 0245 395 EMF=KF.I0EMFlKF*l<-1.D-2
154 0246 GO TC 405
ISV 0247 400 E4F%VF1@2<NE4F9KFL•2<-1.D-2
ISV 0248 405 K009 M
ISV 0249 ALINALU
ISV 0250 ALGN?ALOLI.D-20 ALO
ISV 0251 GO TC 131





	 SEPT 49 1	 OS1360	 FORTRAN H	 OATP	 719092/02.08.1
COMPILER OPTICNS - NA ME= MAttoolIPfwO2tL1NECNFa6QoSIZE*QCOugt
^`--__-
S11l;RCI',i1C11,vnLISf . UCCK,LUAU • IgAi'.N1) .Dif•1Cr4r)xneF
!SY 0002 5UilNCUT[Nt
	 LIN'I.S1If1P,'J.Mb0A4, Wi t X,A.p,Sv•SVR•1ER•O,TOL,MD,NpT
C
C
C L14C^R ' MATRIi ' c( I IAIIRN SOLVER. ' USES 6AUSSIAN ELItoINATtU'1 irlTH
C FULL PIvrTAL COV)ENSATION TO SOLVE
	
AA+X n 00 FOR X, M1+CPE AA IS
C I N • NI, 118 AW X ARk [N ! Mal
C IOP - CPFRAT10N CODE
C IOP	 I - SfAi.nA+IC
	 5U url
	
N- w_,INPUTS, A A,. 08 0 	 SQL,UTjOh	 lH. X.
•µ2^- MAraix INVERSION - INPUT iA, SOLUTICN X a AAI - 11•—'
88 NOT LSFD.
C 3 - NFW R IGHT HAND SIDC I061 FOR EQUATICNS PAfVIOUSLY
• Sf3LWE-	 MITM SAME AA'MAfN1X.fNPUT @E AN[3 A, SYr
C SVP, FRCM PREVICUS NETURN. SOLUTION IN X.
C m-4
-
- UPPrR TRIANGULA D w AT4IX	 INVERSION ( AU RF. GUCTIQ4 ,^ ,.- 




INVeRTEDI o 	Ol1TPUT	 IS'
C x n AAI-I) * B8,SV,5VR NOT USkC, AA UNCHANGEC•
C
MUTiAC 74 DEFINE 51ZE'CF iRRAYS 1A PApANETCR L[SI 45 IN4IGAI^D 6Y	 "^	 -
L CIPENSICN STATEMFNT.
^^ C 5T04t^Ct - A,N.SV . SVR ARE ST_"AGE ARRAYS OF
	 IN iCATE p _CIMENS. C'• 1 S * 	 _	 ,C` ,^ r,^^•_.--._	 .AA `hd P8 ARE UNCHANGED BY SUBROUTINE.
« C C - f.EIEaPINANT OF AA.




0 - SI.CCEE SP	 L	 -LUf [ (IN,
G -1	 - H	 .LE. 0 .
C K .GT.	 U - AA I5 SINGULAR OF RANK	 IF-1).
0
AA MATRIX
	 15 Clt'OSIUFREU	 TC SE SINIULAR	 [ F *' A • PIVUT LESS^THA^i	 ^^'^	 ^__.	 __	 ^.__	 --•
C TOL+AHSIAAMAX1
	 IS FOUND [TURIN!•	 The	 rLIMINAfION PROCESS.
C 4AMAX	 IST ► IE ELEMENT GF	 LAkUST MArp%ITtjnE	 IN THE AA MATRIX.
N $hCliU " KC-t EXCF. FD IOC WITHOUT	 INCREASING THE S[IF. OF THE 4 BUF f-	 -	 -
C AR.<at.
C IY	 TI- E	 CALL	 TO L1ti3 ,J5,	 THE	 ONLY	 M A TIMES	 IN	 THC
	
SE T 	 IAA,BE.X,A,I^I
' YMICr MUST HE UIhFERENT ARE
_
 A AYU b.
	
THAT	 15, AA AND A. 80 A'C	 Y	
_
C P PAT 8E THE	 SA &C	 IF THERE.
	 IS NC CCSIRf	 TO SAVE. AA ANC 00.
C ALbG • X CAN Be	 14E SAME PATRIx AS kITHFA A OR S,	 PUT	 IF X AND
"b ARE COPMON,




C 11.8.•	 (UP=31	 CANNOT BE	 PAVE.- -




0004 C p UNLE PRFLISIO4 AA.RI},X.A * b,PIYDT,q,I!F
14 0005 L`OLBIE PAEC[SIIlN 	 8UF(iG0)





ESN 0009 !A n ICP-2




IMP) 70 0 50.40
C
C INVERSInN - SET MH n N AND B = t_	 .
C -
_	 ^- _.... _	 ^.	 ------- • -	 -	 . --- .
ISN 4011 4C	 IFIle-lI	 709IL'.50














ICN 0013 L0 6C
	 1•L*4
TS'1 0014 _ LD	 5!	 Jrl.'q
1 ;1. 0015 55 N I J. 1 1.0.D0
ISO 0016 60 8I1.11;1.D0
1S14_0017 - IFIN) 6C990v62
C UPPER IRIAiGULAR MATRIX	 INVC-RSIAN INC ELIMINATION!.
t(S:4 6018 2 Dol.
ISY 0019 SQ 64
	 1819 N
-
ISN 0020 Dn. 63 J•I.H
-15'I 0021 63. 41JrI1-441J911 -
ISN 0022 64 VoCtAllr11
ISN 0023 IFMSM-100 66#66@200
IFV -00?4 66 •IER•1	 - ---	 ----
IS'i 0075 RETLRN
_ IS'i 0026 7Q 011_ TS 1 n1^N11_,.^_--°_._ ...-^Sri 0027 --.__..^	 ...00	 75 J n lrfl^
IS" 002d 75 BIJ011808IJrII
ISN 0019 _ Imp) ar,,ep,100
ISN 0040 so co	 9C	 I - I.N	 -'	 -
ISN 0031 C0 @5 JU1rN
_ _ .
	 ,..:1 511 , 0 0'J
__
B 5 A I J . T 1 • A A c J t.LL_.--_._
	 ----
	
._ ----- -^^-•-- -•-- _"-- ---^-^*^	 ^-^-•	 _ .I5ti 003: 90 5V1I1sI
ISN 0038 n; ► .
I S4 063 5 1C0 IF1411	 10lr150.,1O1
IS4 0036 101 I^1^-!
ISN 0037 RETLRN
C ELIPINATTOA LOOP ITHRCUG" STATEMENT 1261	 .
C
C SEARCI- FCR 00Gr-ST7. rUjMtNT IA LCFWTF IkE *NEI ' ALl',Clc OF # ^, P1OCTi ' ^-^ -	 -
C
-_-_ ISN_0039 ^_ DO	 11Fa l p4 I_.....-. 12E	
_._..	 ^...^,...-	
--•._.-.._	 R-_.a_^^.. __^ISN 00'l y LFIIEI	 1C3.I03,11U
ISN n040 103 dF n DAHaIA1NkrAk11
IS ks on41 
_._._._
P1V C Tx A( NFtNE)
TI 5N 0042 N+1xhF -	 -	 . __^---- ----..,...-.....----^-----•-- - 	 ._._ ._._-..._.-._...._._. 	 ,....._...... _..	 ,
IS r1 0043 NCOAE
ISN 0044 CO	 306 J n NF,.V
1S •) 0045 DO	 lCb	 I n 'VE.Nr..-
ISN 0046 TFII'l8a1a1t.J11-nF1	 106PI06r1C4
ISN 0047 L04 NR&J








ISN 0052 IFIAF	 .FC.	 L?	 EPS=TOL*DAUSIPTVQTI
ISY 0054 _ -R*AIoUT
ISN 00 cr, -- SYRINrJW%R
C
--_-
C ... SINGLLaR ITV CHECK_
ISV 0056 IFIv1*8SIPIVF_f1 	 -	 EPSI	 108r1JR.110








ISN QnhO 110 f4p•syRi4e)[Sy onhi
C AOk	 lhiE VCHANGE	 Alkit 9 K)	 WITH AIKE,Kl	 FOR K n NE TO N
C 8 1 NA K I WITH ji I NE	 ^_Ffjv
_
 K n . 1, TO M5__
ISN 0062 111 IFIIVI	 112*112,11 . 5ISN 0063 112 CU
	 1 14 K ENE
S-4- 0064 - AOF	 I to v K)
ISN 0065 Al;*jKJmAlNE*K)
IS% 0066 114 AfNFqKI=PF
_ iSN ' 0067 - 115 CO	 IIE K•jorb
ISN 0060 ElFwF(KN99)
ISN 0069 8(NP,K)ufijI1F2K1
-0 0 10 116 tlt4E­.K1WS F -




	 A(K*NE) 61TH 419 I NCI FO! K • I TO N
C K(T^_	 -	 SVII)	 IS	 THE	 EIR IG I .N&L .. UK%N( ► N	 VAk I AhLh . %U. J,1	 E. L _CqLU0kJ4
c ___i40'bEll) N01h CCCIIPVING 4LL P N I	 IN THE REOU00 ARRAY-
C
154 0073 It 0 tsFsSV1,%c)
159 0074 SVlKC)•.,V4NE'i
Is %4 0075 Svfovf) VDF
ISN 0076 00	 I;c 901
I . %4 - 0071 BFaA(H _; *4 c I
ISN 007a All( vKC)NAIRYNE)
ISN 0079 120 AlK.hFlzBF
C
C REDLPT AIN LCOF	 R	 Atl#KF) /PIVOT R AllpNEWINEME)
C A ll # Jl .	 m . A
.
(a9Jl_-	 q * A f KE ,J 1_,F(1q... I vJ	 • .. NE91	 T0,.N
C bli,j)	 x	 8(jvjj	 -	 R*I?fNF t J)	 F(IR	 I-NEE1, 14	 J4#14'13_ __
C R	 IS	 ST U RI:()	 IN A(I t Wl	 fL06ER	 PAAt U P	 A 4ATRIX) 
FOR
	 SUBSEQUENT
WITH	 A	 NEW . RIGHT	 If:F	 1118	 MATRIX) .. - . 	 --- MANO-I S
1S'+ OORU 122 NF!w&661
Is li 0091 0.1	 126	 InNFI*N
I S*4 0082 If- (IF$	 123191231#123
Is q 0093 173 R*Af le.d)
..Is qj 0OA4 GO	 T 	 125
I SN OJO^ ­ 1231 R m A I I # il- ) iP I VCT
154 0004 Ai I @, NE I -R
IS ,4 t) rj A7 DO	 124	 J n '41:1,N
I%N 0098-- - 124
ISN 00139 125 UU	 I;& JxIpVA
I SN G090 126 IJ(I#,;)x5Ilqjl-R*slNE.J)
C E40	 CF FLt IJ INATIUN	 LrrP
P.. c
C
c FINAt	 5l%f',VLAQlTY CHECK
- Ism JOy I l5Q IF4VA" 3 IAl1 t N ) J-E,3 Sl	 I52pI52,If0
JSN 004z 152 ILRaK
ISN OOQ 3 rer.
I s% 0 104 Rt T I.










IS4 0097 0 n O^Atr,•HI
c S64!ffTUT1Q'4 A40 VILUTICN" ^-	 -
C x(I.K)	 n 	 1I1(l.K)	 -	 SUMIJ n 14 1 	 TC	 !11 1A11.J )*X 1JvKll1141IgI)
--^ --
—
f _ `	 FCR f n r~- TO L t. AND EACH COLU10 A Of 1941	 Mfl 1.._6	 • Tt}
ISN 0098 2CO DO 21C K n 1pkU
15V 0099 ^ct4.K lab INsK)/AIH, NI
I5j 0101 2C2 I&I-1
ISH 0102 IF(11	 [10.210.204
IS-4 Q103 2N4 M>.•Ir.l
ISH 0104 SF=0.
IS4 0105 00 206 JmP1.H
—T$N-0	 6	 6 B"k.WI,J1Wi• oc I -'
IS4 Q10T X11+*1 n (OI1rK)-fIF)/AII.1)
ISH 010A GO TC 202
ISV - o109 .- 210-CO N TVYLE
ISV 0110 1ER nC
IS V 0111 IF(fE-d)
	 211,220. 211
C A0% EXLHAAC E - PUT X V1RIASLES




XI) j JI_wHEQE „ M u SVQ) •s	 F0 4!1,. T13 NE,^—
IS4 0112 211 DU 214 J n L.NB
154 0113 CU	 212	 I n I.N
IS4- 0114 212 110iI)•x11.J1
IS"I 0115 GO 214 I n 1.N
.I SN ,
_
0116 _ K=SVI I I
1$4 0117 '214-^(fK..l =BUF[!1'
C
IS1 Clio 2ao RETLKN
IS-1 61-19 END
1
LEVEL 10 1 SEPT 69 1 DS/360	 FORTRAN H	 CATE	 11.096/2?.77.1
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME=	 4AIN,OPT=02,LINEC4T n60P3IIfmObgQK,
SOURCE.RCO,NOL 1 ST,DECK 0 LOAD,MAP,{oG;.1:1 T,1 C ohOXREF
ISN 0002 SUNACLTIAE	 Ak9kIGiA ►II,EM,G,T,A1^A^^91,X,SY,SVKPN$,NC,KI,K2PIEA,MD,
AIMUL 11
C
C ARBITRARY PLACEMENT OF EIGENVALUES OF THE MATRIN
	 IA - NOW
C GAIT MATRIX G WILL ALI%AVS RE RFAL-VALl1[G.
C PRLGRAH HANDLES ACTH, OISIIK T ANC/OR MULTIPLE EIGENVALUES.
C
C IER = U — SUCCESSFUL, OTHERWISEI	 IAPISI	 IS UhCCNT0QLLA9LE,C ..
C A — 111S •NS)	 SYSTEM MATRIX
C 8 — 1141 • NCI	 INPUT MATRIX
^C G • - COT(-11
	 -	 INC •NSI	 GAINMATRIR





C 1141041	 14 COL.	 2 .	 IF EM AND A HAVE COM-404 EIRFNVALIIESo
C EMII,II	 nEM11,11	 -	 1	 .
C 901'H CONJUGATE COMPLEX EIGENVALUES MUST OF PLACFD IN SUCCESS -
C IVe ROWS IN THE EM - MATRIX, ALNAYS LIST THE C04PLEK EIGF.NVAr_
C LLi WITH POS.
	
IM, PART FIRST.
C MULTIPLE EIGENV'ILUES NEED NOT BE INPUT60 IN SUCCESSIVE ROWS
C CF THE	 EM - MATRIX.
C
_..._ _.
C MATRICES A AND B ARE UNCHANGED BY THE SURROUFINE.
ISN 0003 CIMEASli1N Al4DPM01,91140,MG1,£MIMps21sGIMGPM01^A11MQPMp1,A^IMQ,MCIP
IT(MC,MCI,911MDP! 10ItXfRD ► IItSVI MOP * 501M01PIMULTIMD.2)
C
ISM 0004 COME PRECISIOV A1,A2,49EM,G,T.A,NI,CA6S,X
C
ISN 0005 NC1 nNCLt
ISN 0006 IFINCI	 .CT. NSI GO TO	 130
ISN 0000
ISN 0009 CO 12C J=NC1,NS
ISN 0010 L=L&I
ISN 0011 00	 ICC	 I=1PNS
ISN 0012 ICJ 011,41-81I,L1
ISN 0013 IFIL—NCI	 L2C91109I10
ISN 0014 110 LEO
ISN 0015 120 CONTlhhE
ISN 0016 130 IM•K1-1
ISN 0017 CO	 1?2	 I'l1,NS
ISN 0019 IMULT1lPl1 n l
ESN 0019 132 IMULTII,2l=O
ISN 0020 140 IMxlPtLC
C CHECK FOR MULTIPLE EIGENVALUES.
C IF	 AND	 1EMIJ , I1,EMlJP211	 ARE EQUAL,
C IMUL ► IJrll n I	 ,	 IMLLTIJ,21or 1	 ,
C
ISN 0021 141 IFIIM .EC.	 11	 GO	 TO 146
ISN 0073 IMN=IM-1
ISw 0024 CO	 144	 I=I,IMN
ISN 0025 IFICAEIIEMII,1?-EMITM,IlI	 .LT.	 &IC—T	 .AND.	 rtiA45ttMti,T1—EMIIM.2i1















ISN 0027 GO TC 144
ISN 0028 142 IMULIIIM9Il n I
` ISN 0029 IMULIIIMr21*l
ISN 0030 144 CONTIhuE
C .	 .
ISN 0031 146 IFICA!:+IE0IIf19211-1.0-81 	 150915ar190
C
C REAL EIGENVALUESr DISTINCT AND/Olt MULTIPLE.
C
ESN 0032 ISO Ifn0
ISN 0073 CO	 170 101045
ISN 0034 CO	 lec J n IrNS
1 ISN 0038 160 All [rJi#-At19J1
ISN 0036 All I9[) nA11Io MEMITM91)
ILN 0037 170 8111r11 n611rtM)
ISN 0034 tF(IMULTIIM92I	 .6fl. 01 GO TO 174
? ISN 0040 MULT•IMULTIIMr ► 1
ISN 0041
.
CO	 172	 t n I•NS
ISN 0042 172 8111911 . 911 lip 1)-T(MULTrII
ISN 0043 174 CONTINUE
ISN 0044 CALL LINE05(1rN*► •194198l9994196 trSV95VkrIER+O +I.E- IOrMOrl1
ISN 0045 (FIIFRI	 t409280r140
ISN 0046 l80 EMIIMrII n EMI1Mr11-1.00
ISM 0041 GO TC 141
C




ISN 0049 IMt n IM61
ISN 0050 CO 21C J n 1.NS
ISN 0051 CO 2CC I n IrNS
ISN 0052 200 A21t,J1 n-AII+JI
ISN 0053 210 A21JtJ) nA2(J*J)9EMIIH*lI
ISN 0054 1FII0f4LT(IR92)
	
.EC *	11 GO TO 232
ISN 0056 GO 2:C	 1 n I9NS
ISN 0057 8111+1)*[.Do







ISN 0061 CO 220 K n 1rN5
ISN 0062 220 Al(19Jl*AIIIvJ1CA2119K1*A2(KrJ)
ISN 0063 11111911*!+1(10110EN(IM9210B4101M11
ISN 0064 230 A I I I
	 II n AII1911 LEN IIM921*EMIIMr21
ISN 0065 GO VC 138
Lf. ISN 0066 232 MUL7•IMULT1114911ISN 0067 MULTI•MULTEI
ISN 0068 CO	 2?01	 1.19'001$





CO 2 ?4 J n 19N5
01( 19 11=Plllrl )LA2419J)*(6IJrIMI-TIMULT9JlI
t IS4 0072 A111.J) n C.00
ISN 0073 CU 234 K n 19NS
ISN 0074 234 A1(19J)*AII[rJILA2(19K1*A21K9J)
ISN 0073 (III 1911.01419 lICEMIlMr2 1 *IR({rIM11-14PULT1till
ISN 0076 236 Alt 19I1*A1l1*110EMIIM•21*EMIIP*21
ISN 0077 23b COhTINLE
ISN 0078 CALL LINECStIrNS9I9 Alr9l9K9A1*01rSVr5VR91ER9091.E- 109000911






ISN 0080 240 EMI lot s ll•EMIIM► II—I.CC
ISN 0081 EMI IMI ► llsEMC1M.11
ISN 0062 GO Tc 01
C
C C04SYN"CTION OF	 TITRANS)
	
MATRIX
ISN 0093 250 CO 270 1.19NS
ISN 0084 M PI *
 110-61191M1
ISN 0085 CO 2kc J•ItNS
ISN 0086 260 1I [Pa lo 11 n TIIM1.1194211tJ1*RIJv1I
ISN 0087 270 TIIMI.l1STI114191I/tkIIM.21
ISN 0086 IFI1Mi,LT1IM,2)	 .EG.	 01	 GO TO 280
ISN 0090 DO 272
	 I n l•fIS
ISN 0091 272 Ti IMlt11 •T1IMI#IICTIMLLTtII /EMI 1Mo21
IS% 0092 200 00 M l+I.NS
ISN 0093 290 T11M911 n Xlloll
ISN 0094 IMa1M61E
ISN 0095 IF11M••K21 140.30093CO
C
C CALCLLATION OF	 G m
 - COTI-11
C
ISN 0096 300 CO 31C	 I n lfNC
ISN 0097 CO 31C JmIgN5
ISN 0098 A10 A21Jf11 nO.CO
ISN 0099 Kai
IS% 0100 Co	 32C	 IS-I14S
ISN 0101 A21),K1.1.0C
ISN 0102 K nKEl
ISN 0103 IFIK sa . N0 Kai	 .
ISN 0105 320 CONTINUE
ISN 0106 CALL LI%E05[I. 4S.NC.T.A2•AI. GoBI,SVoSV;t•)ERvOlpI•E-5o#potm01
ISN 0107 IFIIERI	 3509330.350
ISN 0100 330 CO 34 ImljNC
ISN 0109 CO 340 J•loNS
ISN 0110 340 GI IoA u-A1I4 10
ISN 0111 350 RETURN
ISN 0112 ENC
.145j
.APP END IX B
Listing of the Pole Placements Computer Program
(including a subroutine to solve the matrix Riccati equation)
146
LEVEL 10 1 SEPT 69 1
	
OS/360 FORTRAN H	 DATE llello/19.34.35
COMPILER OPTIONS — NAME •
 MAINPOPTO029LTNECNT•60PSIZEeOODOKP
SCURCE.9000NOLISTP BECK 0LOA0 * MAP PNOEDIToIDPNOXREF
PROGRAM DETERMINES ALL-STATE FEFDBACK GAINS FOR ARBITRARY POLE-
PLACEMENT.THE RESULTING GAINS ARE TAKEN TO INITIALIZE THE
KLEINMAN ITERAIVE SCHEME FOR THE SOLUTION Of THE ALGEBRAIC
MATRIX RICCATI EQUATION t..IMPORTANT * . FOR THE SOLUTION OF
THE RICCATI EQUATION IT IS REWIRED, THAT THE ARBITRARY POLES
LIE IN THE LEFT HALF OF THE COMPLEX S-PLANE. *.<.
THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS HAVE TO BE READ IN
to NS0NC0YRICC9NCHECK	 FORMAT9611CC
NS - ORDER OF SYSTEM MATRIX A
NC - NUMBER OF SYSTEM INPUTS
NRICC- MO RICCATI EOUATICN WILL NOT BE SOLVED
41 RICCATI EOUTTICN WILL BE SOtVe C
NCHECK - 00 NO CHECK OF COMPUTED GAINS * NO BACK SUBSTI-
TUTION OF COMPUTEDRICCATI MATRIX.
Ml CHECK OF COMPUTEC GAINS AND BACK SUBSTITUTION
OF COMPUTED RICCATI MATRIX,
2. A - TNS*NS< SYSTEM MATRIX. INPUT BY ROWS.
3. B - INS*NC< INPUT MATRIXP INPUT BY ROWS*
4. EM - ;NS*2< MATRIX OF DESIRED POLE LOCATION.
5. IFF NRICCMI Q - TNS I^NSC STATE WEIGHTING MATRIX
6* IFF NRICC&l R - tNC*NCC CONTROL WEIGHTING MATRIX
MATRIX INPUT FORMATt5F19.6<
PROBLEMS CAN BE STACKED ONE AFTER THE OTHER. LAST CARD HAS TO BE
BLANK*









































20 FORMATSIHI *a STATES M av1394Xva INPUTS 4 a913C
25 FORMATt// Pa A - SYSTEM MATRIX0<
30 FORMATt//Pa B - INPUT MATRIXa<
35 FORMATY// 9 3 DESIRED EIGENVALUES CF to - B*G<3C
C 40 FORMATS/ / P a OBTAINED EIGENVALUES OF to - B*GCaC
45 FORMATt/ /va IER .NE. OP THUS * tA * B< SEEMS TO BE PARGINALLVa*/0a
FCONTROLLABLE ONLY.a<
50 FORMAT81/ 0 a G - GAIN MATR[Xa<
55 FORKATt// Pa T - SOLUTION MATRIXa<
60 FORMATS// P a THE PAIR tA P BC IS UNCONTROLLABLE* NCON 4 0 .iC
6S FOR M ATC11 0 3 COMPUTED EIGENVALUES OF to - BsG<.aC
70 FORMATS// P d VECTOR ALPHAtTRANSC %VECTOR O M B*ALPHAC.a<
75 FORMAIZI/ P i VECTOR DtTRANS<.a<




1G< I4 THE CASEa,/ *a	 OF MULTIPLE EIGENVALUES AND/CK 	 COMMON OPI;N-
2AND CLUSED -LOOP EIGENVALUES.a<
ISN 0026 85 FORMATI //s @ 	MATRIX
	
SINV.01
ISV 0027 90 FORMATS//,a	 MATRIX	 0 .i<
ISN 0028 91 FORM ATX/ /, a	 MATRIX	 R eat
ISN 0029 92 FORVATV /,7	 MATRIX	 RXINVERSE< sac
ISN 0030 93 FORMAT41/,a	 RICCATI MATRIX	 P •a<
ISN 0031 94 FORMATT//,a	 RESIOUAL MATRIX. MATRIX IS ZERO• IF MATRIX P IS ACCUR
4ATE. i<
ISN 0032 95 FORMATI//v O	MATRIX	 SINV•B *+1




ISN 0036 99 REAdi1.5< NS,NC,NRICC.NCHECK
ISV 0037 IFXN5	 EC. 0< GO TO 160
1S4 0039 WRIIE73r2O< NS,NC
ISV 0040 READTI*1C< TlAXI,J<•JN1*NS<@IOI,NS<
ISV 0041 WRITE13r25C
ISV 0042 00 LCO IOI,NS
ISV 0043 WRITEX397C XA%I.J<•J0I9NS<
ISV 0044 100 CONTINUE
ISV 0045 REAO11,10< XXB9I*J<lpJO1rNC<,L41rN5<
ISV 0046 WRITE%3,30<
ISV 0047 00 101	 1O19NS
ISY 0048 WAITEl397< V6TL,JCvJ0I*NC<
ISV 0049 101 CONTINUE
ISN 0050 READT1r15< TLEMTI,J <,JNL,2CvIOI,NS<
ISy 0051 WRITE23*35<
ISN 0052 DO 102 I#IrNS
ISy 0053 102 WRITE%3915< T6 MtI,J<,JO1,2C
ISV 0054 00 103 101,NS
} ISV 0055 DO 103 J019NS
ISV 0056 IGXI,J<OO.DO
^ ISV 0057 103 IXIPJ<OA%I,J<
C
C INITIALIZATION OF ARBITRARY FEEDBACK GAIN MATRIX	 ;G	 XAOA-BOZG<*
C
ISN 0058 1.80
ISV 0059 DO 105 IOl ► NS
ISV 0060 LOL81
ISV 0061 ZGTL,I<NI
ISV 0062 IFXL-NC< 1059104*104
ISV 0063 104 LOO




C COMPUTATION OF THE ELGENVALUES OF MATRIX 	 A •
C
ISV 0067 106 CONTINUE
ISN 0068 CALL MVECT9A,AVv4S,MD,MD2C
ISV 0069 CALL HSBG%NS.AV,4S.MO2<
154 0070 CALL ATEIGINS*AV,RR,RIrIANA,NS,M0§"021
C









IS4 0071 IFXNP .NE. OC GO TO 1002
IS4 0073 IFXNS .EQ.	 It GO TO 1001
ISN 0075 NSIONS- 1
154 0076 OD 108 INI9NSI
IS4 0077 118[61
'. ISV 0078 00 108 J6II9NS








ISN 0082 GO TC 1001 
IS-4 0083• 109 NAGMNAGGL
ISN 0084 IFXNAG-3< 1092,tO929109&
p' IS4 0065 1091 NAGBNAG-1
'w. 144 0086 GO TC 1001
ISN 0087 1092 DO 11C INI9NS 
IS4 0088 00 11C MONS
t IS4 0089 DO i1C KNIONC
ISV 0090 110 AXI9JCNAXI9J<—BXI,K<$ZGIK,J<
ISN 0091 GO TC 106
'^ C
C CHECK FOR COMMON CLOSED —LOOP AND OPEN-LOOP POLES. MA91"ALLII 3
C TRIALS TO ELIMINATE COMMON POLES. 
C
154 0092 1001 CONTINUE
IS4 0093 NMN1
ISN 0094 IFINCHECK .EO. OC GO TO 1009
ISN 0096 NGNNAG63
ISN 0097 1002 CONTINUE
ISV 0098 DO 1004 IN19NS
IS4 0099 00 IC04 JNt9NS









ISN 0103 GO TC 1009
ISV 0104 1005 NAGNNAGEI
ISN 0105 1FTNAC—NG< 1007,1OD7p1006
IS4 0106 1006 NAGNNAG-1
. IS4 0107 GO TC 1009
ISN 0108 1007 00 IWO IN19NS
IS4 0109 00 tC08 JNI,NS
IS4 0110 DO 1C08 KNL9NC
1S4 0111 1008 AlI9J<0AVI9J<—SlI9K<$ZGXK9JCr
ISV Olt2 GO TC 106
IS4 OL13 1009 CONTINUE
IS4 0114 CALL MMULT%A9A9Al,NS9NS9NS9MOC
IS4 0115 CALL SIMTR2%A9AlrA2982PSINV9W*IAOM,RRoRl*XR9XtVVR9VI,NSwMD,24C







IS4 0119 1101 WRITET397< XSINVZI,J<9J019NS<
ISV 0120 NRITEI39951
ISN 0121 DO LIOZ IN1,NS
ISV 0122 1102 WRITE%397< XAIXI9JC9JN19NC<
IS4 0123 CALL SINGLE=A19KR9Rl9XI91ROM9NCON*NSONC9M04
154 0124 IF2NCON< 1t19111,112
ISV 0125 111 MQITE13960<
ISN 0126 STOP










ISN 01 28 WRITE23970<
ISN 0129 WRITE%3,7< XXltl<,IML,NC<
ISN 0130 W4IT613675<
ISN 0131 WRITET3,7< XXRXI<,INirNS<
1$4 0132 00 114 INIAS
ISV 0133 DO 113 JN1,NS
ISM 0134 113 ADTI,J<NO.DO
IS4 0135 114 AO%Iol<N11RWI<
ISM 0136 IMO
ISM 0137 its INTCt
ISM 0138 IFtOARSZRit11CC-1.0-8< It?fll?g116




ISM 0143 117 IFTI —NS<	 115,tl8,lte
ISM 0144 lib CONTINUE
ISN 0145 WRITEX3080<
ISM 0146 on 119 I n1,NS
ISM 0147 119 WRIT£I3,T1	 lADI19Jl,J-19NSl
ISN 0 , 4A DO 1 ?4 IMPNS
ISM 0149 DO W JNI,NS
ISN 0150 122 B2Zl,J<NO•DO
ISM 0151 124 B2Z1,1<NXRTI<
ISN 0152 CALL ARHEIGZAO,52,EI►,G,T,A1,A2,Bt,K,SV9SVR,NS,1,1,NS,lER,MD,IROW<
ISM 0153 IFXIER< 15091309150
ISN 0154 130 CONTINUE
C WRITE23940<
C DO 14C INI,NS
C WRITET3,15< XEMTI,J<,JN192<
C 140 CONTINUE
ISN 0155 DO 144 I n I,NC
ISN 0156 00 142 JN1,NS
ISM 0157 142 BZT19J00.DO
ISM Oise 144 82T1,10XIXI<
ISM 0159 CALL MMULTT92,,.A2,NC,1,NS,MO<
ISM 0160 CALL NMULTTA2,SINV,G,NC,NS,N5,MO<
154 0161 IF=NAG .EQ. 0< GO TO 147
ISM 0163 DO 145 IMI.NC
ISM 0164 DO 145 J419NS
ISM 016S 145 GTI,J<NGTI,J<CNAC*2GXI,J<
ISM 0166 OD 146 INI,NS
ISM 0167 DO 146 JN19N5
ISM 0160 146 ATI,J<NZTI,J<
ISM 0169 147 CONTINUE
ISN 0170 WRITEl3,50<
ISM 0171 DD 132 INI,NC
ISM Ot72 WRITE13,7< %3%I,J<,JNI,NS<
ISM 0173 132 CONTINUE
ISM 0174 WRITE13055<
ISM 0175 DO	 134	 INI.NS
ISM 0176 6RITE23,7< ZTSJ,I<,JNt,NS<
ISM 0177 134 CONTINUE
C
C CHECK — CALCULATE EIGENVALUES OF CLOSED—LOOP SYSTEM 24 — BNG<
C
ISN 0178 IFINC14ECK .EQ. 01 GO TO 139






ISN 0 ► el 00 136 INIONS
IS4 0182 00 136 JflvhS
ISV 0183 136 Al21 JCA-Al%1vJ<6AS I II JC
ISV 0184 CALL MVECT%AI,AV@KS*MO,MD2C
ISV 0185 CALL NSSG%NS,AV,NS,NOZC
ISV 0186 CALL ATEIGINS,AV,RR*RI,IANAsNS,MDgMDZI
IS'1 0187 WRITES396S<
ISV D188 on	 138 I#fI,NS
ISV 0189 WRITFt3,15< RRi1C,RIM
IS4 0140 138 CONTINUE
C
C SOLUTION OF ALGEBRAIC MATRIX RICCATI OQUATION.
C
ISN 0191 139 CONTINUE
IS4 0192 IFtNRiCC .EQ. OC GO TO 159
ISN 0194 READtl,10< t%Q9I,J<,JN1,NS<,II1,NS<
ISV 019S WRITES3090C
ISV 0146 00	 1140'1019NS
ISV 0197 1140 WRITEt3,7< 9Q%1vJC9JNI,NS<
ISV 0198 REAO11,10< %tRTI,J<,JNI,NCCsIJlgNCC
ISV 0199 WRITE%3091<
ISV 020u DO	 1141	 IN1.NC
!S4 0201 1141 WRITET3,7< 2R%I,J<,JNI,NCC
ISV 0202 CALL SSRICC%A,S,Q,R,RI,G,T,82,SINVPAI P A2,81,IANA P IR011,11e1.D- 4,500
SNS,I4C9MD91402,AV,AD,XR,XI,SV95VR,RR,RI,X+V<
ISV 0203 WRITE%3,92<
ISN 0204 00 1142 INIvNC
ISN 0205 1142 WRITF930< %RIXI,J<,J#l1,NC<
ISY 0206 WRITE%3,93<
ISV 0207 DO 1143 101,NS
ISN 0208 1143 WAITF23.7< 2eltl,J<,JN1,NS<
C
C CHECK OF SOLUTION BY BACKSUBSTITUTTON INTO RICCATI EQUATION.
C
ISV 0209 IFTNCNECK .EQ. O< GO TO 15S
ISN 0211 00	 1144	 101,45
ISV 0212 DO 1I44 JNI,NS
ISN 0213 AIXI.J<NO.DO
ISV 0214 00 1144 KNI,NS
ISV 0215 1144 AM *J<NAL%I,JCSB1%I,K<*A%K*JC
ISV 0216 DO 1145 INI,NS
ISV 0217 00 1145 JNL,NS
ISN 0218 1145 A2%I,J<NAl%IPJ<4A19J*I<CQtI,JC
ISV 0219 00 1146 IN1,NC
ISV 0220 DU 1146 JAIrNS
ISV 0221 TtI,J<NO.DO
!S4 0222 00 1146 K#I,NS
ISV 0223 1146 T21*J<0T%19J<LBtK,IC*5It %,J<
IS4 0224 DO	 1147	 INl,NC
ISV 0225 00 1147 MONS
ISV 0226 AM jJC80.DO
IS4 0227 DO 1147 KMI.NC
ISV 0228 1147 n LtI*J<NAITI.JCCRI%I,K<*TXKOJC
ISN 0229 00 1148 1010S
ISV 0210 DO 1148 JMI,NS
ISV 0231 TT 1 , J«0.00
IS4 0232 DO 1146 KML.NC





I54 0234 DO 1149 IRIONS
ISM 0235 00 1149 JNI•NS
ISM 0236 00 1149 KN1,NS
ISM 0237 1149 A221PJ<OA2%1vJ<-9ISI@K<STSKeJ<
ISM 0235 WRITE13*94<
ISM 0239 00 1I50 INIONS
ISM 0240 1150 WRITE%3o7< %A2tIeJ<9JN1*NS<
I54 0241 GO VC 99
ISM 0242 150 CONTINUE
ISM 0243 WRITE13p49<
ISM 0244 155 GO Tf 99









t^IVEL 111 1 SEP1 ES 1 	 L51360 fcATRON
COMo 1LrR CfI IICNS - NAMi^r 011N,CFT n U2oLIfkFf,NTaFO,SIIta00CCKv
1CL OU rNG(:,6LiI5T,AClFfK,LCrCsMIP,hCEC Ile IC,NE(I1+Pei
ISN CCC2 !LAKCCTINC	 uSe^(r,A,IA,#L71
C
C CCNIFRTS A It LFFEP HESSEMOC HOP
C
ISN CM OIRMICN A10021
ISN CCC4 DCLHLE	 F QSCISICN	 A,FIV,TrS
ISN CCCS CCLNLE FRECISM CATS
ISN CCC! L ek
ISN CCC7 NIA=La1A
ISN CCCE L1AmKlA-IA
ISN CCCS iC IFIL-31	 360940,40




ISN 0014 tar dal SL9-IA
ISN eel! FIU n DAHS(A(IP11011	 ..
ISN CCle IFIL-31	 9C,90r50
ISN CC17 SC lo n IPIY—IA
ISN COIe OC	 EC IsLoP,IA
ISN CC15 IVDARS(A(111
ISN CC2C IF (1-PI tit	 9000.60
ISA CC21 EC IMM I
ISN CC22 FIVs7
ISN CC2? 1C MIME
IS CC24 4C IFIPTVI	 1CC,3209100
ISN CC25 IC( IF(PIio-DAMS M ISLP11)	 ISO AS0,120
ISN CC2e 122C PrIM-L
ISN CC27 CC 14C 10191
ISN CC2e : nM
ISN CO29 TaAIJ1
I5N CUC K n LIAll
ISN CC3l A(JIaA(KI
ISN CC:2 14C AIK1 n T
ISN CM MaL2-001I A
ISN CC34 CC 16C	 I+LL,AIArl1
ISN CC?! TrA(I1
ISN CC.t .181 -F
ISN CC31 AMMA(JI
ISN Me 11C AIJI n T
ISw CC?S 1fC CC 2CC	 IaLyLlA,IA
ISN CC4C 2CC AM mA(I MISM
ISN CC41 Jo-IA
IN CC4i CC 24C 1.1,12
ISN CC4? :•Jt14
ISN C044 LJ•LtJ
ISN CC45 CC 22C Ka1rLl
ISN C04E KJaptJ
ISN CC47 OLaKtl1A
ISN CC4E 2iC A1KJi wAfXJ1-4R JI*41Kl1
ISN CC4S 29C CCNIINLE
ISN CCSC Ka- IA









ISN CC54 tNA( Lit 1
ISN CC a.' LJ n L-IA
ISN C"t CC	 2tC	 ja1,L2
ISN CCS7 Ka grj
ISN ME LJaLJt1A
ISN Ccis EEC j:!(A(Loa41.lMI n 1.Jf0
194 CCtC 3CC IRPIa5
ISN Ccel Cf	 11C	 I-L.LIA91A
ISN CC62 31( A (II Re. C7C
is" Ceti 3iC ltt)
ISN CCl4 CC	 Ic 7C
ISN MR. 3IC RrTLQ%




 la 1 SEPT 69 1 OS/360	 FORTRAN H
r• CCMPILER OPTIONS
	 NAME-
	 MAIN,0PT•02,LINEC4Ti60aSIIF•0400K,SOURCE ► BCC,Nnt IST,QECK r LORI) 9 MAP ,bU:".b: T,ICrhOXREF
ISN 0002 SUMRELIINF ARRE161 A ,I1 ,EMrGrT.AI,AP,81 p XtoV ► S4N,45#NCrKIoK2+IER9R0 9VT A IMUL I I
C ARBITRARY NLACtMENT OF EIGENVALUES OF THE MATRIX
	 IA - 6061
C GAIT MATRIX G WILL ALNAYS B e 11FAL-VALOW6
C PROGRAM HANDLES HCTHr DISTINCT ANC/OA MULTIPLE CIGENVALUES.
C
C IER • J - SUC ICESSFUL, OTHERWISE(
	 (Ao#1 IS UNGW RCLLABLE.C
C A -	 (AS • NS)
	 SYSTEM MATRIX
C B - (hS A 40	 INPUT MATRIX
C G • - C+Tt-l)
	 -	 (NC +NS)
	
GAIN MATRIX
C EM - INS • 21	 MATRIX OF COMPLEX EIGCNVALUESr
	 RE(EM)	 14 COL.	 ItC I1111M)	 14 CIIL.
	
2	 IF EM ANO A HAVE COMMON EIPrFNVALUES,
C EM(lot)
	 =EM11911	 -	 I	 .
C BOTH CONJUGATE COMPLEX EIGENVALUES POST 9E PLACED IN SUCCESS-




	 IM, PART FIRST.
C PULTIPLE EIGENV%LUES NEED NOT BE INPUTED IN SUCCESSIVE ROWS
C ,.. CF THE	 EM -_MATRIX.
a C
MATRICES A AND B ARE UNCHANGED BY THE SUtlROUTINE,
C.
ISN 0003 CIMEAS(t]N A1MDrMD),81MQ,MOT,EPtMD^2) ♦GtPQ ►►+D)rAlfPprPb)rA21^}p^MC),
.	 ___ ., _,., _ 1TfMCrPC)r81(MD^Nb),X{MDr1ir5VfMD)^SVRIMO)r[+lULT1NQr2)
C
15' 0004 CDUBLE PRECISION A1,A2rBrkM,G#T,A ►})1,CA5SrX
C
3 ISN 0005 NC1 n NCul
ISN 0006 IF(NC1
	
.GT. NS) GO TO 130
ISN 0000
ISN 0009 CO	 1c[ J•NC1,NS
ISN 0010 LtLSI
ISN 0011 00	 1{C 1.1,NS
ISN 0012 100 atIvJI.8l1,L)
ISN 0013 IFIL-NC)	 12C41109ILO
ISN 0014 110 LOO
ISN 0015 120 CONTthbE
I S.v 00 16 L30 IM•K I-1
ISN 0017 CO	 112	 141,'(S
ISN DOIt) IMULT(to limI
ISN 0019 132 IMULTII.2lwQ




CHECK FOR MULTIPLE EIGENVALUES.




	 r	 IM4LT(J,2) s l	 .
ISN 0021 141 IMP .E C. It GO TO 146
ISN 00?3 1MN610-I
IS4 0024 CO 144 [ n L INN
ISN 0025 IF(ClES1EPf1,1)-EP([M,1)I	 .LT.	 .W-T	 .AND. 0A9StEM(1,?)-EP(IM,21)
rl




ISN 0021 GO IC 144
ISN 0028 142 IMUL 11 104 t I I ml
ISN 0029 IMULTI IMO2181
ISN 0030 144 CONTINUE
C
ISN 0031 146 IFICAESIE"11MO2)1-IO0-81 	 1500504190
C
C REAL EiGENVALUES9 DISTINCT AND/OR MULTIPLE.
C
ISN 0032 150 Ifac
ISN 0033 CO
	 170	 101,14S
ISN 0034 CO tec JakINS
ISN 0035 160 All IvJ1 w-A( W1
ISM 0036
ISN 0037 170 8111,I)MB(Iol")
ISN 0030 IFIMLT(IM92) * EQ * 01 GO TO 174
ISN 0040 MULT n IMULT11M911
ISN 0041 CO	 172	 Islous
ISN 0042 172 6111.11 n01(loli-TIRULT911
ISN 0043 174 CONTINUE
ISN 0044 CALL
ISN 0045 IFIIFAI	 tanvieoviso
ISN 0046 18u EMtIMv11wEM1IM#l1-19DC
ISN 0047 60 Tc 441
C COMPLEX PAIR OF EIGE%VALUES # DISTINCT ANO/Cft MULTIPLE.
ISN 0048 190 lEal
154 0049 ImIn Ifffil
ISN 0050 CO 21C JmlpNS
ISN 0051 DO M lw19NS
ISN 0052 M A2IIvJ1 n-A(1vJ)
ISN 0053 210 A21J•JjftA2fJqj1&EM1114*l1
ISN 0054 IFlIVULT1If4w2)	 .EC.	 11 GO TO 232
ISM 0056 DO 21c I•IONS
ISN 00ST 61,119I)S000D







6F 31 ISN 0061 CO 220 R n IONS
ISN 0062 220 AI.(I,J)uAI(I,J)tA2(1wK)*A2lK9J1
ISN 0063
15N 0064 230 il(fe1)oAi(lt1)&EPIIM92)*EMI104@,2)
ISN 0065 GO TC 236
IS4 0066 232 VULTNIMULT'llMol)
IS 14 0067 FAULTI&MULTEI









ISN 0071 CU 234 K•I*NS
154 0014 234 AllipJ)aAl(lmJ)E&2(1tKI*A2(RPJI
ISN 0075 Sit I * I I R 614 I@ Ilf.E w ( IN Y 21*18(1 * IM11-1110ULTI oil)
ISN 0076 236 AI(itli nAttittlECOliMt2l*E"(Ipo2I
ISN Day ? 23b cnhT INLE
ISN 0070 CALL LI%ECSII*NSt1vAltB1tXtAloblt$VoSVR,IfRoPot*E-10*00#11







ISN 0080 240 EMIIMo.II+EMIIM9I$-1*CC
ISN 0061 LM[I Pit I)+Erllllpl}
ISN 0062 GO TC	 141
C






ISN 0063 2SO CO 270	 I.1.NS
ISN 0084 T41PI 010-511rIMl
ISN 0085 CO 2!C J n 19NS
ISN 0086 P,60 I41M191)•TIlMt9[1LA2119J)«XIJ91I
ISN 0087 270 Ti 1M 1, 1) all IM1rI)/bpiIM92)
ISN 0060 IFIIMULTIIMo2)	 .EC.	 01 GO TO 200
ISN 0090 DO 272 1•I9NS
ISN 0091 272 TIIM191)•Til1wIpIITIMLLT9IIMAIIMt2)
ISN 0092 2A0 00 2SC I=19NS 
ISN 0093 290 TI I M 9II-Xt t ip 1)
ISN 0094 IMn IOC1E
ISN 0095 IFAIM—K2l	 14093009300
C




ISN 009'7 CO 31C J n IPNS
ISN 0090 310 All J, [ I n O.CO
ISN 0099 Kai
ISN 0100 CO 3;c I+19NS
ISN 0101 A21 1 r K )• t.BC
ISN 0102 K nKC1
ISN 0103 IFIK	 .LJ. NCJ	 K ai
ISN
_
0105 320 C[INT INUE
ISN 0106 CA'L LINEOSRt.NS9NC9T9A29AlrGr6lrSYrSVRrIER^prl.t-509MOrM0}
ISN 0107 )FIIE4I	 3500330,350
ISN 0100 330 CO	 34C IftIrNC
ESN 0109 on 340 JW19NS
ISN 0110 340 C1l9Jl•-AlIJ911





LEVEL Ib	 I SEPT 69 1 0S/3hO	 FCOTPAN H
	 OATF	 716092/02.OA•I.








._..—_. .	 CG ' WITHLI'YI' ►R 	 MATRIX	 t: 1 1l.fI 'fJN	 SOLVER.
	 USCS	 GAl15SIaN	 E010 14ATiOY
C FEfLL PIVCTAL LONDENSATION TU SOLV:
	
AA*X x0d FOR X. WNC wE AA IS
C IN • K!	 11H A 140 X Ali IN* MR) ^---..^
C 113111 - OPERATION CLUE
C ICP	 0	 1 . -	 ST4rrI1A 14C	 SULUTICN	 -	 INPUTS	 AA, , 189	 Sf)LIITIQN _ [,N__
2 y MATRIX I'vVCRSIOA -	 INPUT AA,	 SOLUTiCk X	 n AA( -11.9 BB NOT	 LSEi0,
C 3 - NFW KIGH•T HAND SIOC (00FOR EQUATTCNS PREVIOUSLY
r —	 SnLVEI) QITH- SAME AA -PA raIi. INPUT EB ANoa^, SN,	 -
"a C SVR. FRCM PRLVICOS wETURN. SCLUTION IN X.




"T')VPLT AA	 IMAI I(19 TL FE	 INVER T ED). OUTPU v 	15
C X n AA ( -11. Hl; .SV.SYR NVT USeC. AA UNCHANGECS
C
p• AA't -W-U-FINF ' StU 'CF AWA405 'II► PAR Atl i TCk-LIST- rs--1-46f crED BY
C CIyENS1CN STATEMENT.




- Ati - Aht PS ARE UNCHA%Gf p*bY SUBROUTINE.
C C -	 CSfER1w 14ANT OF AA,




L n -1	 N 15	 .LE.	 0
C K	 .GT.	 9	 AA	 15	 SINGULAR	 OF	 RAVE%	 IM-1)..--^-_^
R C 
_^
A4 Wit ;"Ii	 t5 CIViS16FRF1, ' TG 31;	 SINLULAR	 IF	 A PIVOT LESS THAN
C 1rL*A1ISIAAM&X)
	 IS FnuND DURIhr	 The iLININATION VROCESS.
C !AMAX 1S THE EL_E'	 LF	 LARGEST MAGNITUDE	 1% THE AA MATRIX.
^7l
NEhT
"+ SFC^t; ' NO EXCFFD	 106 WITH ' T	 INCRE8SING THE ' SIIF. f)F ' THE
	 • BUR_•
C AR to V.
C Bv_ TFE CALL	 TO LI%3dS.	 THE ONLY MAT110ES	 IN THE	 SET
	
IAA•8O95.A0)
H-1GH MUST HM UIfFERC%T ARE ' A ANU b,
	
THAT IS• AA AND A t	BU ANC
C F HAV NE	 TIiF	 SAME	 11-
	
THERE	 IS AC	 CE511tf	 TC SAVE AA ANG SB.
AL4. k CAN Ot	 THE SAME MATRIN AS E1THhl A UR Be	 PUT IF X AND	 —
^^ C- A ARE CO"MOV, A SLBSEE A F—T GAIL TC LINFOS WITI- A NEW BB'MATRIx--'.
C lI.E.,
	
IUPn 3)	 CAK%CT BE	 PAVE.
^.r. _.._._._.__ .__ - _	 •_	













___ _ 1 	-	 •-	 SVRI R) 
r' 151 0004 COUHLE PRECISION AA•MI,X•A,U•P1VCT,R9fF
ISN 0005 COLNLE PRECISION 00F11001




_ __.C_.' I 5'j CC7 EPS n C.
I SN 0c0 13 r 1 n N -1
I SN 0009 IB n I CP-z








ItivEPSfON	 SET MR n y AND B n l
C.
_ 
I S% 0011 4C IMP-1) 711. 70.50


















	 6C	 I=I,N1S': 0014 LU	 $!	 J•IrN
1Sr^ 0(315 5. "fJ,ll n O.DO
ISM 0016 6U PI to 11 n I.DO
_.__t c ^^ OOl7 IFf Iti)	 6[,00962 _	 _..-....	 .	 ,_._..
	
__...	 _.
C UPPSR	 IRIANGULAR MATRIX
	
INV_RSION INC ELIMINATION).
C0018 i 1 f::l .
ISN 0019 nn 64	 I=1,N
ISN 0020 M 62 J=I,N_
IS • I 0021 '^63 AI J,I)•AAIJ^I1
ISN 0022 64 C=C*All,li
—__	 1SN 002 3 IFt ESID)-TCL) 66666,2 00
- -
	
-S "^0074 c6 _	 ..	 _ °-- --.--•-_	 _ —	 _ _...1 £fi:'r
15v 0075 gETLAN
IS'4 0026 70 Ml	 75	 I=l,fOl!
'- I5tq 0027 --.._ CO 7_ JRl,fy
I'i'i 0024 75 biJ,I1=13f31J.1)
_ fsv 0014 _ ih i p ) AC,R0,100
15'1 0030 so CO	 SC	 I. ,N 
ISN 0031 CO	 E5	 J=l,N
-_ISN 0032 95 AIJ,f)=AA(J,I)
IS-4 0033 . 9 6 SVi
ISN 0034 0=1.
.—.-.	
ISN 0035 lC0 IF( q ))	 10 + 1 1509102
154 0036 101 IEQ •-1	 -	 _	 -----_-•-,	 __	 ._
ISN 0037 RETLRN
C 6LIPINATIOk LOOP ITHRCUGH STATEMENT 126)
t_
C SEARCF FCri L44GrST FtE11Et^T [ 11 LOWF q IkE • NE1 r; R^ClI OF /1 1 P^IVCTi	 ^^	 -
C 
ISN _0038 102 I;6	 N Eft 1,Y1.,. DO
k ,'4 003v IF1IE)	 ICJ , 10'i,LIO'.~_._ 	_._....^	 __	 ...	 ._	 _.	 _	 ^_.-^--	 -	 --•	 -
TSV 0040 k r13 !iF=O -A S bIAINE,NCI}
ISN 0041 PIvn7xAlNF.,NEI
1 tiW 0047	 .^.. _..—.._. VH =N E . 	 ..	 _ _....^. __._._^...._.....^._	 .._.......-•----- . _	 _....__ ..._ ._.....^-......	 ..__ . .






ISO 0445 ^1013	 C6	 ! =vE, N
ISV 0046 IF(CMij All,J))-nFI	 10691069104






ISN 0052 1FINE	 .FC.	 1)	 EPS=TOL+DABSiP1V0T)
ISN 0054 1; =C.•^I4)7
















ISN 1060 110 NR n SVRfVE)[SN O n &l,__ — IFINP- IFI	 117# 111 1 111 .____ -- .,._..	 ._..—._.___. ._.	 —	 ,....__.._..	 _	 •-_-•
C ROM	 IKIE aCMANGE - A(AR,K)
	
WITH A1KE.K)	 FOR K	 NE TO N
C -. 13 ;NR 	 WITH MINE KLFUIt.K.'C__ ._. _ ..	 _..__^..	 _
TSN 0062 Ill IFIILjI
	
112.112.1[5
ISN 0063 112 CU	 114 K=NE,Y
—^^" ISN '0064 HF n AfRN,K)	 —W	 -"'^
ISN 0065 AINQ,KIAAIRE,K)
-
.ISN 0066 _ _114 A(NPrK)•BF
1SN , 0067 Its CO	 LIE
ISN 0068 BF=O.fKK,K)
--ISN 006 9 8 (NR vK) 0 81NE	 K)
ISN 0670 lF6_$1YF,-,Ki-'BV- ^^-
ISN 0071 117 IFIILI	 1171r1171912?
_ISN_ 0072 1171. 1FN AL_-•^E)_127r122r11^ 	 _^	 ____ ^
_-	 __...._.	 _	 _.
C7
C COLUMN INTERCHANGE - A(K,NEI
	 KITH A(K,NC)
	
FOP K • 1 TO N
C KC1C - SYi I)
	 I5	 T HE O RIGINAL _UAKNOhN , VAktAGj-k- A(,.	 1j,pk .tt_^OLUMIN




Bf n SV 1.>C)




ISN 0076 00 12C K_1tfi
I5v00i' 7 BF=4IK,NCI
ISN 0070 Al K, KCI=AIK,NE)
ISN 0079 120 A ( k,KEI n 8F
C REDLCTIUA	 LCUP	 -	 R	 A(I.KF)/PIVOT
	 n 	 A(I.NE)/AINE,'IF.)
C A(1.J1	 . A11 90) 	 _	 +A(KE,J)	 FOR __R IrJ	 NE91	 TO N_,_
C L(19J)	 =	 U(I.JI	 -	 R •k(NE.J)	 FnR I r NElilrN J n 1,M8
C R	 IS	 ST'.:RtO	 114	 AlloNE)	 iLOhER	 PART	 O F	 A	 MATRIX) FOR SUBSEQUENT
C CALLS h1TIt A YFH RIGHTHANO S . ICE	 188 MATRIX) - • ^.__-"_^_--" InR	 __,___
i	
.	 .
ISN 00RU 122 NF: uht6l
I S'I 0091 Do	 126	 l =NE l . N_
ISV 00 - lF{(PI)SV 009393^^ 123 R=A(1,..F.1
ISV 0004 GO TC
	
125
ISN OJ85^ 12.1 R nA(1,	 FI%PIVCf
ISN 0086 A(IFNE)=R
151 00117 017.	 124	 J:tlt 1,11
1SN 00Rtl--' ^1,4 A{I.LI=A(I.JI-RtA
ISN 0ON4 125 Ud	 lib J=1,NH
ISN 0000 _— L26 UII.J)=5(I.J)-R*8fNEvJ)
C
C END CF ELIMINATION	 LOOP
CC
C FINAL SINGULARITY CHECK
ISN 0a41 — 150 IFIC110:0AIN9'11I-EVS1 	 142,152.170
ISN 0092 152 IER=K
ISV 0093 Dec.
IS^+I 0044 ^ -
--
RETLPn







C 'HACK SLIJ!01010 14 AYO SOLUTION
C AllpKI	 a	 (B.IIsK)	 —	 SUMIJ•I61	 TC 041	 IAII,J1iXIJ,K11)fAI1v11
G FCR I ! A TO 1. AND CACH COLUMN OF^6 . _ . IKs i TO 008 
ISN 0098 2C0 DD 21[ X=1 sMB
_ ISY 0099 11I*4,K) nlilA.K1/AfN,NI
ISN 0100 --R.y
ISV OIOI 202 1.1-1
ISN 0102 IFII1	 210 .210,204
IS'1 •0103 204 . MI a Irl
	 _--	 -
ISN 0104 SF n O.
ISY 0105 co 206 J n MI,N_
ISN	 G 2^6 dF :$F;1ifI^J) i 11i'J.NfT	'^-
ISti 010? %II.K)sldil,Kl-RF)fAlI,I1
ISN 0100 GO TC 232
—1SY'- h109 21 LQNT ME
IsY* 0110 ]ER n C
ISN 011l IFI_1P.-1)
	 21!,2209211
C RUk	 EXGHASOE •- P11T X V%RIA8LES	 INTO PROREk PLACE	 IN X MATRIX
C —	 X!1! J) a X119J) ~HERE M = SVIIII FOR J ul t0 MB^^,w-_
ISN 0112 211 DO 214 JsltPB
ISN 011 3 CO 212	 I s ]	 NB3	 61I4 712BUTT D nXII•J!
IS4 0115 GO 214 Iml,k
ISH 0116 K45V111_
TI s4. 0 11T 214^XIK,.r1WBUFI1l--C





LEVEL 1. 1 SEPT 69 I OS1360	 FORTRAN M	 HATE	 7100961?2.2*.
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME n
	MAIN9IIPTE029LINECNT860,S12E n0000K*
SOURCE*9CDPyUI[ST.OECK.l0A0,MAP,V0E0lT,lO,NOKi1kF
ISM 0002 SUSRCUTINE Ate IGIM,A,RR nRI*IANAPIA*PU*MU21
C
C ROOTS OF UPPER ME SSE NBERG PATRIX A__COMPUTAS
ISM 0003 CIMlEFSION AIMG2I,RR;MrDI*R[IMOI,PRRI?I,PRIf21tIANAIM01
ISM 0004 COURLE PRECISID4 E7rC6*EI0,DELTA,FRR * PRI,PANPPANI *R,SPT *A,U,VrRR*
1	 ICI AMODsEPS,O,GI * G29G3 * CAP n PSI I PPSI2rALPHA * ETA --
ISM 0009 DOUlLE PRECISIOV OABS,OSQRT,DPA%1
ISM 0006 INTECE11 F*P1rQ
ISM 0007 -- - E761.CG-11	 _	 _	 -0000 00__00. _.__ _	 ^_..._.,., ,• . ^».... 	 _. -	 ..._ .	 _	 ._	 _ . __.	 _ . .
ISM OOpe E641 .0e-&
' r ISN 0009 ELO+I.GO-10
"ISM 0010__ ...____ —GEL T Am Q a SOD
ISM 0011 MAXIT•30
F ' - 
- ISN 0012 MEN
ISM 0013 20 NNMI
r t ISM 0014 IM•M1*iA
- ISM 0015 RN.INiti
.ISM 0016 -" -	 -- - IFIR11 30 n 131y0:30_^_._	 _.,-•--_-	 —_-----_.^_	 _._,.	 _ .. •._ _._ __
_ISM 0017 30 NPnN91
ISM OOIR 1Tr0
. ISM 0019__ .	 . __'. 00 4!-
_ ISN 0020 PRR111+0.000
ISM 0021 40 PR[(1)w0.ODO
--	
- 194 0022'--..__ ...
ISM 0023 PANI nO.00O







_ISM 002@ ' _ NNL n INiCM	 —___._._ r __	 .__ .._,__	 .^	 ._._-..-	 ,_.	 _ •	 _ .	 0000	 -.	 _ .
ISM 0029 N1N n 1RCN1
15M
-
0030 MINI n fY16Nt
ISM _.	 _..0031 • 60 T n AIh1.V11-A(NN)




0034" - - -
_
IFICA8$IVI-U*E71	 1GOPIGO*e5
ISN 0035 65 TgU6Y
ISM 0036 IF(CARa(T1-CMA%l1U.GAbS(V11*t 61 67^6T n68 _
ISN 003? 67 TsO.CCO
ISM 0038 68 U•IAI4104IItAIN411/2.000
ISN 0039 V n CSCRIICABSITII/2.000
ISN 0040 IFI T 1140 * 70 * 70
ISM 0041 70 IF(U) c0P75,TS




ISN 0044 CD TC 130
ESN 0045 e0 RRMI nU-V
ISM 0046 RRI h 1*49V
ISN 0047 CO TC 130
ISM 0049 ICO IF(T W0.110*l10
.	 r
ISM 0049 110 RRINI)NA(NIN1I	




ISN Oosl Go TC 130







1SN 0054 130 RIih1+C.CCO
ISM 0055 RllAL1=O.000
ISN-0056 *1141180.0
ISM 0057 GO TC 160
ISN oose 140 RRIN11 n U
ISM 0059 RRINI nU
ISM 0060 RIMPoY
ISM 0061 RIIN1i–Y • .•
ISN 0062 160 IFIN M280912009100
ISM 0063 180 N1N2 nN1141-1A
ISN 0064 RMCCsRri4N11^1IR1N1)6RItN•1eRlIN11^—__.^^___. __ 	 "—	 -
ISM 0065 EPS n E1Q*CSOATIRM0D)
I!4 0066 IFICAeSIAIN14 VI–EPS)	 12SC91240s240
ISM 0067	 ' 240 IFI CAt!>1 AIN4111 –E 10*DABSIAINNI) I 	 13CO91300s250
ISM 0068 250 IFICke4lPANL-4(414211-DASS(A(M142))*E61 	 124001240.260
0069 260 IFICA e SIPAN-A(tiVLL1 –OAtiSiA ( NNIi , I •E61	 L240•i?kO f 300^ , w 4	
_.__	 __	 .
—
ISM 0070 300 IFIII–MAX{T)	 320912409124C
I$N 0071 320 J n l
ISM 0072 00 3!C 10192
ISM 0073 K n NP- 1
ISM 0074 IFIDIBSIRR;KI-PRRp[1IGDA8SIRIfK1-P111iIiT-DEtTA*IOA85iRRlx1^
1	 "A0SIRI;KII11	 3409360s360
-^ 	 15M 0075 -' - —340 J n JE {	 ^--*---°- -- •—	 _..^ _	 ,_.....^._
ISM 0076 360 CONTINUE
ISN 0077 GO TC 1440s460s46C940C19J
W ISN 0078 _	 .440 R nO.CCG
ISN 0079 SnO.CCO
ISM 0080 _ GO TC 50C.
ISN 0081 •460 J nNC2—J
ISM 0082 RnRR(J)eRR;JI
ISM 0083 S nR9IJ)LRR(J1
ISM 0064 GO TC 500
ISM 0085 400 RnRR(1t1*RRIN11-R[IN1*AlIN11
ISM 0086_ SxARfN1CRR1h11
IS14 0087 500 PANeAIh411
ISM 0088 PAN1 nAINLN21
ISM 0089 C0 52C I n is?
ISM 0090 _ K n MP-1
ISM 0091 PRRt11•RRtK1
ISM_ 0092 520 PRII11=R11K1
ISM 0093 PnN2
ISM 0094 IFIk-3160s6CO025
ISM 0095 525 IPI nNII%2
ISN 0096 CO 5E0 J n 29N2 --
ISM 009? IPI n {PI-IA-1
ISM 0098 IFICALS(AlIPI)I— E PS1	 GG094009530




ISM 0103 $40 IFIDOISIA d IPI)*AIIPIPEII) *IOABSIAI[ PIP) CAI IPIP2411-S ICDABSIAIIPIP 2
1	 9111)–CABSID)*EPSI 620.6209560
ISM 0104 560 PnN1–J
ISM 0105 S80 CONTINUE
ISM 0106 6L0 0nP
ISM 010? GO TC 680













ISM 0109 cap 
ISN 0110 IF(PI-1)64096800650
I S►t 0111 650 an 660 [ s2. P 1
	




ISN 0114 660 C=Q-!	 -------•.____..___»__. _	 ,
ISN 0115 680 IIE(P-1141ACP




ISN 0120 7CO 1P1=1lLI
	
,..._.M..,___..
	 .-• •--•.-	 -_.._	 _.._^	 _.._.. .
ISN 0121 IPIPXIIPCI
ISM 0122 GLEAttliStAlill-SIEAIIIPIaAt[P))LR





" ISN 0126 	- CO TC 780	 -""_	 ....,_	 ^..._^._..^__.., 	 __._._ ..- --	 • -	 .___	 _._.	 ._.....	 _
ISN 0127 720 GIEAIIII)
ISN 0128 UsAI[l101)
ISN 0129 IF1 I-Nt) 740 * 740v 760	 __. _._._	 _	 .__....,__.._ ._..,- .. __._._ . .- _ _	 •,	 - w
ISN 0130 740 G3EAI11162)
-ISN 0131 . _ GO TC laC	 _.
ISN 0132 760 UmC.CCO
ISN 0133 78C CAP•CSCRTIG1aG1LG2AG203AG31
ISN 0134 IFiCAPISC0i960*400
ISN 0135 eC0 IFIG11L,2C.840.840
ISN 0136 620 CAPE-CAP
ISN 0137_ 840 TsGICCAP
ISN 0138 PS l 1 sG 2/ T
ISN 0139 PS12-G3/7
ISN 0140 AL.P1-A•1.CC0/( I.0D09PSI I*P511&PS12*PSI2)_1______
ISN 0141 CO TC a8C	 -- -
ISN 0142 860 ALPh*z2.000
_ ISN 0143 .
^-
PSI 1.0.000
ISM 0144 PSI2-C.00O	 Y--'
ISM 0145 Sao [FI[-CI9C4.960,900 
ISN. 0146 9CO IFII-P 19209 940020
ISN 0147 920 A11111s-CAP
ISN 0148 GO TC 560
ISN 0149 940 AL I I11 n-Al 111 l	
._	 ._ ...
ISN 0150 960
-	 _ ^_.-_Y_^_	 ^^,_^	 ___• --	
_
IJE1l
ISN 0151 00 L04i; J0104












ISN 0156 1000 ETA-ALFHA*1TCA11J))
ISN 0157 A(IJ1=Al[J)-ETA S
ISN 0158 A11Jt11wA(1J&11-PSl1*ETA
ISN 0159 lFll-N1)1C?C91040.1C4C
ISN 0160 1020 AllP2J1-A(lP2J1-PS[2+ETA
ISN
_
0161 1040 IJ =IJCIA
ISN 0162 IFII-NI11080.106091060
1ISM 0163 1060 K=N
ISN 0164 GO TC IIC0
ISN 0165 1080 Kale;
ISN 0166 Ilea IPE [ lP-1
PAGE 0
ISM 0167 CO	 IIIc J*Ii.K
I SM 0168 11 PS IPLJ
ISM 0169 JI•J IP-li
Is" 0170 T nPS1I*A(JIPI
I s% 0171 1FIi-h11112C.114Ovll4c
ISM 0172 1120 JIP2 nJIPLIA	 ""`-"
ISM 0173 TrT9FS12AAiJl ►21
I SM 0174 1140 ETAw ALPHA*l TC41jI)1
Is" 0175 AlJ1ImAiJI)-ETA
ISM 0176 AIJIPI•AIJIPI-ETA*PSII
ISN 017? IFf 1-N11110C,1180,118p
ISM 0178	 -- 1160 AIJIP21 nAIJiP21-ETAMPSI2__
ISM 0179 1180 CCNT INI,E
ISM 0180 IFII-Nl112CO31220,1220
ISM OI81 1200 J1uI163	 _"r"
1 S 0182 JIP nJiclA
..
ISM 0163 JIP2«JipglA
ISM 016,1- - ETA n ALPHAAPSI2*AIJIPZl_^
1 S 0185 AIJII•-ETA
ISM 0186 AIJIPIm-ETA•PSII
ISM 0187 A(JIP21mA(J1P2)-ETAsP512






GO T C 60
13N 0141 1240 IFfOAJ1A AIN4 0 )-CA85(AlN1N2111
	 13CO,128091280
_1SN 0192 1280 IA46thloo
Y	 ISM 0193	 - - IAM AlNklw2
ISM 0194 NwN2
ISM 0195 IFIh2114C0.1400,2C_





ISM 0199 " iFI N 111460.1400.1320
ISM 0200 1320 NWNI
ISN 0201 GO TC 20
ISM 0202 T 14CO RETURN
ISM 0203 ENO
1F 3




SCUACL, F.z:L•`^UL 15i^ULG K .LGAn,MA p , • :CFUtT, i0,N0tRREF
IS% On02 51i114 cullo'F	 CI r.V F C `- JVCt	 A.	 b,	 we	 IWGwq	 x+,	 zl,	 VR,	 VI,	 MITRE $ ESVI 0
I	 -tLCliF,	 NE,
	
•IMAx.	 TJ,	 SMI,	 CUUATE.	 ERi,MyM< ESVI 10
C	 ;Lgn.:UTINF	 TA F140 THE Ejr,EVV[rTOAS OF 	 A NON-SYMMETRIC NATRIN ESVI 20
C	 SV A M(W ILD wILKI%SUN*S INVERSE 1TERATIUN MFTHOO. ESVI 30
C	 CUIRCL IVC CUCk IS ESVI 40
C	 1	 FIND L%LY THE g P r ULAR CJGEVVECTDRS	 to X N LA1.50A K< ESVI SO
C	 2	 FIN[) ONLY THE TRA ► , SPMSEO EIGE1lVE . TORS U T V r LAMBDA V<ESV1 60
C	 3	 FINE NCTH TYPES	 7F	 BJGENVFCTJAS. ESVI 70
IS4 0003 DIFENSICA AZVNA^f.Y^AZ<,BxNNax,v^Ax<,i,RVk4x,4<^YRtNMAx <,IIIZ;NMAxt.
1	 VRtN#AZC,VI 't'+I+tA^C, faQ^lkMAK, 2<
ISM 0004 DOUBLE PRFCISJOM RC07p,R,CTI,KCOFRE,P.CCTIF.TEMP,TEMP2tAMAKOCIOC2r
• 1	 S611w.zR,xI,VR,VJ,O,LERO,OCERRVA
ISM 0005 DOUP.LE PA K ISION IIAsS.DSIGN,rSORT,04AX1









ROCto 4 RCCTAE 









ISM 0012 MM 8 Poem - 1 ESYI 140
ISM OC13 Ni	 8 A - Z
	
_ -	




1	 6 1 ESVI 160
ISV 001 5 IVC!	 8 IVC - I ESVI 170
ISM 0016 IVC2	 8	 IVC,	 -	 1	 "'	 _.	 .._...	 __.	 ..._.	 ....	 _ ESVL l00
ISM 0017 COLA, N 1 ESVI 190
ISM 0018 DO 4CO IN1rk
' ISM 0019 lift ,l<aC.0C0
ISM no70 XRN 1 <+T^.080
ISM 0621 400	 CONTINUE
IS-4 0022 CL I t'	 M 1.0E- 4	 _	 ` _"	 _ E SYI 200





220C	 CCMPLEz EIGE^+VALUE. 	 .. . _ _ ESVI 230
C ESVI 240






TFMP24-CC 01 ft • RCCT A tRCGT I 	 RCOT1
ESYI 260
ISM
0027 JJ N 340 ESY1 260
t Sv 0078 DO	 606	 I	 N	 Is	 N	 -_	 ....	 __...	 _	 _ .....	 ..	 - ESYI 290
ISV 0079 1F TT7< 6COr 603 9 600 ESVI 300





JJ 8 JJ S !	 m "	 -





1 S 0033 601 JJ K I ESVI $40
ISV 0034
-	 -







607 R:1 9 J< 4	 AtI,J<0tEFP ,r, W%JJ.t<
GO	 IC a0t,











604 BSI.J<	 +	 A819J< • FSMP S B'II.J<










606 A t 1 9 1 C V A,ItI< -	 11CTR





ISM 13n41 GO TC loc esvi 430









r	 .	 .40.. . "0' . . '.	 4	 • t. ,	 . ,	 - ,
1(-"5
PAGE 002
_ G MAl,tlx SIN ULAI. ESVI 460C
ESVI 470
154 0045 622 1F MU( 623, 625, 623 ESVI 460
ISv on46 b7! 00 674 LL A
	 1, N ESVI 490ISV 094 T wYLL 000.000
ISv 0041! 624 xl ► Lt<MO.0r.9
ISv 0049 IFTIK I< 625. 514 9 	625 ESVI SIC
ISY D050 625 no 626 LL A It 4 ESVI 520ISv 0051 ktLL,400.0L0
ISv Ons? 676 VITLL<NO.ODO
ISv 0053 GO TC al1	 '_	 _^	 .__. _ ESVI $40
C ESVI, 550
C 1004i 
	 NOT SINGULAR. ESVI 560
ESVI 570
ISY 0054 60b DO 6C9 LL N I t N ESVI S601 Sv COSS WTLL ,I C# #.000
I5v OOJ6 07tL s2CN1 9OCO
	
.._.	 T
154 0057 b7;LL 03 <NI.00o
ISV 0058 609 0RLL 94<N1.000
ISY 0057 649
_
IF V I^CZ< 610, 612, 610	 ` ESVI 600 s4
ISv 0060 610 DD 611	 I	 N	 to
	 N ESVI 610
154 0061 1?	 r	 IK061ci,2t ESVI 420
ISv 0062 XIZ12< N WtIo [COACOTi
	 _	 _ ESS 63
ISv 0063 15O 611
	
J	 N	 I t
	N ESVI 640
ISV 0064 611 Xlr[?< N XITI7< E ALI•J< *MSJ,l< ESVI 650
'S14 0065 IFfJ%Clt 612.
	
500, 612 ESVI 660
[SV 0066 612 CO 613	 I	 A	 It
	
N ESVI 670
[ 54 0067 Wl t N 0:1,3<4`00M l ESVI 680
:Sv 0068 GO 613 J A	 1,N ESVI 690 A
SV OC69 613 VI7[C r Vltl< E
	 A6J,[<AMTJ,4< ESVI 700
S4 0070 GO TC 499 ESVI 710
.S4 0071 615 CEkZ N 0.0  ESVL 720
JS4 0072 OCERN00.000
15 14 0073 IF%I%C2< 616 9 	619.
	
616 ESVI 730
ISV 0074 616 00 61F	 1	 N	 I t 	N ESVI 740
ISv 0075 xR2I< s ESVI 50.,
ISV 0076 DO 617 J A	 I t N ESVI 76C
ISv 0077 617 XRTIC A KRZI < E
	 ARI,JCrtxisic ESVI 770
ISv 00711 618 XRtl <	 N	 1tRYI< /ROOT [ ESVI 760 1
ISY 0079 [F'114Cl<	 61. 99	 633,
	
619 ESVI 790
ISv 0080 619 CO 621
	 1	 N	 Is N ESVI 800
ISv DOP1 VRIl t	 a - !^Tf e4< ESVI 810
154 OPF2 00 62C J N 1, v Ebvl 820
[S4 0083 020 Vd41< •	 VATlC E AZJ,I<*V[SJ< ESVI 830
I S4 OOR4 621 VR7.I < R	 VRL[ < /RF.CT i ESVI 640
C ESVI 850
C SEARCH VECTJRS FCR LARGEST ELEMENT AND NUMAL IZE. ESVI 660
C E5V1 670
ISV Cos: 6?7 AMAXAC.Oco
ISV 0016 00 625 L r	 I. N ESVI 890
834 0087 [EMa	 f VPitC4,•2	 E V[tL<AAZ ESVI 900
IS 14 0080 if?l^M3 - AMA x< t.27 0 629.	 616 Esvi 910
ISv 00R9 b2b AMA% N TEM P ESVI 920
ISv 0040 12	 N	 l f$V1 130
ISv 0091 679 CohilhuE ESVI 940
ISV COW C1	 A V4412</A W41 ESVI 950
ISv 00,13 C?	 • - 41TI7.</Ar1x E5V1 960































































1$4 0045 TEPO I WTtLC
IS4 oogb VI =Lc r WRIL40C? L rEMM*C1
IS4 0097 630 V4?Lt A VRILMI - TEPPOC2
ISV 0098 IfWCOU 0 .EC.	 l< GO TC 63?
IS4 0100 00 611 tt a	 19 N
IS4 0101 611 DCfRR$i.PAXIIOCCRP9DA6S1VRZLLC- W1LL 9 3« 9 DABS tVIAL <-M;LL94C«
ISV 0102 632 Ir vite1C 6339 618 9 633 
IS4 0103 631 AMAKAC.0co
1 54 0104 00 635 L 4 19 N
IS4 0105 TEMP a N P.L Cas2 6 X I XLM92
IS4 0106 IFVTEPP - APAX< 6359 6339 634	
_	
"`—	 "•	 -
ISV 0107 634 AMAX I IEMP
ISy 0108 . 12	 0 L
IS4 0109 635 CONTIkui
ISy 0110 Cl 4 XM 2</APAX
ISV 0111 C2	 I -AIT12C/A1+AX
ISy 0112 00 636 L I l9 N
IS4 0113 T214P I X1tL<
IS4 0114 XIZL< P Ku1L<*C2 L TEPPSCI
ISV olls 636 XRlLc c	 Xk:L < •C1 - TE10PaC2
IS4 0116 IFTCCU0 .EQ. 1< GO TC 646
IS4 0118 (10 637 LL N	 19	 4
ISV 0119 637 Dtf g AOLMAK EOCE40pDA9SX9RXLL<-WTLL9l<tv04SSTXI=LLC-WWLL92<<<
C
C TEST FCK CONVERGENCE.
IS4 0120 636 IFRCCLNI .EQ.	 14 GO TO 646
IS4 0122 CERR6O;;ERR
IS4 0123 1FTCFRK .GE.
	
1.1E-4< GC TO 639
ISV 0125 IFTCERn .GE. CLIP< GC TO 648
IS4 0127 CLIP N CCR4
154 0128 IFTCLIM
	 .LS.	 1.0E-B< GO TO	 648	 _	 -.... _...-	 _-...
IS4 0130 639 IF:CCLpNF ,GE.	 15< CO TC 68
IS4 0137 647 COU%1 K COUNT C 1
IS4 0133 IFIRCCII< 642 9 	673 1p	 642
ISV 0134 642 IFVI%Ct< 6409 6 449 640
IS4 0135 640 (10 643
	 LL 6	 1 9	 N
IS4 0136 IML914. it XRiLL<
ISV 0137 641 %ILL 92< I XI$LL<
ISV 0138 IFtl^tl< 644. 6109 644
ISV 0139 644 00 645 LL A 1. N
ISV 0140 6lLL93t A VNILL<
ISV 0141 645 MSLlo4C P V19LLC
ISV 0142 GO TC 699
IS4 0143 646 CERR 8 0.0
IS4 0144 0cr4Rau.u00
ISV 0146 IF,ICCt n48 9 6%7 0 64R
IS4 0146 64d ERR	 A CERN
IS4 0167 tOUM lE a COI,VT
ISO4 0148 tar,-110114 6679	 669 9 667
ISV 4149 667 UO 649 1 6 It N
IS4 olso 649 ATI9 I< a AtIvI< F RCOTR
ISI OIhI RE TUNA.
IS4 0132 68 PAI&T 101• RCOTA9 RCOTI % CERR







ISY 0x54 6111 Isis	 A	 I	
^
ESrlls4o
1S4 al y I111 (in 651
	 1	 6	 1,	 K ESVIISSO
IS4 OI46 00 69f J N I9 N ESVIL560
IS4 at$? 660 8f1,J< N ALI9J< ESVIISM
IS4 also 651 6 11191C N ocItic - RCOTR	 - ESVIIS80
ISV 0139 GO Ic M* ESVII190
IS4 0160 652 IF ► ICC< 680 9 68S, 600 ESV11600
ESr11610
C SLAI,ULAR MATRIX9 ESY11620
C  ESY11630
IS4 0161 680 IF1tIVC2C 6819 6839 681 ESVII640
ISY 0162 001 00 687 L N It N ESrl163o
IS4 Olt-3 6Ft XIVL<&OoOGO
{54 0164 IF MCI< 643 ♦ Sl y • 683 ESVA1670
ISY 0165 643 00 684 t A 19 N ESVII680
1Sv 0166 604 V1eLC#09OCO
IS4 Olt.? GD IC 11 	 " ESYI1700
t ESrll7to
c MATAIX NCT SINGULAR, ESY11720
c MIMIC)
ISN 0166 605 IF9IrCc< 653. 6569 03 ESY11140
ISV 0169 653 00 654 L N	 11 4 ESY117SO
154 0170 654 xlrL<K1.000
IS4 0171 IF2I4C1< 656 0
 tia0, 656 ESr117TO
ISY 0172 656 DO 657 L N	 t9 N ESY	 T8
ISV 0171 657 VIVLCNL.000
ISV Ot74 GO TIC 499 ESVll8CO
c ESVII910
C NCRhALIZE REAL VECTORS. ESVII820
c ESVIL830
ISV 0175 655 CERR N 000 ESY11840
1 54 0176 OCERPN	 00.00
1 51 0177 If ZI 1CY< 6588 662. 6 1 8 ESVI less
ISV We 658 CIAC.CLG
IN 0179 C2NC.CL0
1 134 Oleo 00 66C L N It N ESY118T0
154 0181 TEPPAC43SMICL<C
1:1 14 0182 IMFOOP - Cl( 660. 660. 6S9 :SVI1890
1514 OIAI 65Y cl	 II	 IE+1P E SYl 1400
1';V 0184 C2	 r xI=L< ESVII910
1S4 O1P% 660 CONTIA6F ESV11920
1!M O1"6 00 661	 L	 t	 1,	 F , ESVII930
1$4 0107 xl.Lc a xI'LVC2 ES"11940
ISV 0106 RCFA4N6MAxETLCE*Ao DABSCXtTL<-XR*tLC<<
154 0189 661 xRTL< N XISL< ESVII960
ISY 0140 lr'TtiCIC 6620 6380 662 ESV11970
IS4 0101 662 C20C.CL'O
154 01 11? cl MC.OLo







± ISV 0145 Ir`Tf10 3 - C1C 6649 664# 663 ESV12010
l yV 0106 663 CI	 a	 IIM,Y ESVIZC20
ISV 0197 C2	 N Vill< EST12030
IS4 alas 664 COPT ME ESVI2040
ISv 01 ,14 110 66S LL r	 I.	 4 ESVI20SO
IS4 0700 VI'Ll< r V1 ►LL</C2 CSV12060
s IS4 MI CCrRvvwrdixlvuCF lit 1n ;Il5LVITLL<-M'LL•1«<

































































G('	 TC	 6!8	 '»	 . _ .	 ...	 9999 ESY1209a
640 Il` R IVC!< 6699 671, 669 ESV12100
669 An 670 L 1 I9 04 MUM614 WI'LCIUsOCO
IF11%cl< 671 0 	loll
	
s7l ESVI2130
6T1 TO 02 L M 1 9 N ISVI2160
67? Vi'xL C0ue00o
7 G RE TURK ESr12160
673 If 114Ct! 674 9
 502 9 679 ESV12170
674 UO 675
	 i	 R I t 	--_	 " . -_..._ ". __	 '•_	 --- ESVI2180
12	 0	 10440E192< ESVI2190
670 XIII?4 0 NAII< ESVI2200
00	 IC	 300	 . 
_	 ^..	 ._.	 __	 ..	 _.	 _.	 • •
-	 ESVI2210
c ESV12220
C BACK SUBSIITUTIOY SECTION. ESV12230
C	 - _ .	 . _.	 - ESY12240
4S9 IF9	 Z< SCU9 502, 500 ESY12250
SCO DO Sol
	 I	 1 2, N  ISVI2240
11	 1	 1	 -	 1 ESY12270
DO 541 J S I t 	11 E&VI2260
SCI KI". 1 C 0 x1=I < • H1tI9J401( I!J< ESVI2290
511 IFl14C1< 5029 514 9
 S02 	 ^- "  ESV12300
502 00 SIC	 1	 1	 1. N ESV12310
11	 •	 1	 -	 1 ESV12320_	 _	 _	 _
IFTI1 4C 5039 505 9 	503	 -  ESVI2310
W3 DO 504 J 9 I t 	11 ESY12340
504 V1114 0 VIT14 - M O I<+VIIIJ<  ESVI2150
IFTI(cc SCb, SC69 305 ESV1236C
SC y IFff11914C 506, 507, 506 ESY12310
5C6 Y(tl t	10	 viltic/02191<  ESVI2380
GO IC 210 ESVI2390
407 IF1VI ► IC< 508 .9 SO g 9 	508 ESY1'$.00




510	 -	 _..._	 9 999 ESVI2420
5C9 VITIC 0	 1.0 ESVI2430
910 C0 14TTKL, ESVI2440
IP2lWC9< 5149	 5259
	 51 4 ESVI24SO
514 00 $22	 1	 0 1, N ESY12460
14	 0 hot	 - 1 Esr12470
IFTI - 1< 515 9 517 9 Si5	 _	 _	 Y` ISVI2480
5l5 12	 0	 IK	 E I ESM12690
00 9)16 J 1	 T29 4 90Y1.2500
516 Cixl p< 0 xl=IR< - B+IR9J<*xITJ< 	 -	 - - lsvi2310
l ► +ICCC 617. 518.	 S17 ESY12520
517 IF1'F111A91RC< SI'9	 5199	 $18 E11t12930
y lti Klti p< w >rltlRt/l3LI49I44	 " 	 "-	 _ EsYl2S60
f n Tc 22t 11V 12550
Stv IfeKl	 M44 920. S?Ill S20 ESV12%&O
52(: KI P IW< 0 %1TImk 4 l.OE9I5 IST12STO
60 IC ,22 MUM
5?1 x1'l1+CN1400
528" C(TAI W.F	 _	 _ ESVI26C0
IM K141c 5259 329• S25 ESV12610
SPS p(1 S26 1
	
1 ?9 h ESVI2620
14 a APl - I t:svi2630
IR • Is & 1 tSV12640







ISM 029 @ 926 VI I!1N< 0 VIIIA< w 9Fj*IR<6VIRJt
ISM OW 00 $77 i
	 A 10 NIsla 0260 12	 A 140612L 0 1 C
ISM 076t 527 V#It124 A VI RC
154 0262 Gh 522 L A t0 k
Isv 0263 426 VI'L< r V111L<
ISM 0264 529 I F 9QCCII< 615 0
 655 0 613
I: FACTOR FATRIFI.
c
I sM 0265 `	 TOG fee	 A 0
	
""	
•-_ _	 ._. ._ 0 000	 _ _ ^__	 »^ _ _ —
	
. , _ ..
I SM 0266 Swl A 1. UU?2
I54 0267 no 701 LL A to N
ISM 0260 701 IMCh V iL.l< 0 LL
ISM 0264 DO 700 K A I. 41
ISM 0270 AMAXAVARS29tK,KC<
ISv 0271 [MAX A K
ISM 0278 K1 0 0 9 1
ISM 0273 00 702 1 A Ki t N
ISM 0274 IFTAVAR.GT,0Ae51!BtI OK<CC GO TO 702
ISM 0276 AM4x knABS1e1I0K<<
ISM 0277 [MAX A 1 ISM 0276 702 Ct1r1 T IAUI!
ISy 0279 lr*Ab&A .LT. SWI< SW1 A AMAX
-	
ISM 0281 GC TO 723
ISM 0263 R49K 9K<i0.OG0	 -`
ism 0284 Ice	 * Ice 9 1
154 0209 GO fC 101_
ISM 0284 713 FFSIMIX	 .EQ.	 K< GC TO 704
	
_.T.. ._._._^_...._.....
ISv 0288 110	 701 .I A	 l ► 'N
--	 Isla 0289 AMAX A B%KOJ<
ISM 0290 btK,J< M o%ImAx,J<-
ISv 0241 ?0! RZINAX,J C w ARAW
ISm 0242 12	 0	 INOW'K,I<
ISM 0243 IrIchtK,I< 0 IROWSIMAX01<
ISy 0794 Jotrih'IMAX,I<	 r	 I2
ISM 0 295 704 DU Vf 7 1
	 0 K t. 4
ISV 0246 IFInDIOK49< 7059	 707,	 709
ISM 0241 705 G41 , K< K F1tI,K1U91K,K<
1Sm 0248 Dt1 106 J M Kit N
_ ISM 0299 706 8°10J< 9 etl,d< - ROCK OJ«etl,K<`
Isv 0300 707 CONTInWs
Is4 0301 708 CONT INUE
ISM 0302 4"AWAKS964NON c<
ISM 0303 IFRAwAA-1.0C-75< 71297120713

















ESVI2760	 - - -
Esr12780


























ISM Olos Swt0C.400	 _... _	 _.	 .	 ..ISM
0306 ICC	 0 IcC t 1 ESr13120
Isla 0307 GU TC IOM ESVI3130
ISM 0300 713 IF -UP-Ax .1.1.	 SWt< SW1 A AMAX ISVI3140
ism 0310 709 IFTICC .LF.	 ISW< GO IC 710 EST13190
Is% 0.12 IFT1rb< 10 0,105001091
ISM 0313 L040 kkIFIT103 0 1G2C	 [CC
ISM 0314 COUNIf A 0 15013180
ISM 031S RETLRK ESVIS190
ISM 0116 1051 w :kIILt1u3,1052<	 [CC
ism 0311 flu DO	 011	 LI	 r It M asV13210
ISv 07111 12 0 140b SLL.I< ESt13220
u
170
1S4 0319 711	 Irt0ktl[.2<	 r LL ES1► 13230ISV 0370 1r"rtMi< 601, 6ta2. 607 -^	 - 1Sv13240
ISV 0321 1052 FJRPA1i/i/23H +•••r• WAKN INS 9+000i	 .i	 SUFACUTINE EIGVEC HAS ESV13250
lFntlAD A** EIGEI!VALUE OF APPAIEST MULTIPLICITut ESV11260
1 14r/2349i	 COMPUTATION OF EIESVI3270
1;EhVEC10R?S< CGVTINUFS AT USER S CPTIGNA//< •E5rl3200
IS4 0322 1CI FORPAf;JemOPORE THAN 1S LCOPS FOR EIGEvVECTOR OFP2Ei2.4o ESVI3290
2	 '	 14h UIFFERENCE OFOE12.4< ESVI3300
ISV 0323 1C2 F0004 141600*$O*wAAhfNCO* • * , 14 9 ?IN ZEROS ON OIAGO"lAL OF FACTOREDESVI3310
1	 MAT4IY.	 CHECK FCN MULTIPLE EIGEhVALUE5 * /20X. ESVI3120









LEVU 10 1 SEPT 69 1	 '051360	 FORTRAM H	 DATE	 7141061199500
cOMPlix 't CP1iCA5 - RAPce	 loA?N9DPT nD20LTNFCNT n600TiZE+0000*.
SCURCE000C0NOLision cK0LnA60MAPO4DEPIT0ID0NCNREF
ISM 0002 SUNVCUTIAF SINGLEtSBe00Rf#GG9114ULTO04CC4t4S0NC•MO<
c
C PZD;RAP CCNVERTS MULTI-INPUT SYSTEM INTO PSEUDO SINGLE-INPUT
c SY^TE^
C
ISM 0003 REAL •R SB%"DvPDC v V1MDC * RIIMO< gGGTPf1CsP1 * P IV * DABS * GSE'
ISN 0004 DIMERSION INULTINO02<.
C
- C' PiOGRAk CHECKS CONTROLLABILITY nF
c
ISN 0005 NPNOf
IS% 0006 GSEMOaOA . _ - --• ­_ __._.w_._ 	 _......»..^_ _..^.	 _ _ .	 ._
ISM 0007 0L1 LCO J010kc
154 0000 no lco INI,Ns
ISM 0009 Leo 65FNGSELCAIlSzSBt1 0.1C< . _ -_ 	 . _.	 _ _ _ _.... ___-.• .	 ..	 _ .	 __	 ..	 _
ISM 0010 GsrfC-St/7NS0NC<
ISM 0011 00	 L4C 1019#IS
ISM O0i2 Nenhoo
ISM 0013 IMULTV102400
ISM 0014 no TIC JNI.Ac
try ;lV R«^U4Wi^lf=I^.ICC^4Sr s j,U-1c Gore O.00c NeOKPNGuN&1
1S4
{UM
0011 lRbxot	 I	 c	 1.L`1f4DA-A< 309130,120
ISM 0018 120NPNNFCI 
IS4 0019 IFIACCvo .2C. 0<	 IMULT=I.201'
ISM 0021 IFtNF-IC 14001400125
ISV 0022 12S 1101.1
ISV 0023 IFT1IMULT1IO2<GIMULT=TIO2« GEC. 2< GC TO 330
ISV 0025 NPRO
ISM 0026 GO VC 140
ISM 0027 130 IF ZNCC h .FQG O< GO T0' 330
ISM 0029 140 COVTIALE
C
c C0400ATION OF SINGLE-INPUT VECTCR
	 D N SBNG
C
ISN 0030 DD 170 10loNS
IS4 0031 D:1 <AC.DO
ISM 0032 PO 170 Jf+10AC
ISV 0033 170 DIIC60*I<1S9;I0J<
ISM 0034 D0 Leo 1410AC
IS4 0035 ISO GG'14010tp
.ISM 0036 IF+A( .EC. IC GO TO 323
c TEST bmkIHER	 D	 RENDERS tLOD< CChT4DLLASLF
C
1 SV 0038 Ni Y1	 -	 _	 _...	 ..._.	 ....	 _
ISN 0019 185 NPNO
ISM 0040 INNI-I
ISM 0041 lea 0006!	 _.	 ..	 ._..	 ..	 _
ISV 0042 NCOK*O
IS14 0043 4181
ISM 0044 IFallA!A-," I<C .:T. GSE + 1GD-8 < NCON01	 -
1SN 0046 IF7tRMa.'AI TI«-1 .0-s< 210021091,10
150 0047 lq0 NPONFtl
ISM 0040 IFTACCh ergo 0< IMULT9IO20 1
ISM 0050 WINF-14 1209221.200
IS-4 DOSI 2c0 1141 —1
IS4 0052 IF11111toL 141 P2C&lPULTXTl * 2C< * EQ *
 2< Gn to ijq
ISV O0tp4 Nplo
IS4 0055 GO vc 120
IS4 0056 210 IFZ%CCN	 EC. 0< GO TO 230
1 "V 0058 220 IFTI-NbC Us8@225927S
IS14 0059 225 GO TC 125
c FIND NUN-ZERO ELEMENT IN ROW Nl OF MATRIX 	 $9
IS4 0060 230 PIV#5fl4NIvI<
IS4 0061 Mot
IS4 n062 00 254 Io2•NC
IS4 00fi3 IF%DARSAPIVC-DAaSTSRfNI ► I<C< 249125e.259*
1%4 0064 240 p I v 0 s" 94 19 1 <
ISN OObs
TS4 0066 250 CONTINUE
c
C FIND ELE RENT OF LARGEST PO AG 41ITunEw PIVO IN CUL * -NC * 1458 OF MATRIX
C S8* FIND NON-ZERO ELEOF4f Of SMALLEST NAGNIfUCE 9 PI P
 IN VECs 0
C
IS4 0067 760 00 210 14ION5
Isl 0068 N2#1
IS4 0069 IFTCA4S4C?14CC-GSF*I.C-8< 280P2Y0480
IS4 0070 270 CDNtthuE
154 0071 280 P 10 0 IN44 <
IS4 00T2 no 250 U#IONS
IS% 0073 IFIWABaXPIV< AT *
 CA8STS8lIiPSA<<< PIV0S8VI@MSllC
IS4 0075 IF%nAsbcc%:I<c 	 LT. GSE O I.0-8< Gil TO 290
IS4 0077 IF2DAfib8F14	 LT * L•ASSXDSI<C( PiNOVI<
IS 14 0079 290 CONTME
ISN 0080 pIsCARs9pIV1pI<&l.4-8
I S ly 0041 N?oipl&t
IS4 0082 PINN2
IS4 00*3 00 3c0	 1111'Ns
154 0004 ICO DUCa"L lOCTI CESP11*00W
IS 14 0085 Do	 310 1111.40
IS14 0096 310 GGII <101troGgl<







IS4 0090 GO IC LBS
IS4 0091 325 KCV 14 61
1 S 0042 GO TC $40
ISN 004$ 330 NCUN*O











t;OMPtII:A uPifUtiS - h er! n 	 '+Ath . n1+T n0?.LINfc^IT n h 0.s1rF • COGUK,
S014.*E,RCC,NCL IST,DECK,L0AD,rhP,HOFf1IToIC,NOXREF
ISM 0002 WORMLIKE SIFIV2=A.AA,AA1*59SINV,We I+1n1.0RRAI,XR*1fI,W1,VI,NS,PD*
SIVC<
i C CUMPLTcS SI O ILARITr TRANSFORMATION MATRIX
	 SINV	 FOR MATRIX	 A
_	 L rli ►r SI M PLE EIGEUVALUES. rIELCS REAL-VALUED TRAPJSFOR04ATION
C MAIRIX6
C
{ ISV 0003 RFALAB ASrQ,MO<.AA'Xr{I,MDt•AAIT,MT1*MO<,SINVZ ►'Q*M0<*RRSMO<*RIt;MO<
ISV 0004 REALOR xP'.rL'<.XTIVO4.VRIM0<*Vl%MD<*QAPS*OSGRT
ISv 0005 REALAR WXP0,4<*STMUfmc<OSWA
t tI ISV 0006 AIMEASION li1UMtrin,7<
ISV L007 10 F0U w ATf//T3, 6 EIGENVFCTOR ERROR MESSAGE91
• ! ISV 0008 20 FgRI►ATIT3,$$WIw*,FIO.4910K,01TER+•*,I50IGX**DIFn$*E10.41
1 SV 0009 K oo
I SN 0010 100 CONT IN""-
•	 r tSV Doll 00 IlC Jul As
^. ISv 0012 00 110 1 n 1,NS
t ISV 0013
._.	 .. __._.	 ..._
110	 AAI(I . JI@rAAII,J)
PITS 71.106114.51.54
Isl 00L4 K09*1
ISV 0015 _ CALL EISVECIIVC.e,AA1*W*IAOW9$41eII,VA,VI*RRTK<*RI%K<*NS*MP*O*SWI
15V OOIb 1FfITE.e	 .LT.	 151	 GU TO	 111
15N OOIa WRITET$Iluc
ISV 0014 WRITE;l.20< Sw1*ITER,CIF
154 0020 111 CON T f l%t E
1SU 0021 11'4108511111111,1 .GT. 	 I.D-8C GO TO	 130
I C COL- khD/OR ROW EIGENVECTCRS CORRESPONDING TO A REAL EIGENVALUE_
ISV 0023 WI191190.00
€1 ISV 0024 00 I2C IKI,NS
ISV 0025 W1191)uW(I.[)*f1AsSIVR1I11
r: 15V 0026 120 Slr:vUll<Ayx:l<
'	 v ISM OW7 1K'„1 tiC -2 < 126,126.122
15 11 On2R 122 Wit.3)=O.C9
t5'+ 0429 00 L 24 1 ALMS
ISV 0030 St NVIK,I)•S[NVIM,T)/W11011
ISN 0031 1.(tr3)mWf1*3f*SINVIK,II+XRIII
ISV 0032 024 S.1,K(mX49t<
' 1 ISM 0033 00	 123	 1*1,RS
ISV 0034 123 S(TvK)wS(I,K)/1.11,3)	 .
ISV 0034 126 IFtK -• fw$<	 100*150, [50I Y
C CC"PLEX CCL- ANPICa RCW EIGF.NVECTCRS ARE CONVERTEC TO A SET OF ING
t^ C RF%L-VALUFD TRAVS 04 MATION VECTORS
( C
ISV 0036 130 KIkK[I
ISV 0017 W11011=0.00
fi	 r .sl 0038 wIl,llsU.DO
ISV 0009 "•0	 14C I Al •NS
ISV d040 !.1101)+wll,ll*17L'B5IVRIaIf
ISv 0041 41102).r1l ► 7I*nA9S1V1IIJI
ISV 0042 51 NV 1K0IO29DOOVAIIC
ISV 0043 14U SINV ►K191Cf-s_u0•VItf<
r 15^4 0044 IFCIVC -2< 1)a*1169142
r
174
ISV 0045 132 IfIkIItII
	 .LT.	 W 11.211	 WIItIIaWI1921ISV 0047 bit 1.31•0.1:9
154 0048 W11r41 n 40
IS4 0044 On	 194	 I•1.N5
ISN 0050 SINY ?K t I COS INVTK.T< /x2*170«w:Irl«
1S4 0051 SINV^KIri<weSINVSKIvf</i2.00•wtl.l «
R	
Ism 0052 W11.311,Wf1930+.50n•S1AV1KoIIOWR1II*.%COOSINVIKI.II•%f111
ISV 0053 1!4 A11.41 NWI1.41+.91)OAS1hViK i I )ON III1-.SCO «SINVIK19II O <RI II
IS4 0054 kr i.ll •wIlr '11•ti'rl,31+W11r41«w11.41
IS4 0035 00 135 I•I.NS
ISN 0056 StI. It) • f9941) owl IvJI#XfIIIOW11#411/Wl1r11
ISN o057 135 StIrxllofd1IIIsWIIt31 -KRII1«W119411/WIIr11
ISN OASB 134 KOK1
1S4 0059 IF TK-AS< 100.I509150
IS4 0060 150 kETURN
...
I SN 0061 _	 _ ENO
PAGE 00.
LEVEL 18 1 SEPT 69 . 1	 QS1360 FORTRAN H
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAPE •
 P41N.OPT n02.LT4ECNT•60.SltE n0000K9
SCURCE900094OLISTrCECKrLL$AOrMAP9v0EQIT.IORNOXReF
ISN 0002	 SU6RCUTIFE I0VTCT19A.AV.N6sPD.MO2<
C
C	 CONVERTS 90ATRI4 A INTC VECTOR AV
C
_ IS4 0003	 REAL 08 AT1vG.MO<.AV=Y02<
IS4 0004	 00 IC JA1.N5
IS4 0005	 00 1C INIONS
IS4 0006	 KWrJ- 10NS41




LEVEL 18 1 SEPT 69 }	 CS1360 PrIRIKAN H
_	 C:IMPILF14 r1PTSnAS - kAPE n PAI PJ . A	 1:PT n02.LTNrcNTs6U . ST'•OOOQKr
SOURCE ."Cl'.NUL IST.I}ECK.LOPC. MAP* 40I :DI To I09100'0
ISN 0002	 SUPRCI: IIt.k 1m14I1LTTA . O.C.HSgNC.NBrMC<
C
C	 CLIP.I+LUI&S PIATRIX PRt7 nticl C A Ass
r
ISN 000$	 ktAL•B Aa'r.Mp<.T.1ZMCrMp4CtMCrMO<
ISV 00414	 fill 10 IO1 .NS
IS4 ODDS	 ou IC JN1 rh[i
ISV 0006	 CT;I r J<00.+:0
IS4 0001	 DO It KNI,NC	 -
IS4 0008	 10 C.I r J<«C'I rJ<GAT,I.K<«1!T;RrJ<ISV 0009	 PIE TLRA




'.. LEVEL 10	 1 SEP T tS 1	 CS1360	 F CR TRA(Y I
r
COMPILER CPITCAS - hAME*
	 POIRoCFT*OZ9L(AECAT*6CoSliE n 000CK9
SCtRCErVCC9ACL15T9ACCECK9LCACrMAP*NCFC1T9ItsMDXREF
15N C£CI !LBRCLTIAE	 SSR(CC( A9$ 9C9A9P19FrF19xsTrAUx1rAUX29AUX?elA'fAslRpMr
.. RYsiCIrMAI^IT*1^Srh^.rFCrMC2rAVrICrXR*xlr5Vr5VRrARrRlrxSrV11
C
C ICLVES STEADV «STATE MATRIX RTCCATI
	
ECUATICN
C AITI*P C F*A - F rg.Rf-11*PITIGP t C 	 0
' C kHERE
	 A IS	 A	 (AS•AS1	 PATRIXV
C !!	 IS	 A	 IASAACI
	
MATRIX@
_ C C IS A (AS OASI F,S•C• PATRIX9
C R IS A	 IAC*ACI	 F•C. MATRIX ANC
C F IS A W aRS} F.C n 	 MATRIX.
• C
C RICCATI FCtATICN IS SCLVEC ViA KLEMPAN*S SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATION
4 C MEINCO.	 KLEINOWS ISEPOTIVE ECUAT ICN IS SCLVEC VIA EICEN_
". C S151EP AFFRCACH•
.	 i C
C AvOtCoN kILL ACT HE CHAAGEC eV SUMUTINE• R1•Rf -11 IeILL BE
C CCPFLTEC IA SLVACUTIAE.
C IT IS ASSLPFOr THAT 	 (A - PoPf-I1elfT) MP1 FAS A CCMPLETE SET OF
C EIGEAVECTCRS	 (I.E.-IS SIMILAR TC	 A CIAGONAL MATRIX)*
C
C YATRTI
	 AL93	 BILL CCATAIA TIE FINAL SCLuTICN9 TIE RICCATL MA/fills
C
— TSw CCC3 REALet AI MO * MD19E ( PC rPCIPCIPC ► P CIrPC Rev PCItRI(PC@10CIsP(MDrMCIt
1	 FI too P OD I0111 C91r C1IVIPCsPCIPORIPCItR1(MCI#SVI14 C l ip SVR INC It
2	 Ail (1+021rALXl( PC01C19AUX2 (MCsPCItAUX3(1*ts1*C)9ACIMP9MCII
3	 Y(MDs41 @XF1OCI sx11PCI
ISN CCC4 REAL*8	 )IIRD91101 fiv e 111
ISN CCC5 REAL*@	 iCL95kIPCELIGAAS
ISN CCCE DTPENSICA	 IAAACOCO#IRCW(PCr2)
ISN tCC7 3 FCQPATI5D20181




IRM CCCS 3! FCRPA7( /1r* 	 IEk n * x13 9 *	 9	 MATRIX	 SINGULAR	 ICF AAhK	 IER1. NOT POSSI
2etE.• CHECK (APLY 06TRICESO )
ISN CCIC s' C FCRMATt 1 1 9 1	TCL
	 •LE.	 *rE15.7r*	 W1'S	 NCT	 ACIIEVEC	 IN MAXIT•*91:e
3*	 1TF1141ICA5.11.
:'• ISN CC11 iE FCRMATI01 9 1
	GALA TCLERAACE •LE• I vElSoW WAS ACIEIVEC AFTER	 *ells
4 + 	 IIERAIICASe11
ISN CC12 :C FCRMATI 11 9 1 	R(IAVI CAAACT PE CCPFUTEC• CI-ECK R of 
a,'•. ISN CC12 AC FCRMATI//,2k9 1 CHECK	 *e4I6)
't ISN C014 CALL	 LIAECS(2rAC# RC III
 eXrRLrP1PVoSVrSVR9IERPCs	 @E-ICrMCeMQI
ISN CCl! IF(IERI	 5C099095CO
ISN Cell 4C TTERrC
•r,' ISN CC17 ICC ITER n ITERCI
ISN CC1E CC 11C J•19A5
ISN £ CIS OC I" Cell"
ISN CC2C ALfr1119"111&	 J)
ISM CC21 CC	 IIC	 Ir.l rAC
ISN CC22 IIC AtX1IIrJI=AL11(1*JI-11119KIOF(ReJI
C
C CETERMIAE FIGEAVALLES AAC -VECTCRS CF 	 (0-teCI
CK'
9 ISN CC2 3 CALL PVECT(ALlrl *AVrAS*PCsOC21
°•u ISN CC24 CALL HSeG(AS9AV9A5 ► MCI)











ISN CC2f CC	 13C J•i*RS
1504 CC29 CC 12C I.1*AS
ISN MC 12C AD(19J1wC.00
ISN CC3l 1H A0(J*JIm991J)
ISN CC32 Inc
1114 CM 14C 1•Itl
ISN CC34 IF(OANSIRI(II1-JeC-111	 ILOO160019Q




ISN CC39 UC IF(I-AS)	 14G*170*1?0
ISN CC4[ 17C CCAl1RLE
.. C
C 9IGH1 HARD SIDE CF TPAASFCPMEC
	 ITEOPTIVE ECUATION
C
ISN CC41 CC lee J n1rRS
ISN C047 CC IPC IwI.Re
ISN CC4? Pl (I *Jl n C.I)0
ISN CC44 CC Let K n l *RC
ISN CC4! 11C F1(10A NP1I1 9 0 Ell (IOfIFIK.J)
ISN CC4E CC 19C J•L*RS
ISN CC47 CC 19C I .1 *RS
ISN CC4f A021lvJl m- C(I*JI
ISN C04S DC	 1 1K 1(•1.RC
ISN CCSC l9C ALk2 { IPA m ALM2 ( I oil -P(K * 11 *Fl 1K *J1
ISN CCSI CC 2CC Jsl*AS
ISN CC!s` CC ?CC	 lsl*AS
ISN CC9? P1 (1 * J) X0.00
ISN CO"_4 CC 2CC K n1*AS
ISN CC!! 2CC PI(I.J)sPl(I.JlEALX2(IrMIOXIPtJI
ISN CC°f CC 21C jsl#RS
ISN CC97 CC 21C I01rAS
ISN ME AL>e?(I*J1•0.00
ISN CC59 CC 21C	 K n 1*RS
'	 ISN CCSC 21C ALX21lrJ1 nALX211*JICX(K*IlsF1lK*JI
C
C SCLVE	 ILAPBDA•l	 E	 LIT)I*TII)	 s	 CI 11	 FCP	 7111_
' C
ISN Ml KL n C
ISN CCE2 22C PL•KLE1
ISN cet? IFIOABSIRI(K L11-1 ,C-e 1	 23092309260
C
C REAL EIGERVALLES CF	 IA-Es0(-I1	 01T1401
C
ISN CCE4 21C CC 25C JsKL*RS
15% CC!! 0J•J-KLI1
ISN Me CC 24C ISKLrAS
ISN Cef7 Mlsl—KLtI
ISN ME 24C AM (KT * KJ ► • AD II *JI
ISN CCf4 2:C ALXl1KJ * XJ) n ALXI lit J * KJI COP JUL I
ISN CCIC PA+RS-KLEI
Is% Cell CC 26C (sl*KR
ISN CC12 Klz1MI-1Wi CC7'. 24C 1111 2 11 sAL1121*1 91M









































































IF 111 R1 68C O16 ,5 0 690






C	 CCFOLIX 914MA ►4,16 CF 41 - RePt-11•PITIeff
C
21C CC KC J•PL•AS
0J•J-f+Ltl
CC 29C 1•RL943
tic 8011RI +KJI•ACtl 9J1
3fC ALrIt0J + 0J1•ALIIIPJ•l1Jl6PPINL1
r4.4S -111,41
—CC alt 4.1,.94 
CC SIC 1.1.111►
it r3 I1 •JI see cc
NC SIC r n l •rA
31C 01,07419J1860311OACAL111119KI•WMIIRrJ1









CALL tI4EC^fl + ^4.l+Ai+ lU+>tl+tlrAUx3 + ffl+SIf9SMf+• IERrc + 1.E -lt•M1:•1!
IFIIE91 00.3409490
S A C of SIC 101.94
1+100410-1
Fllrl•fclr • fI fT 91!
3:c PLIVI•R1.I9rIII90
CC 353 1 .1 •IM
VI •FLif -1
M P1101991.110-Atx2101.001111t1111
CC SIC 1 . 1 •04
CC 3 6C :•1 9114





C	 CCOPLUT1C4 CF THE PICCATI rPTPIX P11411
C







it IS it •J!•0000











































C	 CCPPLTATICh CF THE GAth ORTRIK N1161 1 she CCIIPAIIISON hllh IC 111
C	 CC 41C I.l * t-
CC 41C J n 1,hS
AL11110J1 •C.CO
	 -
41C JLTIII.J1 •+Lk1t1 ^J16NIK.11^^Ux3flCrJ1




4;C P1 If oil & Pl(19090111,K1 + 1UK1 ( K.JI
CC 43C J91rhS
OC 43C 101shc
41C ALr1ItvJ) @ F1 ItgJ1-FIlvJI^
CELoC.DC
CC 44C Jwlfks
DC 44C t •I.hC
IFIDASSIPI19 PJ11 . GT. TCL1 SV(IIn CAPS( AUXII19JI /PI( 1rJ1 II0: 1=VI1) .CT. CELL CROSV11)
44C MIME
IF IOEL-TCLI 4609460g450
4!C IFIITE1t - 10 Ar171 462v470r470
492 CC 464 J n 1 thS
CC 464 1*I0hC
494 PI1 g jl w F1 II rJ1
tic 7C ICC







44C bil IE 13.151 IER
RE Tlph
	.CC ItIIf(3r3C1	 .
PE 11.4h
EhD
. S-
